
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

STATE OF GEORGIA, )
)

v. ) INDICTMENT NO.
)  235CI88947

MICHAEL A. ROMAN, )
)

Defendant. )
ES

DEFENDANT MICHAEL ROMAN'S SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY! TO THE
STATES RESPONSE TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO DISQUALIFY.

COMES NOW, Defendant Michael Roman (“Mr. Roman”), by and through his

undersigned counsel, and files this supplemental reply to The State’s Opposition To Defendants”

Roman, Trump, and Cheeley’s Motions To Dismiss And To Disqualify The District Attomey filed

on February 2, 2024 (“State’s Response”), and respectfully requests that the Court conduct an

evidentiary hearing in this matter and grant Mr. Roman's motions, and as grounds therefore, shows

the Court further as follows:*

! On Friday, February 2, 2024, Mr. Roman filed a preliminary reply on the issue related to the
contention in the State’s Response that an evidentiary hearing is not needed. That argument, along
with the others raised in the State’s response, are addressed further below.

* Mr. Roman adopts and incorporates asif set forth fully herein the facts and arguments set forth
in the following pleadings:

(1) Defendant Robert David Cheeley's Motion to Dismiss the Grand Jury Indictment and
Disqualify the District Attomey, Her Office and the Special Prosecutors filed on January
26,2024;

(2) Defendant Cathleen Latham's Motion to Disqualify The District Attomey dated February
5,2024; and

(3) President Trump's Motion to Dismiss on Due Process Grounds and Memorandum in
Support filed on January 8, 2024.
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INTRODUCTION

This Court is faced with a monumental and historic task—deciding whether to disqualify

the elected district attorney in a case involving the prosecutionof a former President of the United

States. This is unprecedented, and we are in uncharted waters. Mr. Roman understands that this

is not an easy decision, particularly given that this is an election year and we are living in a

politically charged and polarized time. Nonetheless, neither Mr. Roman nor the Court has put us

in this position. The district attorney has. And the important role and functionof the judiciary is

to protect the integrity, sanctity and faimess in the judicial process.

Aside from the Constitution, this Court and the rules it applies are the principal guardrails

to ensure that the judicial process in our democracy is fair and transparent. Our legal system was

designed to ensure that prior to verdict, the defendant stands as an innocent man, and the State has

the obligation, through a disinterested prosecutor, to seek justice, not just a conviction. When the

lines get blurred between a prosecutor's interest in her personal fame and publicity and her public

duty, the system breaks down, as does the public's confidence in the process itself, which threatens

to undermine the public's confidence in the outcome.

“The right toa fair tial is not trivial and it was not an afterthought or a catch phrase. It was

rooted in the Sixth Amendment and made a partof the Bill of Rights, which meant the Founders

knew it wasofparamount importanceinanew democracy. The Foundersalso knew that to deprive

a defendant of faimess in the criminal process would be to deny him the right to a fair trial, so

those procedural safeguards were also made a part of the Constitution in the Fourth, Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. In other words, the several individual rights the

Founders believed were integral to a functioning democracy centered on the accused's freedom

from an oppressive state both before and during the judicial process.
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These principles are important in a case of this magnitude. It matters not that this case is

undera national and media microscope or that this case may gamer more attention. In lightofthe

attention this case was expected to gamer amongst the public, the State had an obligation to protect

atall costs the fundamental faimess in the process and to avoid even the appearanceofimpropriety

regarding the State’s motives or the district attorney's personal or financial incentives in

prosecuting the case. But the State did not do that.

Over the past several years, the district attorney has done the opposite, using the media to

tum the screws on each of the defendants long before any trial juror was called to serve. These

media appearances bya publicly-electedprosecutorare incredibly improper, but more importantly,

they were designed to tear down the defendants’ pre-trial constitutional protections. This case

should be, and could have been, tried on the evidence admitted at trial. Because of the actions of

thedistrict attorney, however, that is no longer possible. The damage is already done. That is why

there are specific rules that prevent prosecutors, in particular, from making extra-judicial

statements to the news media that are designed to increase the public’s condemnation of the

accused before trial starts. That is why the district attomey and special prosecutor must be

disqualified from any further prosecution in this case.

Itis evident that the district attomey and her personally-appointed special prosecutor have

enriched themselvesoffthis case. That enrichment has taken various forms, not the leastofwhich

is incredibleamountsofmoneypaid to Wade by Willis that has, in tum, resulted in Willis® personal

financial benefit in the formof vacations, hotel stays and the like that have nothing to do with this

case or her official dutiesas aprosecutor. This enrichment is a formofself-dealing, which creates

a personal interest in this case. In other words, the more work that is done on the case (regardless

of what justice calls for) the more they get paid. The more they fight Mr. Roman's motions, the
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more they get paid. The more they refuse to dismiss defendants who should not be indicted, the

more money they make. And,ofcourse, the more money the special prosecutor makes, the more

the district attorney gets to reap the financial benefits. These benefits are concrete, personal and

financial. They are also at odds with the district attorneys obligation to seck justice, which is why

both the district attorney and special prosecutor will always labor under this conflict, regardless of

when their relationship began*

But it is not just these financial rewards that infect this case now. This case is different.

And everyone knows it. It is not the average case. Itis not even an average RICO case. It targets

public and private officials and the former president of the United States. It has and will continue

to gamer significant media attention. In this context, it beliesbeliefthat the district attorney would

sit for so many media appearances and make so many publicly-available statements about the case.

‘The statements were calculatedto enhance her professional image, and, in tum, that of the special

prosecutor. Indeed, she even hired a company with public money to track the public's perception

of her public statements. Perhaps more alarming, however, is the district attorneys interviews

with two authors writing a book about this case that has now been published and is available for

public consumption. The district attomey for some reason believed that giving the authorsof the

book access to herstaffand allowing them to publish the book prior to the tialof this case should

not be scrutinized or questioned. She granted this unprecedented media access so she could taint

the jury pool, thus making a conviction much more likely, and use the conviction to open doors to

anew political future. And she wanted her rise to fame documented for the world to see.

* Mr. Roman believes the special prosecutor's statement in his affidavit that the relationship did
not start until 2022 is patently false.
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We are speeding toward a precipice in this case. In Mr. Roman's view, ifwe proceed as

the State wants, we will all go over that constitutional cliff together. This Court has the power to

put the brakes on, inquire further, hold an evidentiary hearing and allow Mr. Roman to question

witnesses so that the truth may be revealed before we reach that cliff, beyond which there is no

return. Mr. Roman is asking for nothing more than the Constitution demands. The State, on the

other hand, would ask this Court to go blindly in the dark, objecting to every effort Mr. Roman

has made to shine a light on this issue.

The State’s strategy here is obvious and purposeful:

«Avoid having to answer any real questions directly by using inflammatory and
dogmatic defensive rhetoric intended to falsely minimize the important claims
raised in the motions;

«Avoid having to answer any real questions by ensuring Willis, even by affidavit,
does not have to respond under oath about anyofthe important claims even though
she certainly could have;

«Avoid having to answer any real questions by not addressing any of the potential
ethical breaches or Willis’ failure to disclose gifts from Wade on Willis’ financial
disclosure forms with Fulton County;

«Avoid having to answer any real questions by having Wade admit to the
relationship but limit it to the time after he started making money on this case;

«Avoid having to answer any real questions by asking the Court not to conduct an
evidentiary hearing; and

«In the event the Court does conduct an evidentiary hearing, ensure the witnesses
cannot testify by filing motions to quash so that the testimony cannot be heard.

In light of the obvious, continued, strategic obfuscation and stonewalling, the adage that

“[tJhe lady doth protest too much, methinks” rings true. This Court has the power and the duty to

* Undersigned counsel has a good faith bass to believe that, following the filing of Mr. Roman's.
motions on January 8, 2024, Willis” office asked its employees to sign non-disclosure agreements
and this was confirmed through a news story on WSB Channel 2.
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inquire furtherofthe potential conflict, and Mr. Roman submits that the testimony in this case, as

proffered below, ifallowed, will bear out that both the district attorney and the special prosecutor

have violated their legal and ethical obligations, and they should be disqualified.

Supreme Court Justice Brandeis once explained that “sunlight is said to be the best of

disinfectants.” He reportedly took that view from James Bryce’s 1888 book, The American

Commonwealth, which explained that

public opinion is a sortof atmosphere, fresh, keen, and fullof sunlight, like that of
the American cities, and this sunlight kills many of those noxious germs which are
hatched where politicians congregate... Selfishness, injustice, cruelty, tricks, and
jobs of all sorts shun the light; to expose them is to defeat them. No serious evils,
no rankling sore in the body politic, can remain long concealed, and when
disclosed, it ishalfdestroyed.

Mr. Roman asks nothing more than an opportunity to present his evidence so tht he, too,

may shine some sunlight on the conduct here. For these reasons, and those set forth below, Mr.

Roman respectfully requests that the Court grant him a right to present testimony at an evidentiary

hearing and grant his Motions to Dismiss and Disqualify Willis and Wade.

ADDITIONAL FACTUAL BACKGROUND

I WILLIS AND WADE HAVE NOW ADMITTED To HAVING A PERSONAL, ROMANTIC
RELATIONSHIP AFTER FAILING TO DISCLOSE THE RELATIONSHIP FOR YEARS.

On February 2, 2024, the Court finally leamed that Mr. Roman was correct when he

asserted that Willis and Wade have been romantically involved. This fact was confirmed in the

State’s Response. (See pp. 6-7 (implying but not expressly admitting), Ex. A, Para. 27). This fact

was never disclosed to Fulton County, Georgia, this Court or any defendant until the State filed its

response. Wade admitted to the relationship expressly, publicly and under oath. (State's

Response, Ex. A, Para. 27). Willis still has not
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Willis and Wade claim they did not have a personal, romantic relationship before Willis

appointed Wade as a special prosecutor, but Terrence Bradley (“Bradley”) will refute that claim.

Bradley is an attomey and a member of the Georgia Bar. Bradley and Wade were friends and

business associates. Bradley has non-privileged, personal knowledge that the romantic

relationship between Wade and Willis began prior to Willis being sworn as the district attomey

for Fulton County, Georgia in January 2021. Thus, Bradley can confirm that Willis contracted

with Wade after Wade and Willis began a romantic relationship, thus rebutting Wade's claim in

his affidavit that they did not start dating until 2022.

Bradley obtained information about the relationship between Wade and Willis directly

from Wade when Wade was not secking legal advice from Bradley. Bradley obtained this

information in a personal capacity as Wade's friend prior to Wades decision to file for divorce.

While Bradley would later represent Wade for a time in his divorce proceeding, the information

about the relationship was obtained prior to any attorney-client relationship beginning, and none

of Bradley's testimony will relate to any privileged attomey-client communications or work

product. Bradley also has personal knowledge that Wade and Willis regularly stayed together at

her home until Willis” father moved into her home sometime in 2020.

Robin Yeartic (“Yeartie”) was an employeeofthe Fulton County District Attorneys Office

and long-time friend of Willis. Yeartie and Willis lived together for a time in a residence in the

East PointHapeville areaof Fulton County. When Yeartie moved out, Willis continued living at

the residence. Bradley will confirm that Willis and Wade stayed together at this apartment until

Yeartie’s employment was terminated in the Fall of 2022, at which time Willis and Wade began

staying in what was known commonly as a “safehouse” that Fulton County, Georgia rented for

Willis. Willis and Wade stayed together at both residences regularly.
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IL ADDITIONAL WADE PAYMENTS AND PERSONAL, FINANCIAL BENEFITS

A. Wade Invoices

Since the filingof Mr. Roman's initial motion, his counsel has obtained additional invoices

for Wade, but the Fulton County District Attomey’s Office still has failed to produce others:

Invoice 19 (April 2023) $35,000
Invoice 20 (May 2023) $39,250
Invoice 21 (June 2023) $33,000
Invoice 22 (July 2023) (The State has failed to provide this invoice despite repeated open

record requests.)
Invoice 23 (August 2023) $35,000
Invoice 24 (September 2023) $34,250
Invoice 25 (The State has failed to provide this invoice despite repeated open record

requests.)
Invoice 26 (October 2023) $37,000
Invoice 27 (November 2023) $16,000

Mr. Roman also has been able to obtain details concerning various trips taken by Willis

and Wade that were paid for by Wade.

B. October 2022 Royal Caribbean Cruise

On October 28, 2022 Wade and Willis flew to Miami and boarded the Royal Caribbean

Freedomofthe Seas cruise to the Bahamas. Wade paid for Willis’ flight from Atlanta to Miami

and their shared cruise cabin. Wade paida total of $1,201.60 to American Airlines for both flights.

Wade paid $1,387.70 for their shared cabin on the ship. He also paid an additional $992.28 to

Royal Caribbean during this cruise. In total, Wadepaid $3,581.58 for this vacation. This does not

include transportation and other fees that appear to be relatedto this trip.

C. November 2022 Aruba Trip

Wade took Willis to Aruba from November 1, 2022 to November 4, 2022 and paid for the

flights and hotel through Vacation Express $3835.26. Wade also paid an additional $370.88 to the
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Hyatt Regency in Aruba where Willis and Wade shared a room. This does not include

transportation and other fees or expenses that may be unknown at this time.

D. December 2022-January 2023 Bahamas Cruise

Wade took Willis on a New Years cruise on Norwegian and paid $3,172.20 for flights and

the cruise itself. Wade also paid $98 for an Island Jeep Rental and S198.75 to Rum Runners

Freeport plus an additional payment to Norwegian Cruise lines for $214.80. In all, Wade paid $3,

683.75 for this vacation for he and Willis

E. March 2023 Trip to Belize

Wade took Willis to Belize for vacation again on March 18, 2023. He paid for them to

stay at the Phoenix Resort for a total of $1,723.33 and the Ambergis Grand for $995.75.

Additionally, they spent $74.15 ata tattoo parlor, and $363.79 at local restaurants.

F. May 2023 Trip to Napa Valley

Roughly two months later, Wade took Willis to Napa Valley on May 15, 2023. He

purchased their flights to San Francisco for $817.80 and paid $840.22 for their hotel in Napa

Valley. Just the flights and hotel for this rip totaled $1,658.02.

The foregoing trips surely are not the only payments Wade has made that have personally

and financially benefited Willis. If, as Bradley confirms, Willis and Wade were in a romantic

relationship before she even took office, Wade likely provided Willis with significant other gifts

and benefits. Ofcourse, the State and Wade have now filed motions to quash Mr. Roman's lawful

subpoenas in an attempt to prevent discovery of these facts.

# Wade also paid fora numberof Uber rides associated with this and all hs trips but those are not
added to the totals here.
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transportation and other fees or expenses that may be unknown at this time. 

D. December 2022-January 2023 Bahamas Cruise 
 

Wade took Willis on a New Years cruise on Norwegian and paid $3,172.20 for flights and 

the cruise itself.  Wade also paid $98 for an Island Jeep Rental and $198.75 to Rum Runners 

Freeport plus an additional payment to Norwegian Cruise lines for $214.80.  In all, Wade paid $3, 

683.75 for this vacation for he and Willis.   

E. March 2023 Trip to Belize 
 

Wade took Willis to Belize for vacation again on March 18, 2023.  He paid for them to 

stay at the Phoenix Resort for a total of $1,723.33 and the Ambergis Grand for $995.75.  

Additionally, they spent $74.15 at a tattoo parlor, and $363.79 at local restaurants.   

F. May 2023 Trip to Napa Valley 
 

Roughly two months later, Wade took Willis to Napa Valley on May 15, 2023.  He 

purchased their flights to San Francisco for $817.80 and paid $840.22 for their hotel in Napa 

Valley.5  Just the flights and hotel for this trip totaled $1,658.02. 

The foregoing trips surely are not the only payments Wade has made that have personally 

and financially benefited Willis.  If, as Bradley confirms, Willis and Wade were in a romantic 

relationship before she even took office, Wade likely provided Willis with significant other gifts 

and benefits.  Of course, the State and Wade have now filed motions to quash Mr. Roman’s lawful 

subpoenas in an attempt to prevent discovery of these facts. 

 

 
5 Wade also paid for a number of Uber rides associated with this and all his trips but those are not 
added to the totals here. 



IIL WILLIS GAVE STATEMENTS AND ALLOWED CASE ACCESS TO THE AUTHORS OF A
NOW-PUBLISHED BOOK IN AN EFFORT TO ENHANCE HER OWN PUBLIC IMAGE AND TO
PREJUDICE MR. ROMAN AND POISON THE JURY POOL.

On January 30, 2024, Hachette Book Group published a book entitled Find Me The Vores:

A Hard-Charging Georgia Prosecutor, a Rogue President, and the Plot to Steal an American

Election, about District Attorney Willis and the “ongoing” criminal case. See Michael Isikoff &

Daniel Klaidman, Find Me The Votes: A Hard-Charging Georgia Prosecutor, a Rogue President,

and the Plot to Steal an American Election, Acknowledgements (1* ed. 2024)(“The Book”). A

number of statements in The Book highlight Willis efforts to boost her public image and her

alleged belief in the strengthof the case allowing her to personally benefit from this case. The

following are taken from The Book."

Before Willis made the decision to run for district attorney against Paul Howard, she was

worried that if she lost she would end up in financial straits again.” She told the authorsof The

Book that she was thinking, “I really don’t want to be financially effed up again.” (The Book,

© Since The Book was not published until January 30, 2024, Mr. Roman did not have the
‘opportunity to read The Book prior to his deadline to fle his Motion to Dismiss and Disqualify—
January 8, 2024.

7 According to the authors of The Book, Alvin Kendall gave Willis her first job in Atlanta, but
Willis “did not stay long at the Kendall law firm.” (The Book, p.23).” After Willis left the Kendall
law firm, Kendall “would be charged with a felony and get disbarred ....” (/d.). He spent three
years in federal prison. (/d.) Prior to working at the Kendall law firm, and while in law school,
Willis had worked as an intern with Howard Schmuckler in California. Afier Willis concluded
her work with Schmuckler, he would be charged by federal prosecutors for running a fraudulent
mortgage “rescue” company and was described by prosecutors as someone who had shown a
“blatant disregard for the law.” (/d., p.23-24). He was convicted and sentenced to seven years in
prison. (Id., p24). Afier leaving the Kendall law firm, Willis opened her own law practice, but
needed a more reliable income so she started work at the AtlantaSolicitorsOffice. (/d.)
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worried that if she lost she would end up in financial straits again.7  She told the authors of The 

Book that she was thinking, “I really don’t want to be financially effed up again.”  (The Book, 

 
6 Since The Book was not published until January 30, 2024, Mr. Roman did not have the 
opportunity to read The Book prior to his deadline to file his Motion to Dismiss and Disqualify—
January 8, 2024.   
 
7 According to the authors of The Book, Alvin Kendall gave Willis her first job in Atlanta, but 
Willis “did not stay long at the Kendall law firm.”  (The Book, p.23).7  After Willis left the Kendall 
law firm, Kendall “would be charged with a felony and get disbarred . . .”  (Id.). He spent three 
years in federal prison.  (Id.)  Prior to working at the Kendall law firm, and while in law school, 
Willis had worked as an intern with Howard Schmuckler in California.  After Willis concluded 
her work with Schmuckler, he would be charged by federal prosecutors for running a fraudulent 
mortgage “rescue” company and was described by prosecutors as someone who had shown a 
“blatant disregard for the law.”  (Id., p.23-24).  He was convicted and sentenced to seven years in 
prison.  (Id., p.24).  After leaving the Kendall law firm, Willis opened her own law practice, but 
needed a more reliable income so she started work at the Atlanta Solicitor’s Office.  (Id.) 
 



p.43-44). While Ms. Willis was on the fence about running for district attomey, Willis consulted

with Kendall, her convicted former boss, who told her, “A story is going to come out... that [Paul

Howard] can’t survive.” (Id., p44). Afier deciding to run against Paul Howard, Willis claimed

that Howard had engaged in “an egregious abuse of power” and that Howard was “just a bully.”

(/d., 50). In her words, “{t]hat’s what disgusted her most about it.” (id)

After becoming district attorney, and following an interview given by Georgia Secretary

of State, Brad Raffensperger, Willis issued a press statement telling the public that she would

‘approach the investigation “without fear or favor” and stated that “Like many Americans, I have

found the news reports about the President's telephone call with the Georgia Secretary of State

disturbing.” (/d., p.201).? After Willis leamedof certain alleged events in Coffee County, Willis

wrotea letter as part of her investigation and released it during the impeachment rial. (Id. p.222).

According to the authors, the letter “ramped up hopes that Willis® investigation would be the one

that could hold Trump accountable for his election lies.” (/d.) The authors explain that Willis “was

flooded with media requests” and she agreed to do a TV interview the next night with MSNBC's

Rachel Maddow.” (/d., pp. 222-23). The interview “gave a national audience their first glimpse

‘of Fani Willis andher non-nonsense, often brusque style.” (/d., p.223). Willis told Maddow during

that interview that “[wle've gotten a lotof comments. Interestingly enough, the comments are

always racist, and its really just a wasteof time and foolishness.” (/d.) She told Maddow, “[slome

people think ‘the nerve ofme” to actually do my job.” (Id.) Willis also purportedly toldthe authors

This citation is from a chapterof The Book entitled, “The Law-And-Order Candidate”. (See id.,
$36). Undemeath the Chapter heading is a quote from Willis that reads, “It was asif God was
saying, “Listen, didn’t I ell you this is what you're supposed to do?” (Id.)

© This quote is contained in a chapterof The Book entitled, “The DA Speaks” and is preceded by
a Book Three page, which is entitled, “The State of Georgia v. Donald J. Trump”. (/d., 196-97).
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that interview that “[w]e’ve gotten a lot of comments.  Interestingly enough, the comments are 

always racist, and it’s really just a waste of time and foolishness.”  (Id.) She told Maddow, “[s]ome 

people think ‘the nerve of me’ to actually do my job.”  (Id.)  Willis also purportedly told the authors 

 
8 This citation is from a chapter of The Book entitled, “The Law-And-Order Candidate”.  (See id., 
p.36).  Underneath the Chapter heading is a quote from Willis that reads, “It was as if God was 
saying, ‘Listen, didn’t I tell you this is what you’re supposed to do?”  (Id.) 
 
9 This quote is contained in a chapter of The Book entitled, “The DA Speaks” and is preceded by 
a Book Three page, which is entitled, “The State of Georgia v. Donald J. Trump”.  (Id., 196-97). 



“w]e all have to live by a certain standardofrules. Andifyou violate them, you catch a charge.”

(1d. 255) (emphasis in original).

In another interview during Willis” investigation into the Fulton County election case, she

told a reporter, “And certainly if somebody did something as serious as interfere with somebody's

right to vote, which, you know as a woman, as a personofcolor, is a sacred right where people

lost a lot of lives—we're going to invest in that” (/d., p.226). Around this time, as Willis

apparently explained to the authorsof The Book that she could not get anyone to assist her because

it would result “in them having to deal with the never-ending threats from the ex-president’s cult-

like followers.” (/d., p.227). Willis also explained to the authors that she turned to Nathan Wade

and also hired John Floyd. (Id) Its not clearif Willis disclosed her personal relationship with

Wade to the authors, but her personal relationship with Wade is not mentioned in The Book. (See

generally, id.) In discussing her initial efforts to obtain witness testimony and documents, Willis

‘apparently shared her strategy about how to do so and explained she intended to seek a special

purpose grand jury. (/d., pp. 228, 231).

Incredibly, the Book contains detailed information about normally secret grand jury

proceedings, leading to the obvious question about how the authors obtained access to the

information from the grand jury proceedings and the special grand jurors. The Book details a

personal biography of the foreperson for the special grand jury and details of specific questions

askedof certainwitnesses by not only the special grand jurors, but also by Wade. (See id., pp. 235+

42, 247-54). Apparently, the authors were given full access because they were even able to

1° This, along with numerous other statements and actions by Willis, constituted a waiver of the
State’s work product privilege in this case. See McKesson Corp. v. Green, 279 Ga. 95,96, 610
S.E.2d 54, 56 (2005).
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purpose grand jury.  (Id., pp. 228, 231).10 

Incredibly, the Book contains detailed information about normally secret grand jury 

proceedings, leading to the obvious question about how the authors obtained access to the 

information from the grand jury proceedings and the special grand jurors.  The Book details a 

personal biography of the foreperson for the special grand jury and details of specific questions 

asked of certain witnesses by not only the special grand jurors, but also by Wade. (See id., pp. 235-

42, 247-54).  Apparently, the authors were given full access because they were even able to 

 
10 This, along with numerous other statements and actions by Willis, constituted a waiver of the 
State’s work product privilege in this case.  See McKesson Corp. v. Green, 279 Ga. 95, 96, 610 
S.E.2d 54, 56 (2005). 
 



‘comment on Willis” thought process and her thoughts on the jurors’ reaction to certain evidence

such as the Raffensperger phone call. (See e.g. id., 238). The Book describes specific evidence

discussed and presented to the special grand jury. (Id. pp.249-53). Ttalso discussed the disputes

among grand jurors about the evidence and testimony and reservations (i.c., “red flags”). These

authors somehow obtained specific information about Willis” view of the grand jurors” reactions

to evidence, her thoughts on how she winnowed the listofpotential defendants, and how she

decided to bring certain charges. (/d., pp260-66)."

The obvious intentofthese pages was to bolster the credibility of the investigation by

making it appear as though Willis was “checking” all ofthe evidence “boxes” to obtain an airtight

case. This idea would be further supported in the authors’ discussion of her intemal discussions

with the lawyers handling the investigation and portraying Willis’s efforts to obtain evidence and

prepare charges. (Id, 255-57). She made self-serving statements designed to bolster her

credibility: “We don’t get awards for participation around here, she explained during an interview

with the authors shortly afterthe meeting,. > (Id. 257). Based on this passage and others like

it throughout The Book, it appears the authors had full or nearly full access to Willis during key

aspects of her investigation of this case. Indeed, it appears that the authors were given specific

information about telephone calls between the district attomey’s office and opposing counsel to

which Wade and Willis were parties. (/d., pp.259-60). The authors were also apparently given

"In addition to describing Willis® handlingof the scret grand jury proceedings in great detail,
The Book details specific information about Willis” cooperation with, and efforts to obtain
information from, the January 6 Committee and the people she sent to review the materials. (/d.,
Pp242-45). At this point in The Book, the authors also describe Willis® financial support for
Charlie Bailey, who was running for office against Burt Jones, a Republican, who was among
those being investigation by Willis, which ultimately led to her being disqualified from prosecuting
Jones. (1d., pp.245-46)
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comment on Willis’ thought process and her thoughts on the jurors’ reaction to certain evidence 

such as the Raffensperger phone call.  (See e.g., id., 238).  The Book describes specific evidence 

discussed and presented to the special grand jury.  (Id., pp.249-53).  It also discussed the disputes 

among grand jurors about the evidence and testimony and reservations (i.e., “red flags”). These 

authors somehow obtained specific information about Willis’ view of the grand jurors’ reactions 

to evidence, her thoughts on how she winnowed the list of potential defendants, and how she 

decided to bring certain charges.  (Id., pp.260-66).11 

The obvious intent of these pages was to bolster the credibility of the investigation by 

making it appear as though Willis was “checking” all of the evidence “boxes” to obtain an airtight 

case.  This idea would be further supported in the authors’ discussion of her internal discussions 

with the lawyers handling the investigation and portraying Willis’s efforts to obtain evidence and 

prepare charges.  (Id., 255-57).  She made self-serving statements designed to bolster her 

credibility: “We don’t get awards for participation around here, she explained during an interview 

with the authors shortly after the meeting, . . . .”  (Id., 257).  Based on this passage and others like 

it throughout The Book, it appears the authors had full or nearly full access to Willis during key 

aspects of her investigation of this case.  Indeed, it appears that the authors were given specific 

information about telephone calls between the district attorney’s office and opposing counsel to 

which Wade and Willis were parties.  (Id., pp.259-60).  The authors were also apparently given 

 
11 In addition to describing Willis’ handling of the secret grand jury proceedings in great detail, 
The Book details specific information about Willis’ cooperation with, and efforts to obtain 
information from, the January 6 Committee and the people she sent to review the materials.  (Id., 
pp.242-45).  At this point in The Book, the authors also describe Willis’ financial support for 
Charlie Bailey, who was running for office against Burt Jones, a Republican, who was among 
those being investigation by Willis, which ultimately led to her being disqualified from prosecuting 
Jones.  (Id., pp.245-46).  
 



insight into Willis' “draft” indictment. (Id., p269)(*Her proposed draft indictment detailed a

conspiracy .. %).

The authors also detail communications Willis sent to Atlanta-area law enforcement

officials to have them “stay alert” and “make decisions that keep your staff safe” as she was

readying the case for the regular grand jury and attached excerpts from someofthe threats she had

received which included—*obscene letters and emails with the ugliest of racist messages.” (/d.,

p270). Willis stated, “1 am sending [these messages] to you in case you are unclear on what I and

my staff have come accustomed to over the last 2 % years...” (Id., pp.270-71). The authors

detail Willis® office policy regarding working from home and he order to “stay alert” and “stay

safe”. (Id., p27). Willis detailed for the authors the threats she received. (/d)

Willis also revealed a discussion with a woman who told her God had instructed her to

pray with Willis before her “big announcement”, (id., p272), that Willis “had a habit of

‘communing with God before big decisions[.]” (ic. that she sought “protection” from God and

that “God wanted her to hear that *...I'm not going to let anything happen to you.” (/d., p273).

‘These passages were intended to portray Willis as a religious person or that God was behind her

decision to pursue the indictment or both. Indeed, the day the indictment was presented, Willis

explained to the authors that her Bible verse of the day was, “Let patience have its perfect work,

that you may be perfect and complete.” (Id. pp.274-75). After the grand jury retumed a true bill,

the authors were given information that Wills” eyes “welled with tears.” (Id. p.275). Willis later

told the authors that she “was well aware of the doubts people would have about her—a Black,

female local DA few had ever heard of taking on a former president of the United States.” (Id).

She told the authors, “I'm a damn good lawyer”, she thought to herself. (Id)
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officials to have them “stay alert” and “make decisions that keep your staff safe” as she was 
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safe”.  (Id., p.271).  Willis detailed for the authors the threats she received.  (Id.) 

Willis also revealed a discussion with a woman who told her God had instructed her to 
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communing with God before big decisions[,]”  (id.), that she sought “protection” from God and 

that “God wanted her to hear that “. . .I’m not going to let anything happen to you.”  (Id., p.273).  

These passages were intended to portray Willis as a religious person or that God was behind her 

decision to pursue the indictment or both.  Indeed, the day the indictment was presented, Willis 

explained to the authors that her Bible verse of the day was, “Let patience have its perfect work, 

that you may be perfect and complete.”  (Id., pp.274-75).  After the grand jury returned a true bill, 

the authors were given information that Willis’ eyes “welled with tears.”  (Id., p.275).  Willis later 
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female local DA few had ever heard of taking on a former president of the United States.”  (Id.).  

She told the authors, “I’m a damn good lawyer”, she thought to herself.  (Id.) 



In two hours, she would hold a “high-stakes press conference with reporters from around

the world.” (Id). Her speech had already been written. (Id). In the speech, Willis stated to the

world, “It was a conspiracy that had one overriding “illegal goal” to allow Donald J. Trump “to

seize the presidential termofoffice... > (Id., p-276). The authors even leaned that those last

words had been chosen “deliberately.” (Id) After detailing how Willis used a “body double” to

leave the courthouse, (see id. p-277), the authors explain how Willis felt “physically sick” from

exhaustion, but that she “flipped on the TV” when she saw the news replaying her news

conference. (1d). She watched it and thought to herself, “I did good today.” (Id)

The authors” access to Willis’ thoughts did not end at the indictment. Willis has given

them information about, or allowed them acess to, how she intended to prepare the case against

several defendants, explaining that “Willis” team was rushing to prepare” and “holding mock trials,

honing arguments, practicing delivery.” (Id., p.291). The Book readies for conclusion by

describing Wills” “considerable skill as a prosecutor” and the “set of qualities” that “makes her

a uniquely formidable adversary”... , “She has a combativeness and an instinct for the jugular that

even Trump would have to grudgingly admire.” (/d., pp.293-94). With this premise, the authors

then detail how she responded to Republican Jim Jordan with a letter that was written with

“calculated condescension.” (/d., p.294). Willis is last quoted by bolstering her own abilities,

telling the authors, “When I walk into a courtroom, I'm always underestimated, which can be a

powerful thing.” (/d., p.295).

The “Acknowledgements” note that, *.. as should be clear from the book, we benefitted

from the access and time afforded us by Fani Willis...» (id. 298). The “Notes On Reporting

And Sources” section similarly notes, “This book is based in large part oforiginal research by the
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authors, including interviews with Fulton County district attomey Fani Willis and membersofher

team, ..." (Id, 303).

IV. WILLIS GAVE RACIALLY CHARGED AND TELEVISED COMMENTS DURING A JANUARY
14,2024 SPEECH AT THE BIG BETHEL AME CHURCH.

Mr. Roman filed his motion to dismiss and disqualify Willis on January 8, 2024. Six days

later, on January 14, 2024, Willis providedherfrst public comments, which had been prepared in

advance. She gave them during a televised speech to an audience at Big Bethel AME Church the

day before Martin Luther King Day:

Why does [Fulton County) Commissioner [Bridget] Thome, and so many others,
question my decision in special counsel. Lord, your flawed, hard-headed and
imperfect child-I'm a litle... confused. I appointed three special counsel as... is
my right to do. Paid them all the same hourly rate. They only attack one.

1hired one white woman. A good personal friend and great lawyer. A superstar, I
tell you.

1 hired one white man. Brilliant, my friend and a great lawyer.

And1hiredone black man. Another superstar. A great iiend.... and a great lawyer.

O Lord, they going to be mad when I call them out on this nonsense.

First thing theysaid,"oh she going to play the race card now.” But no, God. sn’t it
them playing the race card when they only question one? Isn’t it them playing the
race card when they constantly think that I need someone from some other
jurisdiction, in some other state, to tell me how to doa job I've been doing almost
30 years?

[Applause]

God, why don’t they look at themselves and just be honest? I mean, can’t they keep
it [] with themselves? Why are they so surprised that a diverse team that |
assembled, your child, can accomplish extraordinary things?

God, wasn't it them who attacked this lawyerof impeccable credentials? The black
man I chose has been a judge more than 10 years. Run a private practice more than
20. Represented businesses in civil litigation. I ain't done, y'all. Served as a
prosecutor, a criminal defense lawyer, Special Assistant Attomey General. Won
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my right to do. Paid them all the same hourly rate. They only attack one. 

 
I hired one white woman. A good personal friend and great lawyer. A superstar, I 
tell you. 

 
I hired one white man. Brilliant, my friend and a great lawyer. 

 
And I hired one black man. Another superstar. A great friend… and a great lawyer. 

 
O Lord, they going to be mad when I call them out on this nonsense. 

 
First thing they said,”oh she going to play the race card now.” But no, God. Isn’t it 
them playing the race card when they only question one? Isn’t it them playing the 
race card when they constantly think that I need someone from some other 
jurisdiction, in some other state, to tell me how to do a job I’ve been doing almost 
30 years? 

 
[Applause.] 

 
God, why don’t they look at themselves and just be honest? I mean, can’t they keep 
it [ ] with themselves? Why are they so surprised that a diverse team that I 
assembled, your child, can accomplish extraordinary things? 

 
God, wasn’t it them who attacked this lawyer of impeccable credentials? The black 
man I chose has been a judge more than 10 years. Run a private practice more than 
20. Represented businesses in civil litigation. I ain’t done, y’all. Served as a 
prosecutor, a criminal defense lawyer, Special Assistant Attorney General. Won 



Chief Justice Robert Benham award from the State Bar of Georgia—you know,
they ain't just giving this 10 black men.

How come God, the same black man I hired was acceptable when a republican in
another county hired him and paid him twice the rare? Oh y'all like to hear me.
[Applause] In anothercounty, the elected official has the authority to pay him twice:
the rate. Why is the white male Republican's judgment good enough, but the black
female Democrat's not?

[Applause.]

Now please hear me: I am not criticizing his judgment. The people of his county
elected him to make that decision. In fact, let me put it on the record, he’s someone.
I respect, because he was always willing to hire diversity. He was just looking for
quality. I don’t care for political party—they care about it. My only question is:
why []it question me?

Now I want to be clear: all three of these special counselors are superstars. But I'm
Just asking. God. is i that some will never see a black man as qualified, no matter
his achievements? What more can one achieve? The other two have never been
judges, but no one questions their credentials. I'm just saying.

Lord, I'm just asking. Is it that I, becauseofthe shell you chose to put me in, will
never be qualified in their eyes 10 make the decisions the voters put me here to
make?

[Applause]

Lord, never mind your flawed, imperfect servant has composed a team that wins
and wins and wins. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that his leader has a trial
conviction rate of95 percent. [Applause.] Nevermind, Lord, that the trial team that
this lawyer put together has a conviction rate of 95 percent. [Applause.] Never
mind, Lord, that the appellate rate of my office is 96 percent. [Applause] Never
mind, Lord, that 400 plus children are touched by the programming that my staff
put together to keep them out of gangs. [Applause.] Never mind, Lord, that
thousands of recordsofcitizens in my county have now been restricted so that they
can work, and get homes and return to being productive [ J. [Applause.] Never
mind, Lord, that in three years I have cut the backlog by more than 50 percent.
[Applause] Never mind, Lord, in my community where in the rest of the country
crime is down five or seven percent, is down 20 percent here. [Applause] Never
mind, Lord, that homicides are down in Atlanta by 20 percent. [Applause.] Is there
something about me, Lord, that makes me still unqualified?

God [ ] responds, "Child, pray for those. They can’t see what I've qualified.”
[Applause] Wait God. I'm going to slow down here. I's your hard-headed child. /
told you I don’t want to pray them. [Laughter.] I am tired of being treated cruelly.
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Pray for them anyway, child. Pray for their hearts. Pray for their souls. / qualified
you. I qualified your imperfect,flawed self. I sawyou in every hour. Do my work.
Tgnore the distractions.

(Emphasis added). Willis” statements were widely reported by national and local news media, and

the recordingofher statements was published numerous times online. Following Willis® public

statements at the church, a flood of media stories were published with headlines such as:

« “Fani Willis, Trump Georgia case prosecutor, ends silence on misconduct
accusations,”

« “Fulton County DA Fani Willis defends special prosecutor following
allegation of romantic relationship,”

« “Fulton DA defends special prosecutor during church speech,”

“What you need to know about the drama surrounding Fulton County DA
Fani Willis,”

« “Judge in Trump Georgia case orders hearing on Fani Willis misconduct
claims,”

« “Lawyer hired to prosecute Trump in Georgia is thrust nto the spotlight over
affair claims,” and

« “How Allegations of an Office Romance Came to Complicate the Case
Against Trump.”

The media interpreted Willis” statements as accusing her critics of racism: “[wJhile Willis

did not directly confirm nor deny whether she had been in a relationship with Nathan Wade, in her

35-minute speech she suggested that racism was at the heart ofthe allegations against her and the

outside attomey, a Black man.”

2 FOX 5 Atlanta,”Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX § News” (January 14,
2024) https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA.
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you. I qualified your imperfect, flawed self. I saw you in every hour. Do my work. 
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outside attorney, a Black man.”   

 

 

 
12  FOX 5 Atlanta,”Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX 5 News” (January 14, 
2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA. 
 



V. WILLIS HAS MADE NUMEROUS OTHER EXTRA-JUDICIAL STATEMENTS TO THE MEDIA
DESIGNED TO INFLATE HER PUBLIC PERCEPTION AND VISIBILITY AND TO PREJUDICE
MR. ROMAN AND THE OTHER DEFENDANTS.

Willis has previously stated, “I have no interest in headlines or making a name for

myself” Despite this, she has provided comments and gave interviews atleast 38different times

with various media outlets including but not limited to: The Atlanta Journal Constitution, MSNBC,

Fox 5 Atlanta, The New York Times, The Associated Press, WABE Radio, Time Magazine, CNN,

USA Today, Yahoo! News, the AJC’s Podcast “The Breakdown,” NBC, 11Alive, and the

Washington Post" Given the sheer numberof interviews, in the interest of brevity, a listing and

descriptionof Willis® interview appearances is included in Exhibit “A”, which is attached hereto.

As shown further below, Willis” media appearances were part ofa concerted and calculated

plan to boost her personal image and create animus towards Mr. Roman and the other defendants.

Her media monitoring company, Critical Media, which tracked and placed a dollar value on her

media appearances and images, was the mechanism by which she evaluated her public relations

“campaign” against the defendants.

1 hitps://www. youtube.com/watch?v=mKeezSoStK8
¥ These are in addition to her statements on January 14, 2024,
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Fox 5 Atlanta, The New York Times, The Associated Press, WABE Radio, Time Magazine, CNN, 

USA Today, Yahoo! News, the AJC’s Podcast “The Breakdown,” NBC, 11Alive, and the 

Washington Post.14  Given the sheer number of interviews, in the interest of brevity, a listing and 

description of Willis’ interview appearances is included in Exhibit “A”, which is attached hereto. 

As shown further below, Willis’ media appearances were part of a concerted and calculated 

plan to boost her personal image and create animus towards Mr. Roman and the other defendants.  

Her media monitoring company, Critical Media, which tracked and placed a dollar value on her 

media appearances and images, was the mechanism by which she evaluated her public relations 

“campaign” against the defendants.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKcczSo5tK8  
14 These are in addition to her statements on January 14, 2024. 



ARGUMENT AND CITATION TO AUTHORITY

I. THESTATE HAS ADVANCED NO AUTHORITY TO JUSTIFY NOT HAVINGA HEARING AND
WHERE A POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST EXISTS, DUE PROCESS I VIOLATED
WHEN THE TRIAL COURT FAILS TO CONDUCT AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING.

A. Mr. Roman Has Requested An Evidentiary Hearing And Continues To Request An
Evidentiary Hearing On His Motion To Dismiss The Indictment and Disqualify The
District Attorney And Special Prosecutor.

As a preliminary matter, and to avoid any potential doubt or confusion, Mr. Roman has

requested and continues to request an evidentiary hearing on this matter and so moves the Court

again now. On January 18, 2024, the Court entered its “Notice of Motion Hearing”, which

scheduled an evidentiary hearing for February 15, 2024." On February 2, 2023, the Court sent an

e-mail to counsel for the parties stating, iln light of the State’s response to Defendant Roman's

disqualification motion, the Court requests a replybrief to be filed no later than COB February 9".

In particular, the Court would like to hear the Defendants contention of what facts at issue remain

to be proven at an evidentiary hearing, and the anticipated evidence the defendant has to prove

these facts.”

5 Mr. Roman is addressing this issue at the outset since the State secks to avoid having an
evidentiary hearing in this matter,so this is an important procedural, evidentiary and constitutional
hurdle to cross before the meritsofthe other arguments advanced by the State are addressed.

1 That hearing was scheduled before the State’s response was filed and presumably scheduled
based on factual allegations underlying the potential conflictof interest that Mr. Roman raised in
his Motion to Dismiss and Disqualify. Now the Court has the additional knowledge that Wade
and Willis have, in fact, been involved in a personal, romantic relationship. (See State’s Response,
Ex. A, Para. 27).

7 To the extent the Court is considering not conducting an evidentiary hearing, in an abundance
of caution, and to avoid any appearance that Mr. Roman has waived his right to an evidentiary
hearing, see Darden v. State, 233 Ga. App. 353, 354-55, 504 S.E.2d 256, 258 (1998), Dawson v.
State, 258 Ga. 380(2), 369 S.E.2d 897 (1988), Mr. Roman specifically and expressly requests an
evidentiary hearing and that he be permitted to present his evidence and testimony in support of
his motions. As shown below, Mr. Roman also asserts that the Cour’s failure to conduct an
evidentiary hearing knowing the information contained in the pleadings in this case, including the
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With regard to the Court's inquiries related to the issues, facts and evidence to be addressed

at the hearing, Mr. Roman's undersigned counsel: (1) as an officer of the Court in good standing

with the State Barof Georgia (2) with nearly twenty yearsof experience inthe practiceofcriminal

defense, and (3) as the current Presidentofthe Georgia AssociationofCriminal Defense Lawyers,

proffers the following:'*

(3) Allissues remain to be decided. Wade's concession in his inadmissible ex-parte
affidavit that he and Willis engaged in a personal relationship only after he was
appointed as a special prosecutor does not absolve either Willis or Wade of
responsibility for the conflict it created. The issue with regard to the potential
disqualifying interest is the same: did Willis and/or Wade receive a personal
interest or stake in Mr. Roman’s prosecution? Also, since Wade denied being in a
personal relationship with Willis until after his appointment and has denied co-
habiting with Willis, these contentions will need to be disproven. These issues
address whether, and to what extent, Willis received personal benefits from monies
she paid Wade for his work as a special prosecutor. Further, since Wade has
attempted to bolster his experience, that issue needs to be explored, as it appears,
as set forth in Mr. Roman's motion, that Wade had no prior experience prosecuting
felony RICO cases, thus raising the questionof why he was appointed, particularly
since we now know Willis and Wade admit to dating.

In addition, Mr. Roman will present evidence related to Willis forensic
misconduct, which is addressed further below. Willis has made numerous extra-
judicial statements, given numerous interviews to news media outlets, and provided
case information to authorsof a book (now published) that were designed to infect
and taint the jury pool in this case and which, therefore, have deprived Mr. Roman
ofhis right 0 a fair trial.

instant supplemental response, would violate Mr. Roman’s due process rights and require remand
should this case proceed to trial withouta hearing on this issue.

Since this is an evidentiary hearing, and Mr. Roman has a Sixth Amendment right of
confrontation and a right under Georgia law to a thorough and sifting cross-examination, Mr.
Roman does not interpret the Court to be asking for Mr. Roman to reveal his strategy or order of

proof for every fact, witness, document or other pieceofevidence that he intends to present. Thus,
the following list is not exhaustive and meant only to guide the Court for purposesofscheduling
and to give the Court a sense of the facts and evidence he anticipates presenting. Mr. Roman,
therefore, reserves his right to present facts, testimony and evidence at the hearing that are not
specifically identified herein and also reserves his right to present the evidence in a manner his
‘counsel believes is in his best interest.
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instant supplemental response, would violate Mr. Roman’s due process rights and require remand 
should this case proceed to trial without a hearing on this issue. 
 
18 Since this is an evidentiary hearing, and Mr. Roman has a Sixth Amendment right of 
confrontation and a right under Georgia law to a thorough and sifting cross-examination, Mr. 
Roman does not interpret the Court to be asking for Mr. Roman to reveal his strategy or order of 
proof for every fact, witness, document or other piece of evidence that he intends to present.  Thus, 
the following list is not exhaustive and meant only to guide the Court for purposes of scheduling 
and to give the Court a sense of the facts and evidence he anticipates presenting.  Mr. Roman, 
therefore, reserves his right to present facts, testimony and evidence at the hearing that are not 
specifically identified herein and also reserves his right to present the evidence in a manner his 
counsel believes is in his best interest. 



(b) The facts at issue that remain to be proven. The facts that remain to be proven
include all of those facts going to whether Willis had appropriate approval to
contract with Wade, why she did not utilize resources andstaff in her own office to
prosecute this case, Wade's lackof qualifications, the qualifications and income of
the other special prosecutors on this case, Wade's income derived from this case,
the timeframe when Willis and Wade began a personal relationship, the dates and
locations where they co-habited, Wade's and Willis® payments for vacations,
cruises, hotel stays and other payments resulting in benefits to Willis (both the
nature and amounts). Mr. Roman is prepare to elicit facts on these topics showing
that Willis and Wade have personally benefited from this prosecution.

(6) The anticipated evidence Mr. Roman has to prove these facts. Mr. Roman
anticipates presenting testimony from the witnesses for whom subpoenas have
issued. A retum for cach of those witnesses has been filed with the Court and, to
the extent additional witnesses may be called, retums for those witnesses will be
filed with the Court prior to the hearing. In addition, Mr. Roman anticipates
introducing various business records related to personal expenditures for Willis,
trips taken by Willis and Wade, and the timing of such payments resulting in
benefits. Mr. Roman also intends to introduce contracts between Willis and the
special prosecutors in this case, as well as invoices showing how much cach has
been paid. Mr. Roman also intends to present the testimony of witnesses with
personal knowledge of the nature of the relationship between Willis and Wade,
when it began, when and where Willis and Wade co-habited, and witnesses who
can rebut the assertions in Wade's ex-parte affidavit. Mr. Roman also anticipates
calling at least one witness who can testify about the statements Willis made to the
authorsofThe Book, which relates to this case.

Undersigned counsel has a good faith basis to believe that the witnesses who maybe called

have personal knowledge of facts Mr. Roman intends to elicit. Georgia law provides, however,

that undersigned’s counsels proffers about anticipated testimony of witnesses is hearsay. See

Dewberry v. State, 271 Ga. 624(2), 523 S.E.2d 26 (1999); Prather v. State, 259 Ga. App. 441(4),

576 S.E.24 904 (2003); Fuller v. State, 278 Ga. 812(2)(d), 607 S.E.2d S81 (2005). And, hearsay,

of course, has no probative value. See e.g. Bridges v. State, 279 Ga. 351, n. 12, 613 SE.2d 621

(2005). As shown below in more detail below, the same is also true for the State’ “proffer” set

forth in the State's Response and Wades affidavit. The foregoing proffer, Mr. Roman's proffer is

provided in response to the Courts instruction, but it is not intended to serve as a substitute the

February 15, 2024 hearing, at which Mr. Roman intends to elicit testimony from several witnesses.
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(2005).  As shown below in more detail below, the same is also true for the State’s “proffer” set 

forth in the State’s Response and Wade’s affidavit. The foregoing proffer, Mr. Roman’s proffer is 

provided in response to the Court’s instruction, but it is not intended to serve as a substitute the 
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B. Contrary To The State’s Assertion, An Evidentiary Hearing Is Required In Order
To Protect Mr. Roman’s Due Process Right To Further And Fully Develop The
Factual Record Regarding The Conflict Of Interest And_Willis” Forensic
Misconduct,

The State suggests, without any legal authority, that, *. after considerationofthe attached

exhibits including the sworn affidavit of Special Prosecutor Wade,” Mr. Roman’s motions should

be denied “without an evidentiary hearing.” (See State’s Response, p.2). The State predictably

claims, “Defendant’s failure to support their demands for extremereliefwith evidence that would

support any remedy makes an evidentiary hearing on this matter unnecessary.” (See id. p.27).

‘The State goes on to request that “after consideration of the Wade Affidavit and other submitted

exhibits, the motions be denied without further spectacle.” (/d.). Putting rhetoric aside, the State’s

argument is entirely without merit and threatens to put this Court in the positionofviolating Mr.

Roman’s due process rights and his right of confrontation under both the United States and Georgia

Constitutions,

In Wood v. Georgia, 450 U.S. 261, 271-72, 101 S. Ct. 1097, 1103-04, 67 L. Ed. 2d 220

(1981),a case originating in Fulton County, Georgia, the United States Supreme Court addressed

whether the trial court violated due process and Sixth Amendment right to conflict-fiee counsel

when it failed to conduct a hearing on the conflict issue. Wood noted that when the record

demonstrates that the possibility ofa conflictofinterest is sufficiently apparent, the trial court has

a duty to “inquire further.” Going further, Wood made clear that its ruling in Cuyler v. Sullivan,

446 US. 335, 100 S.Ct. 1708, 64 L.EA.2d 333 (1980) “mandates a reversal when the trial court

has failed to make an inquiry even though it “knows or reasonably should know that a particular

conflict exists.” Wood, 450 U.S. at 273, 101 S. Ct. at 1104, n.18 (citing and quoting Cuyler, 446

U.S. at 347, 100 S.C. at 1717 (emphasis in original). On the facts presented in Wood, the Supreme

Court explained, “[any doubt as to whether the court should have been aware of the problem is
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To Protect Mr. Roman’s Due Process Right To Further And Fully Develop The 
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The State suggests, without any legal authority, that, “. . .after consideration of the attached 

exhibits including the sworn affidavit of Special Prosecutor Wade,” Mr. Roman’s motions should 
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claims, “Defendant’s failure to support their demands for extreme relief with evidence that would 
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Roman’s due process rights and his right of confrontation under both the United States and Georgia 

Constitutions. 

In Wood v. Georgia, 450 U.S. 261, 271–72, 101 S. Ct. 1097, 1103–04, 67 L. Ed. 2d 220 

(1981), a case originating in Fulton County, Georgia, the United States Supreme Court addressed 

whether the trial court violated due process and Sixth Amendment right to conflict-free counsel 

when it failed to conduct a hearing on the conflict issue. Wood noted that when the record 

demonstrates that the possibility of a conflict of interest is sufficiently apparent, the trial court has 

a duty to “inquire further.”  Going further, Wood made clear that its ruling in Cuyler v. Sullivan, 

446 U.S. 335, 100 S.Ct. 1708, 64 L.Ed.2d 333 (1980) “mandates a reversal when the trial court 

has failed to make an inquiry even though it ‘knows or reasonably should know that a particular 

conflict exists.’”  Wood, 450 U.S. at 273, 101 S. Ct. at 1104, n.18 (citing and quoting Cuyler, 446 

U.S. at 347, 100 S.Ct. at 1717 (emphasis in original). On the facts presented in Wood, the Supreme 

Court explained, “[a]ny doubt as to whether the court should have been aware of the problem is 



dispelled by the fact that the State raised the conflict problem explicitly and requested that the court

Took into it” Wood, 450 U.S. at 272-73, 101S. Ct. at 1104 (emphasis in original). Notably, Wood

based its decision “on due process grounds” and vacated and remanded with instructions that

the case be retumed to the State Court of Fulton County. ood, 450 U.S. at 273, 101 S. Ct. at

104

‘The need to conducta hearing was also discussed shortly after Wood by the Tenth Circuit

Courtof Appeals, which explained:

While the record thus left this serious question open without a discussion by the
court with the defendant, and without a clear determination on the conflict of
interests question, we cannot agree that reversal and a new trial are now mandated
in the circumstances of this case. We instead are vacating the judgment and
remanding so that an inquiry and determination on the question can be made by the
trial court, in light of the Supreme Court’ disposition inasimilar situation in 17ood
v. Georgia, supra, 450 U.S. at 273-74, 101 S.Ct. at 1104-05. The district court
should hold a hearing to determine whether the conflict of interests, which the
record strongly suggests, actually existed and adversely affected defense counsel's
performance at the timeoftrial. Ifthe court finds that an actual conflict did exist
which adversely affected defense counsel's performance, and that there was no
valid waiverofthe right to counsel freeofthe conflict, then the court should order
a new trial; otherwise, the judgment should be reinstated.

United States v. Winkle, 722 F.2d 605, 611-12 (10th Cir. 1983)(citations omitted). In keeping

with Wood, the Eleventh Circuit has explained that “[cJourts are permitted, and sometimes

required, to inquire into a potential conflict of interest.” United States v. Diaz-Rosado, 725 Fed.

Appx. 847, 854(11th Cir. 2018)(citing Mickens v. Taylor, 535 U.S. 162, 173-74, 122 S.Ct. 1237,

152 LEd.2d 291 (2002) and Wood, 450 U.S. at 272, 101 S.C. 1097). The Court in Diaz-Rosado

found that the facts “cried out for an inquiry by the court not only to insure that the statute was

‘complied with, but to protect Defendant and the integrityofthe sentencing process.” Diaz-Rosado,

725 Fed. App. at 855.
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Another court has explained that when the rial court fails to make the above inquiries, it

is impossible for the appellate court to determine whethera conflict existed and, if so, what effect

ithad. Morgan v. Comni'rof Correction, $7 Conn. App. 126, 142, 866 A.2d 649, 659 (2005). As

that court aptly explained, “[i]n discharging [ts] duty [to inquire], the ... court must be able, and

befreely permitted, to rely upon... counsel's representation that the possibility of such a conflict

does or does not exist... The reliance in such an instance is upon the solemn representation of

afact made by [the] attorney as an officer of the court.” Id., 87 Conn. App. at 142, 866 A.2d at

639-60 (citing State v. Drakeford, 261 Conn. 420, 427, 802 A.2d 844)(Citations omitted; internal

‘quotation marks omitted) (emphasis added). The trial court in Morgan had “summarily denied the

petitioner's motion to disqualify his attorney without inquiry as to the legitimacyof the petitioner's

assertion that the grievances represented a conflictofinterest(.]” which was improper. Morgan,

87 Conn. App. at 142, 866 A.2d at 659-60."

Here, Mr. Roman andother defendants have provided the Court with sufficient information

related to the conflict of interest and forensic misconduct to “inquire further” under Wood by

‘conducting an evidentiary hearing on the matter. As in Wood, the conflict issue, which is rooted

in Mr. Roman's right to due process under the Fourteenth Amendment, has been explicitly raised.

Mr. Roman's original motion to dismiss and disqualify the district attomey and the special

prosecutor, as well as his initial replybrief and the instant brief, contain sufficient proffered facts

to demonstrate at the very least that a “potential” conflict of interest exists. Mr. Roman has

proffered that Willis and Wade engaged in personal relationship prior to his appointment as the

special prosecutor and that there are witnesses who can confirm this fact at an evidentiary hearing.

¥ Georgia Uniform Superior Court Rule 31.2 provides that, “[a]ll such motions, demurrers, special
pleas and notices shall be heard and considered at such time, date, and place as set by the
Judge.” Rule 31.2 - Timefor hearing, Ga. R. Super. Ct. 31.2.
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19 Georgia Uniform Superior Court Rule 31.2 provides that, “[a]ll such motions, demurrers, special 
pleas and notices shall be heard and considered at such time, date, and place as set by the 
judge.” Rule 31.2 - Time for hearing, Ga. R. Super. Ct. 31.2. 



Mr. Roman has also proffered that the statement provided in Wade's affidavit that he has not

‘cohabited with Wills is false-and Mr. Roman has witnesses who can testify to this fact. Mr. Roman

has proffered to the Court that both Willis and Wade took trips together that were paid for by

Wade, showing that Willis received a personal and financial benefit from Willis’ appointment of

Wade as the special prosecutor and from her prosecution of this case. Mr. Roman has further

proffered that Willis and Wade intentionally failed to disclose their personal relationship to the

Court, the parties or Fulton County until they did so by wayof Wade's affidavit this week, which

is indiciaoftheir actual conflict. Mr. Roman hasalsohighlighted the significant amount of money

that Wade has made, highlighted irregularities in his invoices, and highlighted that the sums

provided to Wade (who contracted with Willis directly) are significantly more than the amounts

billed by the other two special prosecutors. Based on the foregoing, the Court “knows or

reasonably should know” thata particular conflict may exist. Wood, 450 U.S. at 273, 101 S. Ct.

at 1104,n.18.

Based on the foregoing,ifthe Court fails to conduct an evidentiary hearing, the Court will

necessarily violate Mr. Roman's due process rights under Wood and eventually will require

reversal. Wood, 450 U.S. at 272-73, 101 S. Ct. at 1104. Accordingly, Mr. Roman respectfully

requests that the Court conduct an evidentiary hearing on his motion to dismiss the indictment and

disqualify the district attomey and special prosecutor.
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C. The State Cannot Avoid An Evidentiary Hearing And The Important Test OfCross-
Examination By Attaching Inadmissible Exhibits To Its Brief And Asking For
“Summary Judgment” Based Solely On The Pleadings When Disputes OF Key
Facts Exist And There Has Been No Testimony Taken.

1. The State’s “Summary Judgment” Request

Though the State seks to have this Court ule on Mr. Roman's motions based solely on ts

response and the exhibits attached thereto without a hearing, the State took the opposite position

ina prior brief, where it stated, “(there is no such thing as a motion for summary judgment in a

criminal case.” (See State’s Response To Defendant Chesebro’s General Demurrer To Count 1

(RICO), p. 3). In that response, the State argued that “Chesebro cannot avoid the strictures ofa

general demurrer by presenting extrinsic facts that he believes support his claim of innocence and

asking the court to adjudicate the case on the merits at the pre-trial stage.” (/d.) In the State’s own

words, “Georgia law admits ofno such process.” (/d.) The State also made a point to explain that,

“{tJhe State does not stipulate or agree to the facts relied upon by Chesebro.” (/d., n2). While

that argument was raised in response toa general demurrer, the State has taken the exact opposite

position in response to Mr. Roman's motions

The State attaches to itsbrieffourteen exhibits (A-N). These exhibits include:

« Anaffidavit from Wade dated February 1,2024 (Exhibit A)”

«Printouts of apparent slurs or threats against Willis which have no bearing
on Mr. Roman’s motions (Exhibit B).

«Printouts of undersigned counsels Facebook page from 2016, now roughly
8 years old—(at lot has happened since then) (Exhibit C);

«Willis January 20, 2022 letter to Chief Judge, Christopher Brasher
requesting thata special purpose grand jury be empancled with attachments
that contain unauthenticated writings (Exhibit D);

20 Notably, Willis did not provide an affidavit or any other sworn testimony in support of the
State’s response.
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 An affidavit from Wade dated February 1, 2024 (Exhibit A);20 
 

 Printouts of apparent slurs or threats against Willis which have no bearing 
on Mr. Roman’s motions (Exhibit B); 

 
 Printouts of undersigned counsel’s Facebook page from 2016, now roughly 
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«Order approving Willis’ request for a special purpose grand jury (Exhibit
Ex;

«Orderdissolving special grand jury (Exhibit F);

«Order entering special grand jury’s final report and attached report (Exhibit
Gx

«Professional Services Agreement Between the Fulton County District
Attorney's Office and Wade dated November 1, 2021" and subsequent
contracts signed by Willis and Wade through November of 2022 (Exhibit
HY;

«Wade's OathOfSpecial Assistant District Attomey (Exhibit I;

A Memo From Sharon Whitmore To Dexter Bond dated October 2, 2023
that attaches an unauthenticated payment voucher and invoice from Wade
(Exhibit J;

© Mr. Roman's Retum of Subpoenas and Witness List and attached
subpoenas (Exhibit K);

A letter from the law firm representing Synovus Bank to undersigned
counsel for Ms. Merchant along with Ms. Merchant’ letter and subpoena
to Synovus Bank (Exhibit L);

«Professional Services Agreement Between the Fulton County District
Attomey’s Office and Anna Cross dated July 15, 2022 (Exhibit M); and

«Professional Services Agreement Between the Fulton County District
Attomey’s Office and John Floyd dated February 2021 to April 1, 2022
(Exhibit N).

Based on its arguments and the attached exhibits, the State asks the Court to decide the

important issues of dismissal and disqualification solely on the State’s word, in particular,

representations made by Wade in his affidavit. In the absence of an evidentiary hearing, this

presents two problems, one evidentiary in nature, the other a significant constitutional concer.

2! This is the initial contract that Mr. Roman’s counsel has requested numerous times over the past
six months but never received until it was attached to the State’s response.
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Based on its arguments and the attached exhibits, the State asks the Court to decide the 

important issues of dismissal and disqualification solely on the State’s word, in particular, 

representations made by Wade in his affidavit.  In the absence of an evidentiary hearing, this 

presents two problems, one evidentiary in nature, the other a significant constitutional concern. 

 

 
21 This is the initial contract that Mr. Roman’s counsel has requested numerous times over the past 
six months but never received until it was attached to the State’s response. 



2 Wade's Affidavit (Exhibit A, Including Attachments Thereto) Is (In Its
Entirety) Inadmissible Hearsay Under O.C.G.A. $§ 24-8-801 and 24-8-802
And Contains Inadmissible Hearsay Statements In Violation §§ 24-8-801
and 24-8-802.

(a) Wade's affidavit is inadmissible in its entirety

The affidavit in its entirety is inadmissible hearsay because it has been offered for the truth

of the statements contained therein. See O.C.G.A. §§ 24-8-801, 24-8-802. “While an affidavit

need not necessarily contain hearsay, in that the information recited in the affidavit may be within

the personal knowledgeof the affiant, nevertheless the affidavititselfis hearsay, because it is an

extrajudicial statement offered to prove the truthofthe matter asserted. Dickens v. State, 280 Ga.

320,322, 627 S.E.2d 587, 590, n.2 (2006)(emphasis in original). See Roger v. State, 224 Ga. 436,

438, 162 S.E2 411 (1968) (hearsay rule involves extrajudicial utterances offered to evidence the

truth of the mater asserted); Doughty v. State, 175Ga.App. 317(1), 333 S.E2d 402 (1985)

(hearsay is evidenceofextrajudicial statements or declarations of the witness orofanother when

offered as proofofthe matter therein asserted). Considerationof the affidavits contents by the

courts only permissible when there is statutory authority allowing the useofaffidavits in lieu of

the affiant's own direct testimony. Dickens, 280 Ga. at 322, 627 S.E.2d at 590, n.2. Since there is

no statute authorizing the admission of Wade's affidavit,if the State wishes to advise the Court of

Wade's anticipated testimony, “[c]ither the uncalled witness [Wade] must testify or the [the State]

must introduce a legally recognized substitute for [Wade's] testimony.” Dickens, 280 Ga. at 322,

627S.E2d at 590.2 Based on the foregoing, Wade's testimony has not been properly entered into

2 Wade's affidavit is being offered for the truth of the statements contained therein. (See e.g.
State’s Response, p.4 (noting that it is being offered to show Willis and Wade have “no personal
or financial interest” in the conviction), p. 9-10 (citing the affidavit to prove Wade as “an
exceptionally talented litigator with significant trial experiencel.]” and outlining the credentials
outlined in his affidavit, p.12, n.3 (noting that Wade agreed to work “at a steeply reduced hourly
rate” compared to the Atlanta metro area legal market), p. 15 (justifying Wade's hours and noting
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the record and should not be considered. See Jones v. State, 224 Ga. App. 340, 341, 480 S.E2d

618, 620 (1997)(noting that the State “attached exhibits to its briefs in an attempt to show that the

factors set forth in these Code sections were properly considered” but finding that “[¢]ven if these

‘exhibits were sufficient to show this, however, we could not consider them, since exhibits to briefs

on appeal are not partof the record.”)(citing Leatherwood v. State, 212 Ga. App. 342(1)(a), 441

S.E.2d 813 (1994). See also State v. Ganong, 221 Ga. App. 250, 470 S.E.2d 794 (1996). Since

the State here is unwilling to allow Wade to testify in person, his affidavit, in whole, is inadmissible

and, as a result, has no probative value and should be rejected by the Court.

(b) Wade's affidavit also contains multiple, self-serving hearsay
statements that are separately but likewise inadmissible.

In addition to the affidavit being inadmissible hearsay in its entirety, it also contains

inadmissible hearsay statements. For instance, Wade makes references to the “gratitude of

hundreds of [unnamed] clients over the courseofthe last 25 years.” (See Response, Ex. A, 13).

He also states that, “District Attomey Willis asked me to serve on her transition team, .. * (id.,

Para. 18), and that “Willis asked me and two other attomeys to assist her in looking for a

‘competent, trustworthy attorney to manage and lead the investigation . .. * (id, § 19). He also

stated, “[lJawyers we spoke with about taking on the work expressed hesitation due to concerns

related to violent rhetoric and potential safety issues for their families.” (1d., 420). He also relayed

“the hours invoiced by Wade are wholly predictable[]” and claiming that “the personal
relationship” between Wade and Willis “has never involved direct or indirect financial benefit” to
Willis). Wade's affidavit, therefore, in its entirety constitutes inadmissible hearsay, and not proper
evidence before the Court.

2 This line of cases deals with the appellate record being supplemented on appeal, but the State
here is trying to make an end run around the rule in these cases by submitting inadmissible
evidence at the trial court level for the same improper purpose. As a result, the reasoningof these
cases applies with equal force here.
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related to violent rhetoric and potential safety issues for their families.”  (Id., ¶ 20).  He also relayed 

 
“the hours invoiced by Wade are wholly predictable[,]” and claiming that “the personal 
relationship” between Wade and Willis “has never involved direct or indirect financial benefit” to 
Willis).  Wade’s affidavit, therefore, in its entirety constitutes inadmissible hearsay, and not proper 
evidence before the Court. 
 
23 This line of cases deals with the appellate record being supplemented on appeal, but the State 
here is trying to make an end run around the rule in these cases by submitting inadmissible 
evidence at the trial court level for the same improper purpose.  As a result, the reasoning of these 
cases applies with equal force here. 



conversations from others about how he came to be involved. (See id., § 21)(*The District

Attomey and other lawyers approached me in September of 2021 and asked me to serve in the role

ofthe Special Prosecutorinthe 2020 election investigation case.”). Wade responded to the District

Attomey and these unnamed “other lawyers” by telling them he was not interested...” (/d.) All

ofthese statements are nothing more than self-serving hearsay. Finally, insteadofWillis providing

her own affidavit, Wade decided to talk for her, and explained that she helped purchase tickets

with her personal funds and attached alleged proof. (See id.,§ 34).

Based on the foregoing, Mr. Roman objects to the specific hearsay statements and other

unauthenticated, inadmissible documents attached to Wade’s affidavit and asks that the Court

allow the parties to solve the hearsay and other admissibility issues by conducting a hearing and

allowing Mr. Roman to question Wade and Willis directly about these important issues. In the

absenceof a hearing, the hearsay statements contained in Wade's affidavit are inadmissible and,

as a result, have no probative value and should be rejected by the Court.

3. Admission Of Wade's Afidavit Would Violate Mr. Roman's Right To
Confrontation Under the Sixth Amendment, Georgia Constitution and
Violate His Statutory Right To Thorough andSifting Cross-Examination Of
Wade.

In addition to being (and containing) inadmissible hearsay, the Wade affidavit runs afoul

of Mr. Roman's right to confront Wade and Willis. The Constitution guarantees a criminal

defendant the right to “be confronted with the witnesses testifying against such person.” Miller v.

State, 266 Ga. 850, 856,472 5.5.24 74,79 (1996) (citing Art. 1, Sec. I, Para. XIV). “[Tlhe primary

advantage, and the one which the constitutional provision mainly guarantees, is the right of the

accused to be confronted by the witness against him, to secure the opportunityof thorough cross-

examination.” Denson v. State, 150 Ga. 618, 622, 104 S.E. 780 (1920). Thus, ex parte affidavits

are not admissible against a defendant in acriminal case. Miller, 266 Ga. at 856, 472 S.E.2d at 79
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In addition to being (and containing) inadmissible hearsay, the Wade affidavit runs afoul 

of Mr. Roman’s right to confront Wade and Willis.  The Constitution guarantees a criminal 

defendant the right to “be confronted with the witnesses testifying against such person.”  Miller v. 

State, 266 Ga. 850, 856, 472 S.E.2d 74, 79 (1996) (citing Art. I, Sec. I, Para. XIV). “[T]he primary 

advantage, and the one which the constitutional provision mainly guarantees, is the right of the 

accused to be confronted by the witness against him, to secure the opportunity of thorough cross-

examination.” Denson v. State, 150 Ga. 618, 622, 104 S.E. 780 (1920). Thus, ex parte affidavits 

are not admissible against a defendant in a criminal case. Miller, 266 Ga. at 856, 472 S.E.2d at 79 



(citing Smith v. State, 147 Ga. 689, 95 S.E. 281 (1918). “Affidavitsofabsent witnesses cannot be

admittedin evidence at criminal trials because doing so violates the right of defendants to confront

witnesses against them. [Cit ]” Adams v. State, 217 Ga. App. 706(2), 459 S.E2d 182 (1995), cert.

denied 217 Ga.App. 899. See also Reed v. State, 150 Ga.App. 312(2), 257 S.E.2d 380 (1979);

Becton v. State, 134 Ga. App. 100, 101, 213 S.E2d 195 (1975). Cf. Freeman v. State, 233 Ga.

745(2), 213 S.E2d 643 (1975).

As noted above, the State can offer no statute that authorizes the State’s use of a self-

serving affidavit in a criminal case. As a result, use of an affidavit o introduce testimony that is

not subject to cross-examination violates Mr. Roman's right to confront the testimony under both

the United States and Georgia Constitutions and also violates Mr. Roman's right toa thorough and

sifting cross-examination under Georgia statutory law. Accordingly, the Court must reject the

affidavit testimony and allow Mr. Roman a right to cross-examine witnesses, including Wade, to

impeach his statements and disprove the self-serving statements contained in the affidavit.
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IL THE NOW-ADMITTED PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WILLIS AND WADE
CREATES A DISOUALIFYING PERSONAL, FINANCIAL INTEREST AND BENEFIT TO BOTH
WILLIS AND WADE.

A. The Important Origins Of The Disqualification Standard For Prosecutors In
Georgia And The Relative Unimportance Of The Distinction Between A Conflict
OfInterest And Forensic Misconduct,

In Williamsv. State, 258 Ga. 305, 314, 369 S.E.2d 232, 238 (1988), the Georgia Supreme

Court established that there are generally two bases for disqualifying a district attomey; by virtue

of a conflict of interest or through “forensic misconduct” As to the first basis, Williams

established that a conflict of interest may arise where the prosecutor “has acquired a personal

interest or stake in the defendant's conviction.” d. As to the second basis, Williams explained

that “[o}ne of the primary examples of “forensic misconduct” consistsof the improper expression

by the prosecuting attomeyofhis personalbelief in the defendant's guilt” Id. (citing Vermont

Holman, 138 Vt. 502, 420 A.2d 852 (1980).

In establishing the two bases for disqualification, the Georgia Supreme Court relied on the

Vermont Supreme Court's decision in State v. Holman, 138 Vt. 502, 505-06, 420 A.2d 852, 854

55 (1980), overruled on other grounds by Jones v. Shea, 148 Vt. 307, 532 A.2d 571 (1987). The

context of Hohman is very instructive for the instant case. In Holman, the district attorney, who

had previously obtained a convictionofthe defendant that was later overturned, made extrajudicial

statements about the defendant during his election campaign. Holman, 138 V1. at 50, 420 A.2d

at 854. The district attomey commented on the defendant's alleged “danger to the community”,

the district attomey explained that the case was “the most important case pendingl.J", and the

district attorney promised to “vigorously prosecute” the defendant and obtain a second conviction,

* Thus, as to the general applicable rule regarding disqualification, the State does not appear to
disagree with Mr. Roman. (See State’s Response, 2)(citing Williams).
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of a conflict of interest or through “forensic misconduct.”24 As to the first basis, Williams 

established that a conflict of interest may arise where the prosecutor “has acquired a personal 

interest or stake in the defendant’s conviction.”  Id.  As to the second basis, Williams explained 
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55 (1980), overruled on other grounds by Jones v. Shea, 148 Vt. 307, 532 A.2d 571 (1987).  The 

context of Hohman is very instructive for the instant case.  In Hohman, the district attorney, who 

had previously obtained a conviction of the defendant that was later overturned, made extrajudicial 

statements about the defendant during his election campaign.  Hohman, 138 Vt. at 505, 420 A.2d 

at 854.  The district attorney commented on the defendant’s alleged “danger to the community”, 

the district attorney explained that the case was “the most important case pending[,]”, and the 

district attorney promised to “vigorously prosecute” the defendant and obtain a second conviction, 

 
24 Thus, as to the general applicable rule regarding disqualification, the State does not appear to 
disagree with Mr. Roman.  (See State’s Response, 2)(citing Williams).   



and asked for the public's support in his election campaign. Jd. On those facts, the Vermont

Supreme Court stated:

‘We strongly condemn the conductofthe state's attorney in this case. The awesome
power to prosecute ought never to be manipulated for personal or political profit.
The (state's attomey) is the representative not ofan ordinary party 10a controversy,
but ofa sovereignty whose obligation to gover impartially is as compelling as its
obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal prosecution
is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done. As such, he is in a
peculiar and very definite sense the servantofthe law, the twofold aimofwhich is
that guilt shall not escape or innocence suffer. He may prosecute with camestness
and vigor-indeed, he should do so. But, while he may strike hard blows, he is not
at liberty to strike foul ones. It sas muchhis duty to refrain from improper methods
calculated to produce a wrongful conviction as it is to use every legitimate means
0 bring about a just one.

Holman, 138 Vt. at 505, 420 A.2d at 854, 855 (citing Berger v. UnitedStates, 295 U.S. 78, 88, 55

$.CL629,633,79 LE. 1314 (1935). Based on this, Holman held that it was error for the state's

attomey to fail to disqualify himself, and it was error for the trial court to deny the motion to

disqualify the states attomey.” 1d. Not only did Hohman agree that the district attomey should

be disqualified, the court, “because serious questions exist asto the ethical proprietyofthe state's

attomey's conduct,” referred the matter to the Vermont Professional Conduct Board. /d.

It was in that context the Georgia Supreme Court decided Williams v. State, 258 Ga. 305,

369 S.E.24 232 (1988). In Williams, the defendant sought disqualificationof the district attomey

when, *ijmmediately after terminationofthe third trial, the prosecutor was apparently besieged

by representativesof the media, and, in response to questioning, he made statements which were

subsequently broadcast on television and printed in the newspapers.” /d. The prosecutor stated,

“So far as I see it, the score is 35-10-1 for conviction, and I'm confident that ifwe bring it back and

geta jury that is willing and able to decide, then we'll get the right result.” 1d. He further stated,

“Two juries have voted unanimously for conviction. Another has voted 11-10-1 for conviction. In
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attorney's conduct,” referred the matter to the Vermont Professional Conduct Board.  Id. 

It was in that context the Georgia Supreme Court decided Williams v. State, 258 Ga. 305, 

369 S.E.2d 232 (1988).  In Williams, the defendant sought disqualification of the district attorney 

when, “[i]mmediately after termination of the third trial, the prosecutor was apparently besieged 

by representatives of the media, and, in response to questioning, he made statements which were 

subsequently broadcast on television and printed in the newspapers.”  Id.  The prosecutor stated, 

“So far as I see it, the score is 35-to-1 for conviction, and I'm confident that if we bring it back and 

get a jury that is willing and able to decide, then we'll get the right result.”  Id. He further stated, 

“Two juries have voted unanimously for conviction. Another has voted 11-to-1 for conviction. In 



my opinion, therefore, there is substantial reason to believe Mr. Williams is guiltyof the offense

charged.” Id., 258 Ga. 305, 310, 369 S.E.2d at 236

Williams ultimately held the statementsofthe district attorney were not egregious enough

to disqualify the district attomey, but before doing so importantly noted that, “[iJn determining

whether an improper statement of the prosecutor as to the defendant's guilt requires his

disqualification, the courts have taken into consideration whether such remarks were partof a

calculated plan evincing a design to prejudice the defendant in the minds of the jurors, or

whether such remarks were inadvertent, albeit improper, utterances.” Id., 258 Ga. at 314, 369

S.E. at 239 (emphasis added). This appeared tobe the Supreme Court's determination that because

the comments were made “immediately” after tral and appeared to be “inadvertent” they were

distinguishable from those made by the district attomey in Hohlman. Importantly, however,

Williams made clear that there is no talismanic definition for either “conflict of interest” or

“forensic. misconduct”, noting, “{iln Hohman, the prosecutor was disqualified for conflict of

interest, because he had pledged in his reelection campaign to obtain a conviction against the

defendant. Thus, there is no clear demarcation line between conflictof interest and forensic

misconduct, and a given groundfor disqualificationof the prosecutor might be classifiable as

either.” See Williams, 258 Ga. at 315, 369 S.E.2d at 239, n. 4 (1988)(cmphasisadded).

Inotherwords, the Georgia Supreme Court has explained that the focusofthe trial courts

inquiry in the context of disqualification is on the acts and words of the district attomey (and

faimess to the defendant), not some artificial distinction between a conflitofinterest and forensic

misconduct. This is important in the instant case because the actions of Willis can be classified as

both a conflictof interest and forensic misconduct because Willis has engaged in “a calculated
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plan evincing a design to prejudice” the defendants in this case and has also benefitted financially

from the prosecution.

B. The State Has Failed To Demonstrate That Willis Does Not Have A Personal Or
Financial Interest In The Outcome OFThis Case.”

In response to Mr. Roman's argument that Willis and Wade have received a personal

benefit from the instant prosecution, the State argues emphatically™ that Mr. Roman has failed to

show an actual conflictofinterest. In doing so, the State argues generally that: (1) Wade and

Willis’s personal relationship alone would not present any personal or financial conflictofinterest

under Georgia case law, even if they were on opposite sides of the fight; and (2) Mr. Roman has

failed to demonstrate more than a speculative personal or financial interest of Wade and Willis in

the instant prosecution. (See, eg. State’s Response, pp.2-4, 6-9, 11-12). More specifically, the

State asserts

«Willis actions were performed as part of her “official action” as district
attorney, and not for any personal or individual interest (see State’s
Response, p3);

«Willis had no personal or financial interest in any conviction (id., p-4);

«Willis had no personal relationship with Wade at the time Willis contracted
with him in November, 2021 (id. p. 7, Ex4);

«Personal relationships between lawyers do not create a conflict of interest
(id, pT):

«There is no evidence ofany improper appointment of Wade (id., p.9):

2 On February 5, 2024, a group of “ethic experts” filed an amicus brief supporting the State's
position that Willis should not be disqualified. (“Amicus Brief”). In large part, aside from policy
considerations such as cost and an alleged trust in prosecutors, the AmicusBrief parrots the same
arguments set forth by the State. In the few instances where a novel issue was raised, itis addressed
below.

The State’s Response uses a number of colorful and hyperbolic words and phrases to
characterize Mr. Roman's claims and to minimize their impact, but those words cannot change the
unfortunate facts facing the State, which, in large part, it still has failed to address.
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unfortunate facts facing the State, which, in large part, it still has failed to address. 



«The district attorney can pay a special prosecutor whatever she wants (id.,
pl);

«Wade's fees are reasonable because he was appointed as lead counsel (id,
p12); and

«Willis did not receive any financial benefit from Wade (/d., p.15).

Eachofthese arguments, as addressed below, does not hold water under Georgia law.

(1) The Personal Romantic Relationship Between Willis and Wade Has
Resulted In Personal and Financial Benefit To Both.

(a) Willis actions in receiving personal and financial gifts from
‘Wade was not partof any “official action” as district attorney.

The first argument advanced by the State appears to be that Willis is somehow “immune”

from disqualification because she was acting as an officer ofthe law. (See State’s Response, p.3).

‘The State relies on the language from State v. Sutherland, 190 Ga. App. 606, 607 (1989) and the

holding in State v. Davis, 159 Ga. App. 537, 538 (1981), but neither supports the State’s position.

First, the State focuses on the “officer of the law” language in Sutherland, but wholly ignores the

language ahead of it that discusses a prosecutor acting “in his personal or individual character, or

forhispersonal or individual interest, ...” (emphasis added)(See State’s Response, p.3). As Mr.

Roman has made clear, Willis contracted with Wade when they were in a personal relationship

knowing that a significant sum ofpublic money would be paid to him?’ And, since that time,

Willis and Wade have used that money for personal airfare, hotel stays, excursions and cruises2

7 While Wade's affidavit disputes the timingoftheir relationship, Mr. Roman is prepared to call
witnesses who will establish that his representation is fase.

2 As noted above, the State is making every effort to prevent any hearing and hide records that
may demonstrate additional personal expenses of Wade relating to Willis. Mr. Roman has
documented someofthese expenses, but since they have been together since 2019, there assuredly
are additional records, including bank records, that would show these expenditures. This is also
why Mr. Roman needs to be able to question the witnesses.
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 The district attorney can pay a special prosecutor whatever she wants (id., 
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27 While Wade’s affidavit disputes the timing of their relationship, Mr. Roman is prepared to call 
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28 As noted above, the State is making every effort to prevent any hearing and hide records that 
may demonstrate additional personal expenses of Wade relating to Willis.  Mr. Roman has 
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why Mr. Roman needs to be able to question the witnesses.  



These trips cannot in any common sense or legal fashion constitute “official” acts of Willis or

Wade and the State has not provided any facts or law demonstrating otherwise.

Second, Sutherland involved the district attomey’s involvement in an unrelated civil case

that did not relate to the pending criminal charges. The issue here is entirely different: Willis has

benefited and continues to benefit personally from public money that she alone authorized to pay

Wade in this case. Thus, Sutherland is inapposite to the case at hand.

Finally, the State’s reliance on Davis is misplaced because it also has no application here.

Davis involved a district attomey’s decision not to pursue criminal charges, a quintessential

discretionary functionof a district attomey, so it was obvious that decision was done as partof the

district attomney’s “official” acts. Furthermore, unlike the financial benefit here, the benefit of the

district attomey’s action in Davis in pursuing charges went to the defendant, not the district

attorney. While contracting with a special prosecutor as a general matter might be considered a

discretionary, official act, the receipt and useof the funds by the district attomey for personal use

most assuredly is not. Mr. Roman is not arguing that Willis is disqualified for appointing a special

prosecutor; Willis should be disqualified because she used her official authority to contract with

boyfriend and then used the money she paid him for her personal, financial interests.

(b) Willis undoubtedly has a personal and financial interest in Mr.
Roman's prosecution.

The State asserts that Willis should not be disqualified because she and Wade do not have

any personal or financial interest in Mr. Roman's conviction and thus, there is no conflict of

interest. (See State’s Response, pp.3-4, 15). This argument also rings hollow for several reasons.

First, and perhaps most importantly, there is no doubt Willis has received a personal financial

benefit in this case. In 2020, whenshe was running for district attomney, Wills told 11 Alive News
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These trips cannot in any common sense or legal fashion constitute “official” acts of Willis or 

Wade and the State has not provided any facts or law demonstrating otherwise.   
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that did not relate to the pending criminal charges.  The issue here is entirely different: Willis has 

benefited and continues to benefit personally from public money that she alone authorized to pay 

Wade in this case.  Thus, Sutherland is inapposite to the case at hand.   

Finally, the State’s reliance on Davis is misplaced because it also has no application here.  

Davis involved a district attorney’s decision not to pursue criminal charges, a quintessential 

discretionary function of a district attorney, so it was obvious that decision was done as part of the 

district attorney’s “official” acts.  Furthermore, unlike the financial benefit here, the benefit of the 

district attorney’s action in Davis in pursuing charges went to the defendant, not the district 

attorney.  While contracting with a special prosecutor as a general matter might be considered a 

discretionary, official act, the receipt and use of the funds by the district attorney for personal use 

most assuredly is not.  Mr. Roman is not arguing that Willis is disqualified for appointing a special 

prosecutor; Willis should be disqualified because she used her official authority to contract with 

boyfriend and then used the money she paid him for her personal, financial interests. 

(b) Willis undoubtedly has a personal and financial interest in Mr. 
Roman’s prosecution. 

 
The State asserts that Willis should not be disqualified because she and Wade do not have 

any personal or financial interest in Mr. Roman’s conviction and thus, there is no conflict of 

interest.  (See State’s Response, pp.3-4, 15).  This argument also rings hollow for several reasons. 

First, and perhaps most importantly, there is no doubt Willis has received a personal financial 

benefit in this case.  In 2020, when she was running for district attorney, Willis told 11Alive News 



in Atlanta, “[When you represent the citizens... you need to be beyond reproach.” Despite this

public statement, Willis and Wade have not remained above reproach, and, instead, have used

money she paid him for personal airfare, hotel stays, excursions and cruises. More specifically,

they traveled in October 2022 on a cruise, and Wade paid for Willis’ flight from Atlanta to Miami

and their shared cruise cabin. Wade paida totalof$1,201.60 to American Airlines for both flights.

Wade paid $1,387.70 for their shared cabin on the ship. He also paid an additional $992.28 to

Royal Caribbean during this cruise. In total, Wade paid $3,581.58 for this vacation. This does not

include transportation and other fees that appear to be related to this trip. Wade also took Willis

to Aruba from November 1, 2022 to November 4, 2022 and paid for the flights and hotel through

Vacation Express for a total of $3835.26. Wade also paid an additional $370.88 to the Hyatt

Regency in Aruba where Willis and Wade shared a room. This does not include transportation

and other fees or expenses that may be unknown at this time.

Wade also took Willis on a New Year's Eve cruise in December 2022 and January 2023

‘on Norwegian Cruise Lines and paid $3,172.20 for flights and the cruise itself. Wade also paid

$98 for an Island Jeep Rental and $198.75 to Rum Runners Freeport plus an additional payment

to Norwegian Cruise lines for $214.80. In all, Wade paid $3,683.75 for this vacation for he and

Willis. In March of 2023, Wade took Willis to Belize for vacation again on March 18, 2023. He

paid for them to stay at the Phoenix Resort foratotalof$1,723.33 and the Ambergis Grand for

$995.75. Additionally they spent $74.15 at a tattoo parlor, and $363.79 at local restaurants.

Roughly two months later, Wade took Willis to Napa Valley on May 15,2023. He purchased their

2 “Fani Willis talks about race against D.A. Paul Howard” 11Alive (August 6, 2020),
https:www.youtube. com/watch?v=3CEM3GfiLdo .
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29 “Fani Willis talks about race against D.A. Paul Howard,” 11Alive (August 6, 2020), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CEM3GfiLdo . 



flights to San Francisco for $817.80 and paid $840.22 for their hotel in Napa Valley. Just the

fights and hotel for this trip totaled $1,658.02.%°

The foregoing trips surely are not the only payments Wade has made that have personally

and financially benefitted Willis. If, as Bradley confirms, Willis and Wade were in a romantic

relationship prior to November 1, 2021 and staying at Yeartie’s residence for some time, Wade

likely made many more purchases for Willis that have yet to be discovered. Nevertheless, there is

no minimum dollar requirement necessary to establish a personal or financial interest under

Georgia law. Wade and Willis enjoyed expensive and luxurious cruises that many taxpayers in

Fulton County have never taken and could never take because they cannot afford them.

The State, however, fails to address anywhere in its response or Wade's affidavit these

facts even though the State was awareofthem.*! The reason for this appears to be obvious: Willis

iis required to complete Fulton County financial disclosure forms showing gifts in excess of

$100.00. Her completed forms do not show any gifts from Wade, even though those gifts, as

shown above, total in the thousands of dollars. * Insteadofaddressing these financial benefits in

any way, the State attempts to shift the goal posts by creating, without any legal authority, an

exclusive list of potential “factors” that might demonstrate a financial interest, (see State’s

Response, p.15), and then argue, based on Wade's self-serving ex parte affidavit, that those factors

are not satisfied. (/d., pp.15-16)." The State’s attempt to create some sort of “defining” list of

“financial interests” is unavailing and contrary to Georgia law. There can be no doubt Willis has

% Records reflecting purchases for Willis are attached hereto as Exhibit “B”.
31 This was set forth in Mr. Roman's initial motion to disqualify.
Wills” financial disclosure forms ince becoming district attorney are attached hereto as Exhibit

ding 10 the effort to obfuscate, motions to quash have been filed with the Court that seck to
prevent Mr. Roman from questioning the witnesses.
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flights and hotel for this trip totaled $1,658.02.30 

The foregoing trips surely are not the only payments Wade has made that have personally 
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The State, however, fails to address anywhere in its response or Wade’s affidavit these 

facts even though the State was aware of them.31  The reason for this appears to be obvious:  Willis 

is required to complete Fulton County financial disclosure forms showing gifts in excess of 

$100.00.  Her completed forms do not show any gifts from Wade, even though those gifts, as 

shown above, total in the thousands of dollars.32  Instead of addressing these financial benefits in 

any way, the State attempts to shift the goal posts by creating, without any legal authority, an 

exclusive list of potential “factors” that might demonstrate a financial interest, (see State’s 

Response, p.15), and then argue, based on Wade’s self-serving ex parte affidavit, that those factors 

are not satisfied.  (Id., pp.15-16).33  The State’s attempt to create some sort of “defining” list of 

“financial interests” is unavailing and contrary to Georgia law.  There can be no doubt Willis has 

 
30 Records reflecting purchases for Willis are attached hereto as Exhibit “B”. 
31 This was set forth in Mr. Roman’s initial motion to disqualify. 
32 Willis’ financial disclosure forms since becoming district attorney are attached hereto as Exhibit 
“C”. 
33 Adding to the effort to obfuscate, motions to quash have been filed with the Court that seek to 
prevent Mr. Roman from questioning the witnesses. 



received personal, financial benefits that are disqualifying. The State fails to cite a single case

demonstrating that self-dealing by virtue of hiring and paying your boyfriend is not a “personal”

interest, nor could it.

Second, the State again relies on cases that simply have no application to the facts at hand.

The State cites cases that fall into essentially two buckets: (a) cases discussing the “loyalty” type

conflict of interest (i.¢., “switching sides”, relationship with an adverse party/witness, joint

representation)(see States Response, p4, ); and (b) cases stating that advocates in personal

relationships are not automatically disqualified by virtue of being in a relationship. (See State’s

Response, pp.7-8).* The gistof the argument the State advances here is that there has to be some

divided “loyalty” on the part of the district attorney, and because she and Wade do not have a

divided loyalty, there is no conflict. (See id). That is not the inquiry.

While there appear to be no Georgia cases directly addressing disqualification on the facts

atissue, the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct do provide a roadmap. The theory underlying

Rule 1.7 is that a lawyer should not represent or continue to representa client is there is a risk that

the lawyer's “own interests” will affect the representationofthe client. (See Rule 1.7(a)). Under

3 The State claims that “Defendants” motions do not cite to any of this controlling caselaw ....
(State’s Response, p.8), but this case law is not controlling or in any way dispositiveofthe issues
in the instant case. This lineof cases stands for the unremarkable proposition that there is no per
se ruleofdisqualification involving professionals and that in those cases there was no showing of
‘any improper conduct or connection to the underlying case. In other words, there was no reason
to assume professionals had allowed their intimate relationships to interfere with their professional
obligations. We have the opposite situation here. Willis has allowed her intimate relationship
with Wade to affect her professional judgment and, indeed, she used that judgment to enrich Wade
and herself. The State also takes shots at defense counsel for alleged relationships. This argument,
which comes across as a veiled threat, is disingenuous and wrong. Defense counsel are private
lawyers representing individuals. Willis and Wade are public prosecutors using public money with
a duty to seek justice, not convictions. The relationships are in no way analogous.
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demonstrating that self-dealing by virtue of hiring and paying your boyfriend is not a “personal” 
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The State cites cases that fall into essentially two buckets:  (a) cases discussing the “loyalty” type 

conflict of interest (i.e., “switching sides”, relationship with an adverse party/witness, joint 
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divided “loyalty” on the part of the district attorney, and because she and Wade do not have a 

divided loyalty, there is no conflict.  (See id).  That is not the inquiry.   

While there appear to be no Georgia cases directly addressing disqualification on the facts 

at issue, the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct do provide a roadmap.  The theory underlying 

Rule 1.7 is that a lawyer should not represent or continue to represent a client is there is a risk that 

the lawyer’s “own interests” will affect the representation of the client.  (See Rule 1.7(a)).  Under 

 
34 The State claims that “Defendants’ motions do not cite to any of this controlling caselaw . . . .”  
(State’s Response, p.8), but this case law is not controlling or in any way dispositive of the issues 
in the instant case.  This line of cases stands for the unremarkable proposition that there is no per 
se rule of disqualification involving professionals and that in those cases there was no showing of 
any improper conduct or connection to the underlying case.  In other words, there was no reason 
to assume professionals had allowed their intimate relationships to interfere with their professional 
obligations.  We have the opposite situation here.  Willis has allowed her intimate relationship 
with Wade to affect her professional judgment and, indeed, she used that judgment to enrich Wade 
and herself.  The State also takes shots at defense counsel for alleged relationships.  This argument, 
which comes across as a veiled threat, is disingenuous and wrong.  Defense counsel are private 
lawyers representing individuals.  Willis and Wade are public prosecutors using public money with 
a duty to seek justice, not convictions.  The relationships are in no way analogous. 



such circumstances, Rule 1.7 contemplates that the lawyer must obtain informed consent of the

client to continue in the representation, assuming such consent is permissible. (See Rule 1.7(b)).

The first comment explaining Rule 1.7 states that “loyalty and independent judgment are

essential elements in the lawyer's relationship t0 a client.” (Rule 1.7, Comment [1])(emphasis

added). The language of Rule 1.7 also appears to contemplate that a “personal interest” may be

one that involves “the lawyer's other competing responsibilities or interests.” (See Rule 1.7,

Comment [2)). Comment [2] also refers to whether “the lawyers independent professional

judgment” is affected. Thus, the dutyof loyalty on which the State is focused is only onehalfof

the conflict analysis. The secondhalfof the equation contemplates a prohibition against self-

dealing (and dealing for third partis) that affects the lawyer's independent professional judgment

and decision making on behalf of the client. That is exactly what we have here: Willis®

independent judgment and decision making in prosecuting this case on behalf of the State is

necessarily affected because she is a direct, personal beneficiary of the funds she is providing to

Wade. In addition, improper use of state and county funds for her personal gain is contrary to the

interestsofthe State and Fulton County, her “clients.” In other words, she and Wade, by definition,

are personally and financially invested in the prosecution and conviction and not in simply seeking

justice

3 In the context ofa case where the judge was also the mayor, the United States Supreme Court
put the potential for “temptation” this way:

the test is whether the mayor's situation is one which would offer a possible
temptation to the average man as a judge to forget the burdenof proof required to
convict the defendant, or which might lead him not to hold the balance nice, clear,
and true between the state and the accused.. . Plainly that “possible temptation”
may also exist when the mayor's executive responsibilites [sic] for village finances
‘may make him partisan to maintain the high levelofcontribution from the mayor's
court
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such circumstances, Rule 1.7 contemplates that the lawyer must obtain informed consent of the 

client to continue in the representation, assuming such consent is permissible.  (See Rule 1.7(b)).   

The first comment explaining Rule 1.7 states that “loyalty and independent judgment are 

essential elements in the lawyer's relationship to a client.”  (Rule 1.7, Comment [1])(emphasis 
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necessarily affected because she is a direct, personal beneficiary of the funds she is providing to 

Wade.  In addition, improper use of state and county funds for her personal gain is contrary to the 

interests of the State and Fulton County, her “clients.”  In other words, she and Wade, by definition, 

are personally and financially invested in the prosecution and conviction and not in simply seeking 
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35 In the context of a case where the judge was also the mayor, the United States Supreme Court 
put the potential for “temptation” this way:  
 

the test is whether the mayor's situation is one which would offer a possible 
temptation to the average man as a judge to forget the burden of proof required to 
convict the defendant, or which might lead him not to hold the balance nice, clear, 
and true between the state and the accused . . . .Plainly that ‘possible temptation’ 
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Third, the State’s reliance on Greater Georgia Amusements, LLC v. StateofGeorgia, 317

Ga.App. 118, 121(2), 728 5.E.2d 744 (2012) (physical precedent only) and Amusement Sales, Inc.

v. State, 316 Ga. App. 727, 736, 730 S.E.2d 430, 438 (2012), while coming closer to the facts of

this case, also do not support the State’s argument. Unremarkably, the rule of those cases is that

contingency fee arrangements for specially-appointed district attorneys in forfeiture cases violate

Georgia public policy because they cause an appointed prosecuting attomey to have a personal

financial stake in the outcomeofthe proceedings and thus disqualification is proper. See id. While

this case does not involve a forfeiture (so the “personal financial stake” is not as obvious), it is no

less important. Amusement Sales is also notable for the idea that it violates “public policy” to have

a personal financial stake in the outcomeof proceedings—which as noted above, Willis and Wade

both have by virtueoftheir self-dealing arrangement. See McLaughlin v. Payne, 295 Ga. 609, 613

(2014) (citing Lane v. State, 238 Ga. 407, 408-410 (1977); Clifton v. State, 187 Ga. 502, 504

(1939))(against public policy to have a district attorney with a conflict of interest).

Furthermore, there is no language in Amusement Sales stating that the financial

arrangement there was the exclusive means by which a prosecutor could be disqualified for having

a “personal financial stake” in the proceedings. Indeed, the instant case presents another, but

equally improper, typeof conflict tat violates Georgia public policy because the conflict at issue

involves an elected official using public money for personal gain and benefit.

Finally, there is more than ample evidence that Willis has a disqualifying “personal

interest” in this prosecution by virtue of her numerous calculated, and inflammatory extrajudicial

statements commenting on Mr. Roman's guilt and the guilt of the other defendants and painting

Ward v. Vill of Monroeville, Ohio, 409 USS. 57, 59-61,93 S. Ct. 80, 82-83, 34 L. Ed. 2d 267
(1972)(interal quotations and citations omitted).
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Ward v. Vill. of Monroeville, Ohio, 409 U.S. 57, 59–61, 93 S. Ct. 80, 82–83, 34 L. Ed. 2d 267 
(1972)(internal quotations and citations omitted). 



them and their counsel (falsely) as having racial motivation. Itis not an exaggeration to say that

Willis has waged a media war against the defendants, including Mr. Roman. The litany of public

appearances over the past three years is chronicled in Exhibit A.

In addition, less than a month ago, Willis spoke to the audience and news media present at

the Big Bethel AME church using notes she had prepared, and specifically referenced the race of

the private attomeys. She asked the audience whether Fulton County Commissioner Bridget

‘Thome and others who criticized her were “playing the race card.” She also referred to Mr. Wade

as the “black man,” and asked why a “white male Republican's judgment” was allegedly “good

enough” but a “black female Democrat's” (referring to herself) judgment allegedly was not. She

then asked whether there were some persons who “will never sce a black man as qualified, no

matter his achievements,” and whether she would ever be qualified in the eyesof such people

becauseof the “shell” she had been “put in.

She also suggested that Commissioner Thome, Mr. Roman and Willis” other critics are

motivated by alleged racial prejudice or animus. The media likewise interpreted Willis” statements

as suggesting that Mr. Roman and others questioning the her employment or compensation of

% The comments were entirely inappropriate and used specifically to cast Mr. Roman and his
‘counsel in a negative light. Undersigned counsel has spent the last 20 years representing people
from all ethic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds. She began her legal career as an inter for
the Souther Center for Human Rights advocating against unfair prison conditions in the South
and fighting for prison reform. She worked at the public defender in Fulton County for several
years representing indigent defendantsofall colors. In private practice, she has continued to
represent people with diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds in criminal cases and in civil rights
cases, including serving as co-counsel ina case involving the profiling ofa groupof young African
Americans in Cartersville, Georgia. For Wills to label or insinuate that undersigned counsel is in
any way motivated by race in filing Mr. Roman's motions is personally offensive. It is completely
unfounded and slanderous, not just to Mr. Roman, but also to counsel.
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36 The comments were entirely inappropriate and used specifically to cast Mr. Roman and his 
counsel in a negative light.  Undersigned counsel has spent the last 20 years representing people 
from all ethnic, racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.  She began her legal career as an intern for 
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Americans in Cartersville, Georgia.  For Willis to label or insinuate that undersigned counsel is in 
any way motivated by race in filing Mr. Roman’s motions is personally offensive.  It is completely 
unfounded and slanderous, not just to Mr. Roman, but also to counsel. 
 



Wade were “racist” In her calculated media campaign, Willis has willfully attempled to

prejudice any jury panel selected in this case through insinuating that her opponents are allegedly

racist

Willis also provided unprecedented access and interviews to the authors of the Book, in

which she comments about this case and the defendants inan effort to boost her public profile and

‘condemn the defendants. Willis purportedlyalso told the authors [Jeall have to livebya certain

standardof rules. Andifyou violate them, you catch a charge.” (The Book, p.255) (emphasis in

original). Since Mr. Roman, [caught]acharge”, this appears tobehercommenting not so sublety

about Mr. Roman’s guilt. In another interview during Wills investigation into this case, she told

areporter, “And certainly ifsomebody did something as serious as interfere with somebody’s right

0 vote, ~-which, you know as a woman, as a personofcolor, is a sacred right where people lost a

Totof ives—we're going to invest in that.” (/d., p.226).

The Book also describes specific evidence discussed and presented to the special grand

jury, (id. pp-249-53), and the disputes among grand jurors about the evidence and testimony and

reservations (ic. “red flags”). These authors somehow obtained specific information about

Willis® view of the grand jurors’ reactions to evidence, how she winnowed the list of potential

defendants, and what charges Willis intended to pursue against certain defendants. (/d., pp.260-

66). The obvious intent of these pages (and, indeed, the book as a whole) was to bolster the

7hitps://www.newsweek com/fani-wills-tears-marjorie-taylor-greene- 1860775;
hitps:// www. nytimes.com/2024/01/18/us/fani-willis-trump-georgia-prosecutorshtml.

* In addition to describing Willis® handling of the secret grand jury proceedings in great detail,
The Book also details specific information about Willis® cooperation with, and efforts to obtain
information from, the January 6 Committee and who she sent to review the materials. (/d., 242-
45). At this point in The Book, the authors also describe Willis® financial support for Charlie
Bailey, who was running for office against Burt Jones, a Republican, who was among those being
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37 https://www.newsweek.com/fani-willis-tears-marjorie-taylor-greene-1860775; 
https://www.nytimes.com/2024/01/18/us/fani-willis-trump-georgia-prosecutors.html. 
 
38 In addition to describing Willis’ handling of the secret grand jury proceedings in great detail, 
The Book also details specific information about Willis’ cooperation with, and efforts to obtain 
information from, the January 6 Committee and who she sent to review the materials.  (Id., 242-
45).  At this point in The Book, the authors also describe Willis’ financial support for Charlie 
Bailey, who was running for office against Burt Jones, a Republican, who was among those being 



credibility of Willis and the investigation by makingitappearas though Willis was “checking” all

of the evidence “boxes” to obtain an airtight case. This idea would be further supported in the

authors” discussion of her intemal discussions with the lawyers handling the investigation,

portraying Willis’s efforts to obtain evidence and prepare charges. (/d., pp.255-57).

As the authors explained, she made self-serving statements designed to bolster her

credibility: “We don’t get awards for participation around here, she explained during an interview

with the authors shortly after the meeting,. > (Id. 257). Based on this passage and others like

it throughout The Book, it appears the authors had full or nearly full access to Willis during key

aspectsofher investigationof this case. Indeed, it appears that the authors were given specific

information about telephone calls intemal to the district attorneys office that included Willis and

Wade and theirspecific conversationdetails about opposing counsel. (/d., 259-60). The authors

were also apparently given insight into Willis “draft” indictment. (/d., 269)(“Her proposed draft

indictment detailed a conspiracy .. 7).

As she did on January 14, 2024 from Bib Bethel AME church, Willis used her beliefs to

bolster the idea that this prosecution was being led by God. As the authors point out, she told them

she discussion with a woman who told her God had instructed her to pray with Willis before her

“big announcement”, (id., pp.272), that Willis “had a habit of communing with God before big

decisions[,]” (id.), and that she sought “protection” from God and that “God wanted her to hear”

that “...I'm not going to letanything happento you.” (/d., pp273). These passages were intended

to portray Willis as a religious person or that God was behind her decision to pursue the indictment

or both. Indeed, the day the indictment was presented, Willis explained to the authors that her

investigation by Willis, which ultimately led to her being disqualified from prosecuting Jones.
(Id., 245-46).
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Bible verse of the day was, “Let patience have its perfect work, that you may be perfect and

complete.” (Id., pp 274-75).

After the grand jury returned a true bill the authors were given information that Willis”

eyes “welled with tears.” (Id., pp.275). Willis later told the authors that she “was well aware of

the doubts people would have about her—a Black, female local DA few had ever heard of taking

ona former president ofthe United States.” (/d.). She told the authors, “I'm a damn good lawyer”,

she thought to herself. (id). In two hours, she would hold a “high-stakes press conference with

reporters from around the world.” (Id.). Her speech had already been written. (/d.). In the specch,

Willis stated to the world, “It was a conspiracy that had one overriding “illegal goal” to allow

Donald J. Trump “to seize the presidential term ofoffice...  (/d., pp.276). The authors even

learned that those last words had been chosen “deliberately.” (Id) After detailing how Willis used

a “body double” to leave the courthouse, (see id., p.277), the authors explain how Willis felt

“physically sick” from exhaustion, but that she “flipped on the TV” when she saw the news

replaying her news conference. (/d.). She watched it and thought to herself, “I did good today.”

(1d)

The authors’ access to Willis® thoughts did not end at the indictment. Apparently, Willis

has given them information, or allowed them access, to how she intended to prepare the case

against several defendants, explaining that “Willis® team was rushing to prepare” and “holding

mock trials, honing arguments, practicing delivery.” (/d., p-291). The Book readies for conclusion

by describing Willis” “considerable skills as a prosecutor” and the “setofqualities” that “makes

hera uniquely formidable adversary”... “She has a combativeness and an instinct for the jugular

that even Trump would have to grudgingly admire.” (Id., pp.293-94). With this premise, the

authors then detail how she responded to Republican Jim Jordan with a letter that was written with
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“calculated condescension.” (Id., pp.294). Willis is last quoted by bolstering her own abilities,

telling the authors, “When T walk into a courtroom, I'm always underestimated, which can be a

powerful thing.” (1d., p.295).

These are not the actions of a disinterested prosecutor. Willis® highly-publicized,

inflammatory and scandalous remarks suggesting that her opponents are racist, the more than three

dozen interviews or media statements, and the unprecedented access and interviews she provided

for a book relating directly to Willis and this case demonstrates clearly that Willis has an

unmistakable and undeniable “personal” interest in this prosecution. Unlike the prosecutor in

Williams v. State, 258 Ga. 305, 314, 369 S.E.2d 232, 238 (1988), who made impromptu comments

immediately after trial when he was “besieged by representatives of the media.” Willis has

purposely sought out media attention prior to and at each stage of these proceedings and

commented directly about the case and the defendants over and over again over the course of

several years. The combinationof these public statements and Willis® statements contained in the

Book are “part ofa calculated plan evincing a design to prejudice the defendant in the minds of

the jurors” and not “simply inadvertent, albeit improper, utterances.” d., 258 Ga. at 314, 369 S.E.

at 239. Indeed, Willis” actions are significantly more egregious than thoseof the district attomey

in State v. Hohman, 138 Vt. 502, 505-06,420 A.2d 852, 854-55 (1980), where the district atomey

‘commented on the defendant's alleged “danger to the community”, the district attorney explained

that the case was “the most important case pendingl,]", and the district attomey promised to

“vigorously prosecute” the defendant and obtain a second conviction, and asked for the public's

support in his election campaign. 1d. Just as the disqualification in Hohlman was appropriate, it

is appropriate here as well; indeed, more so.
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(c) Willis and Wade were in a personal, romantic relationship when
Willis appointed him andpaid him hundredsof thousandsofdollars
that he used to take her on personal vacations.

Until Mr. Roman filed his motions, Willis and Wade were not even in a personal

relationship—at least as far as the Court, the publicor any defendant knew. The reason for keeping

theirrelationshipsecret is nowevident —they were using public funds to enrich their personal lives

and they knew it was wrong. Willis was also under a statutory mandate to notify the Executive

Director of the Prosecuting Attomeys’ Council of the State of Georgia of her disqualifying

“interest or relationship”asa resultofher relationship with Wade, see O.C.G.A. § 15-18-5, which

is another reason she had to conceal their relationship. If she disclosed the relationship, she was

at isk of losing this case, which, as shown above, she desperately wants and needs for her own

personal ambitions.

But now that we know they are in a romantic. relationship, and now that we have

documentation of their personal travel together in 2022 paid for by Wade, the State now

predictably wishes for us to believe that Willis had no personal relationship with Wade a the time

Willis contracted with him in November, 2021 (See State’s Response, Ex. A). In keeping with

this theme, the State also claims that there is no evidence that Willis improperly appointed Wade

(id.,p9), Willi is qualifiedtobe the special prosecutor on this case (id, 9-10), that Willis can pay

Wade whatever she wants (id., p.11), and that Wade's fees are reasonable because he was

appointed as lead counsel. (Id, p.12). Since Willis and Wade were not forthright about their

relationship in the first instance, there is no reason to believe they are telling the truth now. These

last-minute maneuvers have one purpose—to minimize the fall out. As shown below, there are

important and material factual questions surroundingWade'sappointment, his experience and his

work and income from this case that allgo to the issueofWills receiving a disqualifying personal
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and financial stake in this prosecution. Accordingly, this Court should not let their word be the

last.

The State argues that Mr. Roman's motion to disqualify is somehow a strategic attempt to

choose his prosecutor, and the State levels an unsupported claim that his motion was filed in “bad

faith.” (See State’s Response, 9). The best evidence that is not true is the revelation that Willis

‘and Wade are, in fact, in a personal relationship. Thus, a fact unknown before Mr. Roman filed

his motion, is now known. Furthermore, Mr. Roman has not alleged any fact that his counsel did

not leam through a witness or document, and all of the allegations were set forth after extensive

investigation and interviews by his counsel. Thus, the State’s assertion, which is merely an attempt

to characterize, not respond to, Mr. Roman's arguments, falls flat. Mr. Roman simply seeks a

disinterested prosceutor. Young v. U.S.ex rel. Vaitton etFils S.A., 481 U.S. 787, 807 (1987).

Another fact that Mr. Roman uncovered and which Willis and Wade now denyis that Willis

‘and Wade began their relationship prior to November 1, 2021. As noted above, Bradley, a personal

friend of Wade’s, confirms that Willis and Wade were in a romantic relationship before Willis

even took office and that Willis and Wade stayed together at Yearti’s residence and the

“safehouse” Thus, two crucial statements in Wade's affidavit about the relationship (facts

incredibly material to Willis and Wade's personal and financial interests) are in dispute.

% Mr. Roman has subpocnacd other witnesses to corroborate the testimony of Bradley and Yeartie.

“The State apparently seeks to avoid Willis® disqualification or the appearance of impropriety by
claiming that the relationship did not start until 2022, but that still presents a conflict of interest
because Willis received a personal and financial benefit. But, it is even more egregious knowing
that Willis set up the system of return payments and gifts by installing her boyfriend as a special
prosecutor and paying him significant sums of money.
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(@ The Statefails to address Willis’ ethical violations

Mr. Roman raised serious ethical violations by Willis that she did not address in any way

in the State's Response. (See generally State’s Response). While ethical violations do not

necessarily constitute legal conflicts of interes, the ethical rules are instructive about Willis™

knowledge as to what conduct could constitute a conflict of interest. For instance, the State did

not address that Fulton County requires that “public service not be used for private gain’[.] Fulton

Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-66(a). The State also did not address the requirement that, “[o]fficers

and employees should aspire to avoid even the appearanceof a conflict of interest by avoiding

‘conduct or circumstances that would providea reasonable basis for the impression that the officers

or employee's ability to protect the public interest or impartially perform an official act is

‘compromised by his or her financial or personal interests in the matter or transaction.” Fulton

Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-66(b).

The State did not address the Fulton County requirement that “[cjounty officers and

‘employees cannot “directly or indirectly solicit, request, exact, receive, or agree to receive a gift

oan, favor, promise, or thing of value, in any form whatsoever, for himself, herself, or another

person, from any prohibited source,” Fulton Cty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-69(a), with a value greater

than $100, see Fulton Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-69(c). As with the County’ Disclosure Reports,

a “prohibited source” is any person “is seeking todoor is doingbusinesswith the county...” Fulton

Cnty. Code Ethics, Sec. 2-67(s). County officials and employees must file income and financial

disclosure reports with the Clerkof the Fulton County Board, disclosing “any gifi(s) or favor(s)

from a single prohibited source in the aggregate value or amount of $100.00 or more...” Fulton

Cnty. Code Ethics, See. 2-79(b)(3). The State did not address anyofthese provisions.
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Willis, however, violated these ethical rules by Wade with whom she had an undisclosed

romantic. relationship, paying Wade hundreds of thousands of dollars in county funds and

accepting gifts from him which she did not disclose to the County. Based on the foregoing rules,

Willis should have known that her actions would violate Fulton County’ ethical rules, and Willis

should have known that her ethical violations would lead to an irreparable conflict of interest.

Accordingly, she and Wade must be disqualified from further prosecuting this mater.

(©) The policy considerations suggested by the amici curiae do not
outweigh Mr. Roman’ right to a disinterestedprosecutor.

The amici curiae attempt to construct “Four key principles”ofthe “law” of disqualification,

(Amicus Brief, pp.4-9). Essentially, the amici curiae claim that disqualification imposes costs,

prosecutors are expected to act ethically and in accordance with the law, disqualification implicates

constitutional considerations because she’s elected, and the remedy of disqualification is

defendant-focused. These “four key principles” are simply an artificial construct designed to turn

the Court's attention to policy and practicality considerations and away from Willis’ conduct, but

they are addressed, in tum, below.

(1) The CostsofDisqualification

The amici curiae ask this Court to approach the motion to disqualify with caution

essentially because it may impose additional costs and delay or may be used strategically to get

“less formidable” opposing counsel (/d., p.5). Addressing the latter argument first, Mr. Roman

believes that Wade was unqualified in the first instance to handle a complex RICO case, and

undersigned counsel has twenty years of experience as a trial lawyer. The qualifications of

‘opposing counsel are irrelevant and certainly not a consideration here. As to the former argument,

the potential costs and delay that may be associated with disqualification are far less thanif this

Court denies themotion and this case has tobetried again years later andafter the appellate process
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is concluded. As important, though, is that any cost savings, even assuming one would exist, pales

in comparison to Mr. Roman’s constitutional right to a disinterested prosecutor. Thus, ths policy

consideration is without serious weight under the facts presented.

(2) The idea that prosecutors are trusted to do theirjobs ethically

The next policy argument advanced suggests that this Court should assume, as a legal

matter, that even if Willis has acted out of personal interest, she is assumed to have acted

appropriately. (See id., pp. 6-8). As an initial matter, the amici curiae donotcite to asingle case

that supports the idea that the law in disqualification cases is that this Court has to give her the

benefit of the doubt by assuming Willis acted appropriately. This is justa thinly-veiled attempt to

raise Mr. Roman’s burden to demonstrate the standard for disqualification. In other words, it

‘appears the amici curiae are saying, “evenif this looks bad and she may be disqualified, you have

to assume she was not acting for self interest”. That is not what the law of disqualification says.

If there is a disqualifying personal or financial interest under the law, then Willis must be

disqualified. It is not more complex than that, and the Court is not required under the law to put

on its rose-colored glasses before considering the factsof this case.

(3) The claim that disqualification focuses on the defendant, not
thirdparties.

‘The amici curiae urge the Court to “focus squarely” on the “due process interests” that the

disqualification is meant to serve and not the actions of Wade. (See id., 8-9). The amici curiae do

not cite to any Georgia cases suggesting this Court cannot consider the facts as a whole when

considering due process concems. (Id) Instead, the amici curiae state the unremarkable

proposition that due process rights are at the heart of any disqualification. This request by the

‘amici curiaeisa slight of hand to get the Court, as with the other “policy” considerations, to ignore

the conduct at issue. Wade's experience, the focus of this focus section, is relevant for
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that supports the idea that the law in disqualification cases is that this Court has to give her the 

benefit of the doubt by assuming Willis acted appropriately.  This is just a thinly-veiled attempt to 

raise Mr. Roman’s burden to demonstrate the standard for disqualification.  In other words, it 

appears the amici curiae are saying, “even if this looks bad and she may be disqualified, you have 

to assume she was not acting for self interest”.  That is not what the law of disqualification says.  

If there is a disqualifying personal or financial interest under the law, then Willis must be 

disqualified.  It is not more complex than that, and the Court is not required under the law to put 

on its rose-colored glasses before considering the facts of this case.   

(3) The claim that disqualification focuses on the defendant, not 
third parties. 

 
The amici curiae urge the Court to “focus squarely” on the “due process interests” that the 

disqualification is meant to serve and not the actions of Wade.  (See id., 8-9).  The amici curiae do 

not cite to any Georgia cases suggesting this Court cannot consider the facts as a whole when 

considering due process concerns. (Id.)  Instead, the amici curiae state the unremarkable 

proposition that due process rights are at the heart of any disqualification.    This request by the 

amici curiae is a slight of hand to get the Court, as with the other “policy” considerations, to ignore 

the conduct at issue.  Wade’s experience, the focus of this focus section, is relevant for 



disqualification because it relates directly to the self-serving interests of Willis, which, in tum,

relates to Mr. Roman’s constitutional right to a disinterested prosecutor. That is the inquiry for

disqualification of a prosecutor in Georgia, and the Court may, and in this case must, consider

how's Wade's conduct, particularly as it relates to billing, has caused him and Willis to obtain an

interest in this case. The amici curiac have not shown otherwise.

(4) The idea that this Court should avoid disqualification because
Willis is the elected district attorney.

The final policy argument advanced by the amici curiae is that disqualifying Willis

“implicates structural concerns” under the Georgia Constitution and the Court should proceed with

caution. (/d., 9-10). Again, this is not a novel idea or concept, and it has not prevented Georgia

courts from disqualifying district attomeys when the facts demand disqualification, as they do

here. Thus, this policy concen is unfounded,

0) The amici curiae’s suggestion that this Court has thepowertoallow
Willis to cure any conflictof interest is unsupported in Georgia law
and makes litle sense in the contextofthis criminal case.

“The amici curiac have suggested thatifthis Court finds Willis has a disqualifying personal

interest, “she should be allowed to cure it (/d., p.17). The amici curiae suggest that Willis can

fix all of this by reimbursing Wade or modifying his role in the case. (/d.) In other words, they

would like this Court to put the genie back in the bottle. This argument fails for several reasons.

First, undersigned counsel has been unable to find any law in Georgia that gives the Court that

option in the context ofa motion to disqualify a district attorney, and the amici curiae cite none.

The cases cited in supportof this position are federal civil cases, not criminal cases. This case

implicates Mr. Roman's constitutional rights. It is not as simple as giving the money back now.

Second, this argument addresses only the financial self-interest and ignores the other disqualifying

factors that importantly include Willis® numerous inflammatory extra-judicial statements to the
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The amici curiae have suggested that if this Court finds Willis has a disqualifying personal 

interest, “she should be allowed to cure it.”  (Id., p.17).  The amici curiae suggest that Willis can 

fix all of this by reimbursing Wade or modifying his role in the case.  (Id.)  In other words, they 

would like this Court to put the genie back in the bottle.  This argument fails for several reasons.  

First, undersigned counsel has been unable to find any law in Georgia that gives the Court that 

option in the context of a motion to disqualify a district attorney, and the amici curiae cite none.  

The cases cited in support of this position are federal civil cases, not criminal cases.  This case 

implicates Mr. Roman’s constitutional rights.  It is not as simple as giving the money back now.  

Second, this argument addresses only the financial self-interest and ignores the other disqualifying 

factors that importantly include Willis’ numerous inflammatory extra-judicial statements to the 



media and the public. Those cannot be cured by a simple transferof money. Third, the federal

statute cited by the amici curiae, 28 U.S.C. § 455(f), relates to a judge’s ability to cure an alleged

financial conflict of interest. It does not apply to prosecutors and, more importantly, the amici

curiae have not pointed to any corollary under Georgia law. Thus, there is no legal basis under

Georgia law for allowing Willis to sidestep disqualification through an order of this Court.

Accordingly, this request forrelief should be rejected +!

HL WILLIS ALSO SHOULD BE DISQUALIFIED ON THE SEPARATE BASIS THAT SHE HAS
COMMITTED FORENSIC MISCONDUCT? AND VIOLATED MR. ROMAN'S DUE PROCESS
RIGHTS BY MAKING IRREPARABLE EXTRA-JUDICIAL STATEMENTS, INCLUDING MANY
CONTAINED IN A NEWLY-PUBLISHED BOOK, SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO POISON AND
PREJUDICE THE POTENTIAL JURY POOL.

In November of last year, Willis stated, “IfI were to comment on any open case, it would

be a reason to conflict my office out”** Despite making numerous comments to the media and in

‘The Book about this “open case”, Willis, unsurprisingly, still has not conceded that her office

should be conflicted out. Nonetheless, her actions and comments have denied Mr. Roman his right

toa fair tral and due process.

Due process requires [a] fair trial in a fair tribunal...” Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 543

(1965) (quoting In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136 (1955); quoting Offut v. United States, 348

“1 The amici curiae’s argument that Willis and Wade should not be disqualified largely track those
advanced by the State, so they are not addressed further here.

“The State asserts that “Defendants advance no argument that forensic misconduct has occurred
here. (See State’s Brief, p.2). That is not true. Defendants have asserted Willis labors undera
conflictof interest and has made public statements regarding the guilt of the Defendants. In such
a circumstance, there is no clear demarcation line between conflict of interest and forensic
misconduct, and a given ground for disqualification of the prosecutor might be classifiable as
either.” See Williams, 258 Ga. at 315, 369 S.E.2d at 239, n. 4 (1988)(emphasis added). In any
event, and to avoid any doubt, Mr. Roman is asserting that argumentas abasstodisqualify Willis.

“ Fulton County, Georgia, Atlanta Judicial Circuit, District Attorney Fani T. Willis, November
14,2023 (emphasis added) (10 a reporter for The Washington Post).
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media and the public.  Those cannot be cured by a simple transfer of money.  Third, the federal 

statute cited by the amici curiae, 28 U.S.C. § 455(f), relates to a judge’s ability to cure an alleged 

financial conflict of interest.  It does not apply to prosecutors and, more importantly, the amici 

curiae have not pointed to any corollary under Georgia law.  Thus, there is no legal basis under 

Georgia law for allowing Willis to sidestep disqualification through an order of this Court.  

Accordingly, this request for relief should be rejected.41 

III. WILLIS ALSO SHOULD BE DISQUALIFIED ON THE SEPARATE BASIS THAT SHE HAS 

COMMITTED FORENSIC MISCONDUCT42 AND VIOLATED MR. ROMAN’S DUE PROCESS 

RIGHTS BY MAKING IRREPARABLE EXTRA-JUDICIAL STATEMENTS, INCLUDING MANY 

CONTAINED IN A NEWLY-PUBLISHED BOOK, SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO POISON AND 

PREJUDICE THE POTENTIAL JURY POOL. 
 

In November of last year, Willis stated, “If I were to comment on any open case, it would 

be a reason to conflict my office out.”43 Despite making numerous comments to the media and in 

The Book about this “open case”, Willis, unsurprisingly, still has not conceded that her office 

should be conflicted out.  Nonetheless, her actions and comments have denied Mr. Roman his right 

to a fair trial and due process. 

Due process requires “‘[a] fair trial in a fair tribunal…” Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 543 

(1965) (quoting In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136 (1955); quoting Offutt v. United States, 348 

 
41 The amici curiae’s argument that Willis and Wade should not be disqualified largely track those 
advanced by the State, so they are not addressed further here. 
 
42 The State asserts that “Defendants advance no argument that forensic misconduct has occurred 
here.  (See State’s Brief, p.2).  That is not true.  Defendants have asserted Willis labors under a 
conflict of interest and has made public statements regarding the guilt of the Defendants.  In such 
a circumstance, there is no clear demarcation line between conflict of interest and forensic 
misconduct, and a given ground for disqualification of the prosecutor might be classifiable as 
either.”  See Williams, 258 Ga. at 315, 369 S.E.2d at 239, n. 4 (1988)(emphasis added).   In any 
event, and to avoid any doubt, Mr. Roman is asserting that argument as a basis to disqualify Willis. 
 
43 Fulton County, Georgia, Atlanta Judicial Circuit, District Attorney Fani T. Willis, November 
14, 2023 (emphasis added) (to a reporter for The Washington Post).   



USS. 11,14(1954)). It requires “a jury capable and willing to decide the case solely on the evidence

before it, and a trial judge ever watchful to prevent prejudicial occurrences and to determine the

effectof such occurrences when they happen.” Smith v. Phillips, 455 U.S. 209, 217 (1982); accord

Inman v. State, 281 Ga. 67, 74 (2006) (quoting Smith, at 217). Concerning publicity, “[dJue

process requires that the accused receive a trial by an impartial jury free from outside influences.”

Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 US. 333, 362 (1966). “Given the pervasiveness of modem

‘communications and the difficultyofeffacing prejudicial publicity from the minds of the jurors,

the trial courts must take strong measures to ensure that the balance is never weighed against the

accused.” Id. “[T]he atmosphere essential to the preservation ofa fair rial —the most fundamental

ofall freedoms—must be maintained at all costs.” Estes, 381 U.S. at 540.

The Georgia RulesofProfessional Conduct state tht:

A lawyer who is participating or has participated in the investigation or litigation
ofa matter shall not make an extrajudicial statement that a person would reasonably
believe to be disseminated by meansof public communicationifthe lawyer knows
or reasonably should know that it will have a substantial likelihood of materially
prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding in the matter.

Ga. R. Prof. Cond. 3.6(a). The RulesofProfessional Conduet furthermore provide that a prosecutor

inacriminal case shall, “except for statements that are necessary to inform the public of the nature

and extent of the prosecutor's action and that serve a legitimate law enforcement purpose, refrain

Jfrom making extrajudicial comments that have a substantial likelihood of heightening public

condemnationofthe accused.” Ga. R. Prof. Cond. 3.8(g) (emphasis added).

As noted above, Willis made severally inflammatory remarks in a church less than a month

ago that reflect her personal interest in this case, but those comments also reflect her misconduct

and violate Mr. Roman's Due Process rights. The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that “(ihe

heightened public clamor resulting from radio and television coverage will inevitably result in
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or reasonably should know that it will have a substantial likelihood of materially 
prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding in the matter. 

 
Ga. R. Prof. Cond. 3.6(a). The Rules of Professional Conduct furthermore provide that a prosecutor 

in a criminal case shall, “except for statements that are necessary to inform the public of the nature 

and extent of the prosecutor’s action and that serve a legitimate law enforcement purpose, refrain 

from making extrajudicial comments that have a substantial likelihood of heightening public 

condemnation of the accused.” Ga. R. Prof. Cond. 3.8(g) (emphasis added). 

 As noted above, Willis made severally inflammatory remarks in a church less than a month 

ago that reflect her personal interest in this case, but those comments also reflect her misconduct 

and violate Mr. Roman’s Due Process rights.   The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that “[t]he 

heightened public clamor resulting from radio and television coverage will inevitably result in 



prejudice.” Estes, 381 U.S. at 549. District attomeys and their offices have been disqualified or

recused from prosecutions for making prejudicial statements to the media in other cases. See

People. Lastra, 83 Cal. App. 5th 816, 819, 821,824 (2022), as modified on denialofreh’g (Sept.

28, 2022), review denied (Jan. 11, 2023) (affirming the trial court’s granting of the defendants

motion to recuse the district attomey’s office from the prosecution of the defendants for charges

relating 10 a protest march where the district attomey had made media and public appearances, and

posts on social media, making statements critical of the Black Lives Matter movement); People v.

Choi, 80 Cal. App. 4th 476, 479, 480, 484 (2000) (trial courts order recusing the entire district

attomey’s office affirmed where the district attomey made statements to te press, stating his belief.

that the defendants, who were charged with murder, were connected to an uncharged murder,

affirmed). However, the fact that Willis has willfully and publicly raised racial arguments relating

to the issues in this action makes disqualification of Willis and her office from representing the

State in this action on groundsof the Willis’ violations ofthe Rules of Professional Conduct

uniquely appropriate. The United States Supreme Court has recognized that:

[Discrimination on the basisofrace, “odious inall aspects, is especially pernicious
in the administration of justice,” Rose v. Michell, 443 U.S. 545, 555 [(1979)],
damaging “both the fact and the perception” of the jury’s role as “a vital check
against the wrongful exercise of power by the State,” Powers v. Ohio, 499 USS.
400,411 [(1991)].

Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 580 U.S. 206, 208 (2017). The jury is supposed to be a criminal

defendant's “protection of life and liberty against race or color prejudice.” /d. at 209 (quoting

McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 310 (1987); quoting Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303,

309 (1880).

As a court in another jurisdiction has observed, “[r]eliance on racial or ethnic bias has no

place in the justice system.” State v. Horntvedt, 539 P.3d 869, 874 (Wash. Ct. App. 2023) (citing
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28, 2022), review denied (Jan. 11, 2023) (affirming the trial court’s granting of the defendants’ 

motion to recuse the district attorney’s office from the prosecution of the defendants for charges 

relating to a protest march where the district attorney had made media and public appearances, and 

posts on social media, making statements critical of the Black Lives Matter movement); People v. 

Choi, 80 Cal. App. 4th 476, 479, 480, 484 (2000) (trial court’s order recusing the entire district 

attorney’s office affirmed where the district attorney made statements to the press, stating his belief 

that the defendants, who were charged with murder, were connected to an uncharged murder, 

affirmed). However, the fact that Willis has willfully and publicly raised racial arguments relating 

to the issues in this action makes disqualification of Willis and her office from representing the 

State in this action on grounds of the Willis’ violations of the Rules of Professional Conduct 

uniquely appropriate. The United States Supreme Court has recognized that: 

[D]iscrimination on the basis of race, “odious in all aspects, is especially pernicious 
in the administration of justice,” Rose v. Mitchell, 443 U.S. 545, 555 [(1979)], 
damaging “both the fact and the perception” of the jury’s role as “a vital check 
against the wrongful exercise of power by the State,” Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 
400, 411 [(1991)]. 

 
Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, 580 U.S. 206, 208 (2017). The jury is supposed to be a criminal 

defendant’s “‘protection of life and liberty against race or color prejudice.’” Id. at 209 (quoting 

McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 310 (1987); quoting Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, 

309 (1880)). 

 As a court in another jurisdiction has observed, “[r]eliance on racial or ethnic bias has no 

place in the justice system.” State v. Horntvedt, 539 P.3d 869, 874 (Wash. Ct. App. 2023) (citing 



State v. Zamora, 199 Wash.2d 698, 723 (2022); Rose, 443 U.S. at 555; State v. Sum, 199 Wash 2d

627, 640 (2022)). “A defendant is deprived of their right to an impartial jury ‘when explicit or

implicit racial bias is a factor in a jury's verdict.” Stare v. Bagby, 200 Wash.2d 777, 787 (2023)

(reversing the defendant's convictions for burglary, fourth degree assault, and harassment, finding

that “the prosecutor in [the defendant's] case engaged in conduct that flagrantly or apparently

intentionally appealed to racial bias and thus undermined [the defendant's] credibility and the

presumptionofhis innocence”) (quoting State v. Berhe, 193 Wash.2d 647, 657 (2019)). “Because

the prosecutor is a representative of the State, it is especially damaging to... constitutional

principles when the prosecutor introduces racial discrimination or bias into the jury system.”

Zamora, at TI0:* A court “must be vigilant of conduct that appears to appeal to racial or ethnic

bias...” Id. at 714,

Willis® deliberate, inflammatory accusations that those objecting to her employment and

‘compensation of Wade are racist are outrageous and warrant her removal as counsel for the State

of Georgia. Willis repeatedly emphasized and contrasted Wades race and the race of two other

attomeys and that of a politician who had hired Wade. See Bagby, 200 Wash2d at 795

(“Identifying [the defendant] as the Black man and [the victim] as the white man in opposition to

‘one another in this manner further emphasizes the ideaof a racially charged us’ versus “them”

mentality”). Willis® public appeals based upon racial bias or prejudice in relation to her hiring of

Wade were especially inflammatory in view of the fact that, earlier in the same specch, Willis

One district attomey was even removed from office, as opposed to a particular prosecution, for
use of racist language. See /n re Spivey, 345 N.C. 404, 408, 419 (1997) (affirming trial court's
order removingadistrict attorney from office where the district attorney had used an abusive racial
epithet during a confrontation with a patron at bar).
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 Willis’ deliberate, inflammatory accusations that those objecting to her employment and 

compensation of Wade are racist are outrageous and warrant her removal as counsel for the State 

of Georgia.  Willis repeatedly emphasized and contrasted Wade’s race and the race of two other 

attorneys and that of a politician who had hired Wade. See Bagby, 200 Wash.2d at 795 
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44 One district attorney was even removed from office, as opposed to a particular prosecution, for 
use of racist language. See In re Spivey, 345 N.C. 404, 408, 419 (1997) (affirming trial court’s 
order removing a district attorney from office where the district attorney had used an abusive racial 
epithet during a confrontation with a patron at a bar). 
 



stated that she had received regular death threats and racist abuse as a consequence of this

prosecution:

Oh, my God, you forgot to mention that my life and the life of my family would be
threatened so regularly. I now think it's not normal ifI don’t have two death threats
a week My God, you did not tell me that people would call me the N word more
than they call me. Funny, you did not tell me. As a woman of color, it would not
matter what I did, my motive, my talent, my ability, and my character would be
constantly attacked.

Willis furthermore spoke to the audience about a “response” from “Godt the effect that

God had allegedly “qualified” Willis, had been watching her, and was directing her to do God's

“work. Willis” statements to the media that God had allegedly qualified her and that she is

allegedly doing “Gods work” were grossly improper and plainly amounted to an “inflammatory

appeal to... jurors’private religious beliefs.” Hammondv.Sate, 264 Ga. 879, 886 (1995) (quoting

United States v. Giry, $18 F.2d 120, 133-134 (1st Cir. 1987)). Her statements concerning her

“superstar” team that “wins and wins and wins” and hasa“95 percent conviction rate” furthermore

constituted improper vouching for the prosecution to the public, in disregardofthe presumption

of innocence and the prosecution's burden to prove its charges against the defendants beyond a

reasonable doubt. To the public, the prosecution's case against the defendants must be sufficient,

given the fact that they “win” virtually every case.

Moreover, Willis® characterization of Mr. Roman and the 2020 nominee Republican

Presidential Electors as alleged “Fake Electors” on national cable news has been exceedingly

prejudicial to Mr. Roman and the defendants. Mr. Roman was acting pursuant to the advice of

“ FOX 5 Atlanta, “Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX 5 News” (January 14,
2024) https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA .

4 She made similar statements in The Book, in which Willis has also made efforts to boost her
public image and her alleged belief in the strengthof the case and to disparage Mr. Roman and
the other defendants in the eyesofthe jurors.
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45  FOX 5 Atlanta, “Fani Willis Big Bethel AME Church full speech | FOX 5 News” (January 14, 
2024) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGHjumOMWHA . 
 
46 She made similar statements in The Book, in which Willis has also made efforts to boost her 
public image and her alleged belief in the strength of the case and to disparage Mr. Roman and 
the other defendants in the eyes of the jurors.   



legal counsel. Mr. Roman has been characterized along with the 2020 Republican Presidential

Electors and Willis® public comments have improperly impaired Mr. Roman’s and the other

defendants’ primary defense to the prosecution's charges against them, with the false

characterization being widely repeated by the media. Moreover, Willis” labelling the group as

alleged “Fake Electors” amounts to an improper and prejudicial opinion that defendants” actions

were allegedly illegal. **The prosecutor should not express his or her personalbeliefor opinion as

to the truth or falsityofany testimonyorevidence or the guilt of the defendant.” Woods v. State,

275 Ga. 844, 848 (2002) (quoting ABA Standardsof Criminal Justice Relating to the Prosecution

Function).

‘The Court should act to safeguard the defendants’ right to a fair trial by an impartial jury,

free from outside influences and, above all, appeals to racial prejudice by the prosecution. See

Bagby, 200 Wash2d at 803 (“[T]he prosecutor's injection of racial discrimination into this case

‘cannot be countenanced at all, not even to the extentof contemplating to any degree that the error

might be harmless) (quoting Berhe, 193 Wash.2d at 682 (Madsen, C.J, concurring). Willis has

willfully violated the Rules of Professional Conduct and insertedissuesofrace into this proceeding

and into the public forum in an effort to prejudice any jury pool in this action. Willis” actions and

statements, as intended, have eviscerated Mr. Roman's due process andfairtrial rights. As aresult,

Willis should be disqualified.

IV. THE STATE Dib NOT ADDRESS THE ISSUE REGARDING THE MCLAUGHLIN
DISQUALIFICATION, BUT SHOULD TiS COURT DISQUALIFY WILLIS, HER WHOLE
OFFICE, INCLUDING ANY SPECIAL PROSECUTORS, MUST BE DISQUALIFIED.

The State does not address whether Willis’ disqualification would require the

disqualification of the entire Fulton County District Attomey’s Office, but it is clear that if she

falls, the entire office falls with her. See McLaughlin v. Payne, 295 Ga. 609, 613 (2014).
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cannot be countenanced at all, not even to the extent of contemplating to any degree that the error 

might be harmless’”) (quoting Berhe, 193 Wash.2d at 682 (Madsen, C.J., concurring)). Willis has 

willfully violated the Rules of Professional Conduct and inserted issues of race into this proceeding 

and into the public forum in an effort to prejudice any jury pool in this action.  Willis’ actions and 

statements, as intended, have eviscerated Mr. Roman’s due process and fair trial rights.  As a result, 

Willis should be disqualified. 

IV. THE STATE DID NOT ADDRESS THE ISSUE REGARDING THE MCLAUGHLIN 

DISQUALIFICATION, BUT SHOULD THIS COURT DISQUALIFY WILLIS, HER WHOLE 

OFFICE, INCLUDING ANY SPECIAL PROSECUTORS, MUST BE DISQUALIFIED. 
 

The State does not address whether Willis’ disqualification would require the 

disqualification of the entire Fulton County District Attorney’s Office, but it is clear that if she 

falls, the entire office falls with her.   See McLaughlin v. Payne, 295 Ga. 609, 613 (2014). 



V. THE INDICTMENT SHOULD BE DISMISSED BECAUSE IT WAS OBTAINED WITHOUT
AuTHORITY.

The State has done nothing to demonstrate that Willis had the required authority to appoint

Wade, 50 the indictment must be dismissed. In ts response, the State argues vehemently that there

are no structural errors due to Wade's appointment as the special prosecutor, (State’s Response,

Pp. 18-24), claiming that “[d]efendants misunderstand county and state contracting procedures in

asserting any impropriety”. The State argues that the District Attomey is “well within her duties

and responsibilities” to contract with Wade since “contracting with professional service vendors

is a well-established practice afforded to prosecutorsofall kinds.” (State’s Response, p21). To

support this contention, the State cites the Office of Attorney General's website where outside

counsel fee arrangements are listed.

The State fails to acknowledge, however, that the practice ofa district attorney employing

“special prosecutors” i, essentially, unheard of outside of Fulton County. Undersigned counsel

sent open records requests to all 46 elected district attorneys in the State of Georgia to inquire

about their policies regarding the useofspecial prosecutors. Of the 46, only 2 used any outside

‘counsel for criminal matters.“Ofthose two, Coweta County pays outside counsel $50.00 an hour

and Hall County pays $41.00 an hour. Both of these district attomeys have the approval of the

their respective counties, which significantly limit the hourly rates and numberof hoursof outside

‘counsel. Four district attormeys employ outside counsel for forfeiture actions, but outside counsel

donot prosecute criminal cases.** Inthe Enotah Circuit, when a conflict arises, thedistrict attorney

has cither the State Attomey General or the Prosecuting Attomeys Counsel coordinate outside

#7 Undersigned counsel has all open record responses and is happy to make them available for
inspection to the State and intends to introduce them at the hearing on this matter.

“These are Dublin, Tift, Rome and Cordele.
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inspection to the State and intends to introduce them at the hearing on this matter. 
 
48 These are Dublin, Tift, Rome and Cordele. 



‘counsel, who is a prosecutor from another district attorney's office, who does the conflict work

without any additional compensation other than their regular salary as a district attomey. The

Attomey General is statutorily authorized to employ outside counsel to perform legal work on

behalfofthe StateofGeorgia. 0.C.G.A. § 45-154.

A district attorney's ability to employ outside counsel is controlled by an entirely different

statute, 0.C.G.A. § 15-8-20, which provides a district attomey with the power to employ an

“independent contractor as may be provided for by local law or as may be authorized by the

‘goveming authorityof the county.” Jd. The State, without citing to any authority, claims that a

district attomey can employ a special prosecutor and use whatever funding she wants, without

regard to whether it is permitted under any local law or authorized by the county’s governing

authority. (State's Response, p. 21). Essentially, the State argues that the language of O.C.G.A.

§15-8-20 is entirely superfluous and, just because Willis wants to, she can employ whomever she

wants as an independent contractor without having to comply with the statute on the basis she is a

“state constitutional officer”,

The plain language of 0.C.G.A. § 15-8-20, which relates to district attorneys specifically,

says the opposite. 0.C.G.A. §15-8-20 requires Willis, as a state constitutional officer, to comply

with the law stating she can only appoint an “independent contractor as may be provided for by

local law or as may be authorized by the governing authority of the county.” Contrary to the

State’s assertion, Mr. Roman does not incorrectly contend anything ~ he correctly states that the

law only allows Willis, as the district dttomey, to hire an independent contractor onlyifprovided

for by local law or as may be authorized by the goveming authorityof the county. Under the

State’s theory, Willis does not have to answer to anyone when hiring her boyfriend and paying
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him whatever she wants. The essence of the State's argument is that because Willis is a state

officer and not a county officer, she does not have to comply with O.C.G.A. § 15-820. (State's

Response, p.21-23). This argument makes litle sense since O.C.G.A. § 15-8-20, as noted above,

is directed, specifically, to district attomeys.

The State further argues that, “[¢]ven still, the District Attorney's ability to contract service

providers (without interference from the County’s Board of Commission) is a practice that has

spanned decades, pre-dating District Attomey Willis’ tenure.” (State's Response, p. 23).

Unfortunately for the State, just because it was done by her predecessor Paul Howard does not

mean that its legal. That may be how the practice has occurred in Fulton County historically, but

itis not the law.

The State also argues that Mr. Roman has a “fundamental misunderstandingofthe county

procurement process” and that the fact that the County’s Chief Financial Officer approved for

payment the submitted invoices somehow “indicatfes] that District Attorney Willis had authority

to engage ina contract”. (State’s Response, p. 23). The fact that the invoices were paid in no way

“indicates” that Willis had the authority to employ independent counsel. Her authority to employ

independent counsel is derived solely from O.C.G.A. § 15-8-6 which requires she obtain county

approval from either “local law” or the “governing authority of the county”, which here is the

Fulton County Board of Commissioners,

“In this same paragraph the State argues that “Roman erroncously relies on O.C.G.A. § 453-5".
(State’s Response, p. 22). This code section governs when a county officer must file their official
oath and has nothing to do with whether or not the District Attorney must comply with O.C.G.A.
§15-8-6 or whether, as the State argues, she can act however she wants without approval by the
local government. Mr. Roman has not raised any issues with whether Willis took an oath or filed
itso the relevanceofthis argument is unclear. The State then argues that, because Willis isa State
officer and not a county office, Willis does not have to comply with O.C.G.A. § 453-5. Mr.
Roman is not arguing that Ms. Willis has to comply with this section and, frankly, that is irrelevant
to the issues here that have absolutely nothing to do with whether or not Ms. Willis took an oath.
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approval from either “local law” or the “governing authority of the county”, which here is the  

Fulton County Board of Commissioners. 

 
49 In this same paragraph the State argues that “Roman erroneously relies on O.C.G.A. § 45-3-5”.  
(State’s Response, p. 22).  This code section governs when a county officer must file their official 
oath and has nothing to do with whether or not the District Attorney must comply with O.C.G.A. 
§15-8-6 or whether, as the State argues, she can act however she wants without approval by the 
local government.  Mr. Roman has not raised any issues with whether Willis took an oath or filed 
it so the relevance of this argument is unclear.  The State then argues that, because Willis is a State 
officer and not a county office, Willis does not have to comply with O.C.G.A. § 45-3-5.  Mr. 
Roman is not arguing that Ms. Willis has to comply with this section and, frankly, that is irrelevant 
to the issues here that have absolutely nothing to do with whether or not Ms. Willis took an oath.   



The State spends considerable time arguing that Willis did not need the approvalof the

Boardof Commissioners to contract with outside counsel. The Fulton County Standard Operating

Procedures (“SOP”), however, require that any services that are over $100,000.00, including

“professional services”, mustgo through a formal bidding process with a “formal sealed invitation

to bid or request for proposal”. (SOP, P. 14, Section 2.3). Section 2.3.4.1 “professional and

consultant services” states that “[a]ll contracts for professional and consultant services must be in

writing... [and] must be approved by the Board of Commissioners and require a written

contractual agreement regardless of the cost.” (SOP, p.16-17).

SOP 6.4 “Step 3: Board Approval Process” requires that *[tJhe following procurements

must be presented to the BOC for approval: any procurement that requires the approval and

executionofawritten contract, regardlessof the amount (i.¢., professional services)” and that such

a procurement must be placed on the BOC’s agenda for consideration. (SOP p.73).

Chapter 12 addresses the “four county positions that draw their authority from the State

constitution and do not fall under the control of the board of commissioners” which include “the

sheriff, superior court clerk, tax commissioner and probate judge.” (SOP, p.111). Despite the

State’sbelief that Willis® ability to contract and spend county funds is exempt from the control of

the Board of Commissioners, these SOPs establish such approval is, in fact, required.

In section 11(c) of its response, the State outlines Fulton County procedures for paying

invoices which is of no consequence to the actual question here — did Willis have the approval of

the Boardof County Commissioners to hire and pay independent counsel? (State’s Response, p.

24). Whatever process Wills used to make sure that Wade was paid is of no consequence in
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determining whether she had the legal authority to hire him in the first place.** The State spends

two pages explaining how she chose the more “time consuming and robust process” of using a

“payment voucher” in order to “ensure that all the rules and regulations were followed but fails

to explain the following questions which are actually relevant:

«Why did she not seck approval, as required by O.C.G.A. §15-8-6, of the Board of
County Commissioners?

«Why did she not disclose, as required by county policy, her relationship with
Special Prosecutor Wade?

«Why did she not list the “gifts” she received from “prohibited sources” on her
County Income and Disclosure Report she filed with Fulton County?

In sum, the State has failed to demonstrate that Willis obtained the required approval to

contract with Wade. While the State believes Willis is not accountable, she is. Since she failed to

obtain prior approval from Fulton County to contract with and pay Wade, and Wade was

instrumental in obtaining the indictment against Mr. Roman, the indictment is fatally flawed and

must be dismissed.

CONCLUSION

“The administration of the law, and especially that of the criminal law, should, like

Caesar's wife, be above suspicion, andshouldbe free from all temptation, bias or prejudice, so far

as itis possible for our courts to accomplish it.” Davenport v. State, 157 Ga. App. 704, 705-706

(1981) (quoting Nichols v. State, 17 Ga. App. 593, 606 (1915))quotations omitted). In light of

Willis” actions in this case, she has failed to remain above suspicion and, and in the interest of

“0 In ts response, the State argues that “any suggestion that [ORCA orotherdesignated funds were
used to compensate special prosecutors] i either misinformed or deliberately indifferent to the
facts.” (State’s Response,p. 24). The facts clearly show that Mr. Wade, for example, was paid
$100,000 from “seized funds” also known as “confiscated funds” which are “other designated
funds”. Special prosecutor Anna Cross, who placed her signature on the State’s response, was
also paid, at least partially, out of these “seizure” funds.
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50 In its response, the State argues that “any suggestion that [ORCA or other designated funds were 
used to compensate special prosecutors] is either misinformed or deliberately indifferent to the 
facts.”  (State’s Response, p. 24).  The facts clearly show that Mr. Wade, for example, was paid 
$100,000 from “seized funds” also known as “confiscated funds” which are “other designated 
funds”.  Special prosecutor Anna Cross, who placed her signature on the State’s response, was 
also paid, at least partially, out of these “seizure” funds.  



preserving Mr. Roman's right to a fair trial by a disinterested prosecutor, the Court should order

the disqualification of Willis, her office and all of the specially-appointed prosecutors.

Respectfully submitted this 9 day of February, 2024.

THE MERCHANT LAW FIRM, P.C.

/s/ Ashleigh B. Merchant
ASHLEIGH B. MERCHANT
Georgia Bar No. 040474
JOHN B. MERCHANT, Il
Georgia Bar No. 533511
701 Whitlock Avenue, S.W., Ste. 1-43
Marietta, Georgia 30064
Telephone: 404.510.9936
Facsimile: 404.592.4614
Email: ashleigh@merchantlavfirmpe.com

Jjohn@nerchanlawfirmpe.com
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

STATE OF GEORGIA, )
)

v. ) INDICTMENT NO.
)  235CI88947

MICHAEL A. ROMAN, )
)

Defendant. )
-

1 hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing DEFENDANT
MICHAEL ROMAN'S SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY TO THE STATE'S RESPONSE TO
MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION TO DISQUALIFY has been served upon counsel for
the Stateof Georgia by filing same with the Court’s electronic filing system, which will deliver a
copy by e-mail to the following counsel of record for the State:

Nathan Wade
Nathanwade@lawyer.com

Anna Cross
Anna@erosskincaid.com

John Floyd
Floydbme@law.com

Daysha Young
Daysha. Young@fultoncountygagov

Adam Ney
Adam Ney@fultoncountyga. gov

Alex Bemick
Alex. bernick@fultoncountyga gov

F. McDonald Wakeford
[EMcDonald Wakeford@fultoncountyga gov

Grant Rood
Grant Rood@fitoncountyga. gov
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John W. Wooten
Will wooten@fultoncountyga gov

I further certify that, in compliance with Judge Scott McAfee’s Standing Order a copy of
this pleading has been emailed to the Court via the Litigation Manager Cheryl Vortice at
Cheryl.vortice@fiioncountyga.gov with copiesof such communication provided to all counsel of
record for the State at the email addresses provided above.

“This 9th day of February, 2024.
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   /s/ Ashleigh B. Merchant   
 ASHLEIGH B. MERCHANT 
 Georgia Bar No. 040474 
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EXHIBIT A 



1. On January 4, 2021, the day after the phone call became public, D.A. Willis
publicly shared her feelings about the call."

2. On February 10, 2021, Willis spoke with the AJC about the investigation.

3. Two days later, Willis sat down for an interview with Fox 5 Atlanta.*

4. That same day, Willis appeared live on MSNBC with Rachel Maddow for
a live interview during which she discussed, among other things, President
“Trump's mens rea at the timeofthe call.* Willis teased this interview prior
tot airing and then posted the interview after it aired to both her Twitteras
well as Facebook accounts.’

: hitps://lawanderime.com/2020-clection/this-is-the-democratic-da-for-atlanta-looking-to-
investigate-trumps-phone-call-with-georgias-secretary-of-state/,
hitps://twitter.com/JustinGrayWSB/status/1 346126903141408772?5=20 (“Like many Americans,
Thave found the news reports about the President's telephone call with Georgia Secretary of State
disturbing... anyone who commitsa felony violationof Georgia law in my jurisdiction will be held
accountable.)
* hitps://wwiw.aje.com/polities/fultons-da-opens-criminal-investigation-into-trump-demand-to-
overtumelectionYWJPS4B4BREHDLHQCZYDDWBVIA/2d (Willis would not say whether
anyone else besides the president was under investigation but stated she had no reason to believe
that any Georgia official is a targetofthe investigation.)
? hitps://wwiw. youtube com/wateh?v=mKcezSoStKS (“I am not going to bring an indictment on
any citizen without an investigation and so there is no way on January 4th we could have done a
proper investigation.” She further stated, “I hate bullies.”)
* https://www. youtubecom/watch?v=1Qz_v2hmtHQ (“When any prosecutor throughout this
country is interviewing people trying to determine if a crime was committed, and if they
understood what they were doing, the mens rea is always important. So you look at facts to see,
“did they really have intent?” [or] “did they really understand what they were doing?” Detailed facts
become important like, asking for a specific number and then going back to investigate and
understand that that number is just one more than the number that is needed. It et’s you know that
someone had a clear mind. They understood what they were doing, and so when you are pursuing
the investigation, facts like that that may not seem so important, become very important.”
$ https:/fwitter.com/FaniforDA,  hitps://facebook.com/FaniTWillis/posts/2043360885896612,
hitps://facebook.com/FaniTWillis/posts/204299386259978 1
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disturbing... anyone who commits a felony violation of Georgia law in my jurisdiction will be held 
accountable.”) 
2 https://www.ajc.com/politics/fultons-da-opens-criminal-investigation-into-trump-demand-to-
overturnelection/YWJPS4B4BREHDLHQCZYDDWBVIA/?d (Willis would not say whether 
anyone else besides the president was under investigation but stated she had no reason to believe 
that any Georgia official is a target of the investigation.) 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKcczSo5tK8 (“I am not going to bring an indictment on 
any citizen without an investigation and so there is no way on January 4th we could have done a 
proper investigation.” She further stated, “I hate bullies.”) 
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQz_v2hmtHQ (“When any prosecutor throughout this 
country is interviewing people trying to determine if a crime was committed, and if they 
understood what they were doing, the mens rea is always important. So you look at facts to see, 
‘did they really have intent?’ [or] ‘did they really understand what they were doing?’ Detailed facts 
become important like, asking for a specific number and then going back to investigate and 
understand that that number is just one more than the number that is needed. It let’s you know that 
someone had a clear mind. They understood what they were doing, and so when you are pursuing 
the investigation, facts like that that may not seem so important, become very important.” 
5  https://twitter.com/FaniforDA, https://facebook.com/FaniTWillis/posts/2943360885896612, 
https://facebook.com/FaniTWillis/posts/2942995862599781  



5. On February 13, 2021, the New York Times published an article
summarizing a recent interview with Willis.* Willis posted this article to
her Twitter account as well a her Facebook account that same day.”

6. In a second New York Times article from the same day, Jeff DiSantis, a
spokesman for Ms. Willis, provided comments onbehalf of the office."

7. On February 19, 2021, The Atlanta Joumal Constitution reported that D.A.
Wills satforan interview that week.”

8. On February 25, 2021, Wills gave an interview to the Associated Press.
9. On March 2, 2021, Willis welcomed cameras from Associate Press into her

office."

10.0n March 8, 2021, Willis gave an interview to Fox 5 Adanta again
discussing the case.”

©hips://svw.nytimescom/2021/02/13/uspolitiesfani-wills-trump hum (Willis was “open to
considering not just conspiracy but racketeering charges” and even “criminal solicitation to
commit election fraud.” She spoke specifically to RICO noting it applies to otherwise lawful
organizations that are used to break the law and stated, "if you have various overt acts for an illegal
purpose, 1 think you can — you may —get there.)
¥ hitps/witer.com/FaniforDA,
hitps//swww facebook. com?FaniTWillis/posts/29440871 35823987
§ htps://www nytimes.com2021/02/10/uspolitics trump-georgia-investigation him! ~(DiSantis
noted Mr. Duncan's role in presiding over the Senate and claimed the Senate “may have evidence
ofefforts to interfere with the proper administration of the election.” Anyone who participated in
those efforts “is potentially a subject of this investigation, and that would include a variety of
people.)
¥ httpsy/Awww.aje.com/news/erimenew fulton-da-balanes-trump-probe-massive:
localworkloaAHWEA3OAIFESSCTWBGLOBMSSRA/ (DA. Willis suggested she had no
timetable for the investigation or her decision about whether to bring charges against President
Trump. She insisted politics played no role in her probe stating that she took “no pleasure in this,”
and commented, “who else is going to do i. Nobody is above the law.”)
19 hutpss/Awww.foxSatlantacom news! georgia-prosecutor-investigating-rump-call-urges-patience
(D.A. Wills discussed various aspects of the investigation and commented on various issues like
the resignation ofByung J. ‘Bay’ Pak calling it “particularly peculiar.")
1" Georgia prosecutor discusses election inquiry - YouTube (Willis spoke about her investigation
into “anyone that attempted to influence the November 2020 election” and noted she had not yet
determined whether Graham's call to Raffensperger violated the law or not.)
12 ips foxSatlanta.com/news/grand-jury-investigation-of-former-president-rump-set-to-
‘begin
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6 https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/13/us/politics/fani-willis-trump.html (Willis was “open to 
considering not just conspiracy but racketeering charges” and even “criminal solicitation to 
commit election fraud.” She spoke specifically to RICO noting it applies to otherwise lawful 
organizations that are used to break the law and stated, ”if you have various overt acts for an illegal 
purpose, I think you can – you may – get there.”) 
7 https://twitter.com/FaniforDA, 
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noted Mr. Duncan’s role in presiding over the Senate and claimed the Senate “may have evidence 
of efforts to interfere with the proper administration of the election.”  Anyone who participated in 
those efforts “is potentially a subject of this investigation, and that would include a variety of 
people.”) 
9 https://www.ajc.com/news/crime/new-fulton-da-balances-trump-probe-massive-
localworkload/AHWEA3OAIFE55CTWB6LQBMS5R4/ (D.A. Willis suggested she had no 
timetable for the investigation or her decision about whether to bring charges against President 
Trump. She insisted politics played no role in her probe stating that she took “no pleasure in this,” 
and commented, “who else is going to do it.  Nobody is above the law.”) 
10 https://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/georgia-prosecutor-investigating-trump-call-urges-patience 
(D.A. Willis discussed various aspects of the investigation and commented on various issues like 
the resignation of Byung J. ‘Bjay’ Pak calling it “particularly peculiar.”) 
11 Georgia prosecutor discusses election inquiry - YouTube (Willis spoke about her investigation 
into “anyone that attempted to influence the November 2020 election” and noted she had not yet 
determined whether Graham’s call to Raffensperger violated the law or not.) 
12 https://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/grand-jury-investigation-of-former-president-trump-set-to-
begin  



11.0n September 8, 2021, Willis was featured in WABE’s Rose Scott's
podcast.

12. During the week of September 17, 2021, Willis spoke to reporters as
covered by CNN.!*

13. On September 28, 2021, Willis sat for an interview with Time Magazine."
‘The article was later posted to her Official Facebook Page as well as her
Twitter account. ©

14.0n September 29, 2021, Willis gave a press conference regarding the
backlogof cases in Fulton County, during which she fielded questions about
this investigation.”

15. On January 4, 2022, Wills gave an interview to the Associated Press.

16. On January 24, 2022, Willis sat down for interview with Time Magazine
within minutes of her request being granted."

" https://www.con com/2021/09/1 Upolities/georgia-probe-trump-clection/indexhtml (Willis
stated, “people are being interviewed, things are being researched, it's where any unindicted case
would be.”)
1 ttps://swww. cbsS8 com news/georgia-criminal-probe-into-trumps-attempts-to-overtum-2020-
election-quietly-moves-forward ("1 do not have the right to look the other way on any crime that
may have happened in my jurisdiction.”), hitps://www.cnn.com/2021/09/17/polities/seorgia-
probe-trump-clection/index.html (She further commented that she hopes to strike a formal
‘cooperation agreement with congressional committees investigating the insurrection stating, “itis
certainly information my office needs to see.”
1S hitps:/time.com/6099301/fani-willis-atlanta/ (She explained the moment when she heard the
call and had one of those, Wait. What in the hell moments.)

hitps://twitter.com/FaniWillisForDA/status/1442943119817797644,
hitps://www. facebook com/FultonCountyDA
17 hitps://www. youtube.com watch?v=siGgiFOW19g (She told the crowd: “certainly,if someone
did something as serious as interfere with people’s right to vote—which you know as a woman,
and a personof color, is a sacred right where people lost a lotof lives, we are going to invest in
that”)
5 hitps://wwiw. foxSatlanta.com/news/fulton-county-da-investigating-trump-closer-to-decision-
‘on-charges (Willis indicated she was leaning towards impaneling a special purpose grand jury,
called her efforts a “quest for judgment,” and commented that she knows this is “a serious issue,
takes it seriously and we're doing our job here.”)
1" hitps/time.com/6141873/georgia-election-probe-trump-fani-willis/ (Willis hinted that the
Supreme Court's decision to grant Congress access to Trump Administration documents may have
meaning in Georgia. She reacted to comments made by Raffensperger and President Trump.
When asked about the words “reasonable probability that possible criminal disruptions" of the
election had occurred, she noted her choice ofwords was no mistake.)
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17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjGgiF0Wt9g (She told the crowd: “certainly, if someone 
did something as serious as interfere with people’s right to vote—which you know as a woman, 
and a person of color, is a sacred right where people lost a lot of lives, we are going to invest in 
that.”) 
18 https://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/fulton-county-da-investigating-trump-closer-to-decision-
on-charges (Willis indicated she was leaning towards impaneling a special purpose grand jury, 
called her efforts a “quest for judgment,” and commented that she knows this is “a serious issue, 
takes it seriously and we’re doing our job here.”) 

19 https://time.com/6141873/georgia-election-probe-trump-fani-willis/ (Willis hinted that the 
Supreme Court’s decision to grant Congress access to Trump Administration documents may have 
meaning in Georgia.  She reacted to comments made by Raffensperger and President Trump.  
When asked about the words “reasonable probability that possible criminal disruptions“ of the 
election had occurred, she noted her choice of words was no mistake.) 



17. On February 3, 2022, Willis spoke on camera to the Atlanta Journal
Constitution.

18. Willis also spoke to Fox 5 about the investigation that same day 2!

19. On February 7, 2022, Willis sat down fora videotaped interview with CNN
where she commented on the exercise of constitutional challenges and
disclosed previously unknown information about counsel.

20. On February 14, 2022, Willis spoke to USA Today.

21..0n April 19, 2022, the AJC reported that Willis spoke with reporters. In a
video interview embedded within the article, she outright stated that the
allegations were a crime and clearly referenced President Trump
immediately after that statement* She went on to discuss potential legal

2 Fulton DA details next stage of Trump probe - YouTube
21" hitps://wwwfoxSatlanta.com/news/former-president-trumps-comments-prompt-new-security-
measures-for-fultonda
2 hitps:/ww cnn. com/2022/02/07/polities/fani-willis-donald-trump-election-
investigation/index.html (Willis stated, “this is a criminal investigation, we're not here playing
games. I plan to use the power of the law. We are all citizens. Mr. Trump, just as any other
American citizen, is entitled to dignity. He is entitled to being treated fairly. He will be treated
fairly in this jurisdiction, but I plan to do my job, and my job is to make sure that we get the
evidence that gives us the truth. I'm not concerned at all about games to delay this.” Willis
disclosed the previously unknown fact that President Trump had retained counsel in the Georgia
investigation and that she had met with counsel on two separate occasions explaining to them she
would not "bring an indictment” in that calendar year.)
* Georgia DA Fani Willis talks about Trump election probe|USA TODAY - YouTube (Willis
stating of the phone call: “almost immediately I knew that there was something to be
investigated”)
2 hitps://wwiw.aje.com/news/georgia-news/fulton-da-clarifies-timeline-for-witness-testimony-in-
trump-probe/QPKSTEJWYZHDRDXYHSNORSKXGE/ (Willis said at least 50 people have
voluntarily testified before prosecutors and that she plans to subpoena at least 30 others who
declined to be interviewed. She added that there were another 60 or so people her team is hoping
totalk to. She described her process in evaluating what crimes to charge, explained that it mattered
not "who it is,” and stated, "once we can met A, B and C, then we will bring an indictment for
those charges only.”)
2 "1 think it is also equally and fundamentally important that the government makes sure that in a
free society that people can vote and that is not infringed upon by anyone. So in this case, you
have an allegation ofahuman being, ofa person, ofan American citizen, possibly doing something
that wouldve infringed upon the rightsof lotsofGeorgians. Specifically from my county—Fulton
County—right to vote being infringed upon. And the allegations, quite frankly, were nota civil
wrongdoing, but a crime. And so everybody is equal before the law no matter what position they
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challenges and opined as to whether executive privilege claims would
prevent her from procesuting President Trump.** When this interview was
later featured on the “Break Down” podcast, she indicated that President
Trump was he target ofthe investigation although she corrected herself by
saying, “a target”

22.0n April 29, 2022, the AIC reported on Willis® comments from a recent
interview. Itis unclearif this was the same interview conducted the week
prior.

23.0n May 2, 2022, the day the special grand jury was officially impaneled,
Willis appeared live on CNN with Anderson Cooper. While discussing
the special purpose grand jury that was impaneled to determine whether any
crimes to took place, she referenced the “fake electors” and commented that
the behavior being investigated was illegal ® She again referenced
communications with defense counsel despite counsel never publicly
commenting or acknowledging their existence in the matter.**

hold, no matter how much wealth, no matter how poor they are, no matter how educated, no matter
how uneducated.”
2 “People have many, many days of legal arguments. A judge, and my guess is even the Supreme
Courtof Georgia will weigh in on that issue. I do not think that executive immunity would protect
against prosecution in this case.”
*7 hitps://podeasts.apple.comyus/podeast/a-force-of:nature/id9929835407%=1000367810613 (In
response to the question of whether she would subpoena President Trump, she responded, “it is
foresceable that I would subpoena the targetofthis investigation, A target.”)
* hutps://www.ajc.com/politics/fulton-da-faces-biggest-decision-of-career-as-trump-grand-jury-
looms/60KYH6PMRZBITPBSQZISHLSCCU/ (Willis said she has yet to make up her mind
about whether the former president or his advocates broke the law and reiterates that she will treat
President Trump like anyone clse who crosses her desk. The article noted that Willis is in the
public eye so much that a deputy executive assistant keeps close tabs on her and steps in to touch
up her hair and makeup. She discussed her plans to run in 2024 and commented on her choice to
pursue this investigation: "If one term is what I get, people are upset that we tried to make ethical
choices and responsibilities, well then Ill take this honor and go do something else with my career.
Ifnot, then I will sit here as long as they allow me to sit here, and we'll do what's right”)
2 hutps:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHeulex8e7Q (Willis discusses upcoming subpoenas to
uncooperative witnesses and communications she had had with President Trump's legal counsel,
She confirmed, “I am only looking into election interference in the Stateof Georgia and, more
specifically, things that they asked for around that call that occurred in my county...)
%_ and two, thatifwe live ina free land in a democracy, we have to have free and fair elections.
And so, 1am very concerned that if behavior that is illegal, goes unchecked, that it could lead to a
very bad start and a very, very bad path."
31 have been in conversation with them [Trump's attomeys] recently and I anticipate we will
have further conversations over the next few days. I would not say anything fruitful has come out
of those conversations at that point ~ other than respectful dialogue about what I plan to do. Last
year I met with former President’s legal counsel, and I assured them at that point I would not be
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24.0n May 26, 2022, in anticipationof the first witnesses being called, Willis
gave an interview 10 the New York Times. * The article noted how Willis
has said President Trump created a threatening atmosphere with his open
criticism of the investigation but insisted the investigation was not
personal She confirmed her investigators were reviewing the slate of
electors, condemned those efforts and said they could lead to fraud charges,
among others, while citing her approach to the 2014 Atlanta Public Schools
racketeering case Contrary to ethical standards, Willis directly
commented on witnesses exercising their constitutional rights by
challenging subpoenas and suggested they were playing games rather than
telling the truth** This article was posted to the Fulton County District
Attomey’s official Facebook page three days later, with the caption
“[Willis is] weighing racketeering charges connected to G.O.P. atempts to
overtum the 2020 election.”

25. 0n June 6, 2022, Willis spoke to Yahoo! News.” Willisherselfstated that
she felt great about the special grand jury that was selected and described

going to a special purpose grand jury. I think that we were not at that stage yet — that I was simply
‘going to conduct an investigation trying to ask witnesses to voluntarily come in. At the very end
of last year— December to be exact met with them again to say that at ths point I was confident
that in this next year, 2022, that I would be moving forward with greater investigative tools. And
50, we have kept our word on that. I've also made them a commitment that we can have very open
dialogues. And soif there are things that they want to being to me, of course, they have no
obligation to do so, that I'm here. And I'm open and I'm willing to listen.”
3 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/27/ustrump grand-jury-georgia.huml (Willis referenced her
investigation ofPresident Trump stating, “it's notofmuch consequence whattitle they wore.” She
again disclosed the numberof people who had declined to speak with her and plans for subpoenas.
Willis said that there had been “no formal coordination” between her office and the Jan. 6
‘committee and further stated, “but, I mean, obviously, we're looking at everything that relates to
Georgia that that committee is overtuming.”)
35 >P'm not taking on a former president. We're not adversaries. 1don’t know him personally. He
does not know me personally. We should have no personal feelings about him.”
3 There are so many issues that could have come about ifsomebody participates in submitting a
document that they know is false. You can’t do that. If you go back and look at Atlanta Public
Schools, that's one of the things that happened, is they certified these test results that they knew
were false. You cannot do that.”
71 don’t know how many games folks are going to play. T don’t know how many times we're
‘going to have to fight someone just to get them to come speak to a grand jury and tell the truth.
And there could be delays for those reasons. In a perfect world, I'd be done in the next 60 to 90
days. But live in an imperfect world.”
% hitps://www. facebook. com FultonCountyDA
7 hitpsy/news.yahoo.com/georgia-da-fani-willis-is-confident-as-her-trump-probe-takes-shape-
145829588 html (The outlet reported, “Willis spoke freely in her office for over an hour” just after
Raffensperger spent 5 hours testifying. The article stated, "Willis is taking an unusually
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going to a special purpose grand jury. I think that we were not at that stage yet – that I was simply 
going to conduct an investigation trying to ask witnesses to voluntarily come in. At the very end 
of last year – December to be exact – I met with them again to say that at this point I was confident 
that in this next year, 2022, that I would be moving forward with greater investigative tools. And 
so, we have kept our word on that.  I’ve also made them a commitment that we can have very open 
dialogues.  And so if there are things that they want to being to me, of course, they have no 
obligation to do so, that I’m here.  And I’m open and I’m willing to listen.” 
32 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/27/us/trump-grand-jury-georgia.html (Willis referenced her 
investigation of President Trump stating, ”it’s not of much consequence what title they wore.”  She 
again disclosed the number of people who had declined to speak with her and plans for subpoenas.  
Willis said that there had been “no formal coordination” between her office and the Jan. 6 
committee and further stated, “but, I mean, obviously, we’re looking at everything that relates to 
Georgia that that committee is overturning.”) 

33 ”I’m not taking on a former president. We’re not adversaries.  I don’t know him personally. He 
does not know me personally. We should have no personal feelings about him.” 

34 ”There are so many issues that could have come about if somebody participates in submitting a 
document that they know is false. You can’t do that. If you go back and look at Atlanta Public 
Schools, that’s one of the things that happened, is they certified these test results that they knew 
were false. You cannot do that.” 
35 ”I don’t know how many games folks are going to play.  I don’t know how many times we’re 
going to have to fight someone just to get them to come speak to a grand jury and tell the truth. 
And there could be delays for those reasons. In a perfect world, I’d be done in the next 60 to 90 
days. But I live in an imperfect world.” 

36 https://www.facebook.com/FultonCountyDA  
37 https://news.yahoo.com/georgia-da-fani-willis-is-confident-as-her-trump-probe-takes-shape-
145829588.html (The outlet reported, “Willis spoke freely in her office for over an hour” just after 
Raffensperger spent 5 hours testifying.  The article stated, ”Willis is taking an unusually 



their composition and inquisitive nature. She also commented that her
father, a former Black Panther tumed trial lawyer, had grown up "in the
‘movement and “since I was a very litle bitty girl, you get dragged to the
polls. So you understand very, very early on, voting is such an intrinsic
right. And so I understand how important the infraction on someones right
to vote is. So I do get the significance.” She was explicit in what future
decisions would be made (to arrest and jail witnesses)ifshe were to prevail
in an upcoming motion to quash subpoenas but legislators still chose to
resist appearing.” She stated she would not bring an indictment once carly
voting begins but noted that she has plenty of time before that — “and
after

26. On June 27, 2022, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution podcast, “Break Down,”
featured her comments related to voting rights and the govemment's
responsibility to ensure that right is not infringed upon She further
discussed the timing of the investigation and the likelihood of subpocnaing
“targetsof her investigation

27.0n June 30, 2022, Willis gave a statement to the Atlanta Journal
Constitution regarding the Georgia sate legislators” challenges to their
subpoenas.

aggressive, hands-on approach to her offices investigation into Donald Trump, personally
selecting membersof a special grand jury and sitting in on questioning while preparing to wage
legal war against all-but certain challenges from the former president and recalcitrant witnesses.”
The article noted that "Willis expressed confidence about the direction of her investigation and
offered an admittedly optimistic timetable that could lead to a decision on indicting the former
president by this fall * She commented directly on pending and future challenges to the
investigation stating, "that’s nothing for prosecutors.” She further stated, “I did not choose this. I
did not choose for Donald Trump to be on my plate,” but noted that she had no choice. She again
discussed RICO and what a great tool it is to use so the jury can see the “whole story.)
So I'm a trial lawyer. And so often, my trial strategy is always pick a diverse jury. Idon’t want

all Black people. I don’t want all white people. I don’t want all young people.Ifyou put that mix
ofpeople on there, they'll keep each other honest. This [grand] jury looks like the diversity of my
county. And so that’s already a good, smart start.... It's an inquisitive group. It’s a group that
takes the responsibility seriously, and I think Fulton Countyis in good hands.”
* Willis stated that she has a standard playbook: She will get a ‘material witness’ warrant
‘commanding them to comply or face arrest. It’s "just what you do," she said. "I've had a witness
arrested before because they ignore my subpoena. And you do not expect to have to do it. But I
will”
“0 hitps://podeasts.apple.com/us/podeast/a-force-of-nature/id992983540%=1 0005678106 13
“1 Prosecutor pushes back against Georgia legislators fighting subpoenas from Trump grand jury.
ajc.com) (Inthe interview, she spoke directly to the meritsofthe defenses raised in the legislators”
motions.)
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their composition and inquisitive nature.38  She also commented that her 
father, a former Black Panther turned trial lawyer, had grown up "in the 
movement“ and ”since I was a very little bitty girl, you get dragged to the 
polls.  So you understand very, very early on, voting is such an intrinsic 
right.  And so I understand how important the infraction on someone’s right 
to vote is. So I do get the significance.”  She was explicit in what future 
decisions would be made (to arrest and jail witnesses) if she were to prevail 
in an upcoming motion to quash subpoenas but legislators still chose to 
resist appearing.39  She stated she would not bring an indictment once early 
voting begins but noted that she has plenty of time before that — ”and 
after.“   

 
26. On June 27, 2022, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution podcast, “Break Down,” 

featured her comments related to voting rights and the government’s 
responsibility to ensure that right is not infringed upon.40  She further 
discussed the timing of the investigation and the likelihood of subpoenaing 
”targets“ of her investigation. 

 
27. On June 30, 2022, Willis gave a statement to the Atlanta Journal 

Constitution regarding the Georgia state legislators’ challenges to their 
subpoenas.41  

 

 
aggressive, hands-on approach to her office’s investigation into Donald Trump, personally 
selecting members of a special grand jury and sitting in on questioning while preparing to wage 
legal war against all-but certain challenges from the former president and recalcitrant witnesses.”  
The article noted that "Willis expressed confidence about the direction of her investigation and 
offered an admittedly optimistic timetable that could lead to a decision on indicting the former 
president by this fall.“  She commented directly on pending and future challenges to the 
investigation stating, "that’s nothing for prosecutors.” She further stated, “I did not choose this. I 
did not choose for Donald Trump to be on my plate,“ but noted that she had no choice. She again 
discussed RICO and what a great tool it is to use so the jury can see the ”whole story.“) 
38 ”So I’m a trial lawyer. And so often, my trial strategy is always pick a diverse jury. I don’t want 
all Black people. I don’t want all white people. I don’t want all young people. If you put that mix 
of people on there, they’ll keep each other honest.  This [grand] jury looks like the diversity of my 
county. And so that’s already a good, smart start. … It’s an inquisitive group. It’s a group that 
takes the responsibility seriously, and I think Fulton County is in good hands.”   
39 Willis stated that she has a standard playbook: She will get a ‘material witness’ warrant 
commanding them to comply or face arrest. It’s ”just what you do,“ she said. ”I’ve had a witness 
arrested before because they ignore my subpoena. And you do not expect to have to do it. But I 
will.”   
40 https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/a-force-of-nature/id992983540?i=1000567810613  
41 Prosecutor pushes back against Georgia legislators fighting subpoenas from Trump grand jury 
(ajc.com) (In the interview, she spoke directly to the merits of the defenses raised in the legislators’ 
motions.) 



28. On July 6, 2022, the day after issuing the first public subpoenas to well-
known individuals such as Guiliani, Eastman and Chesebro,Willis sat down
fora videotaped interview MSNBC's Blayne Alexander.

Additional portionsof that interview were shown on MSNBC's All In with Chris Hayes **

When asked about Senator Graham's comment that the investigation was a fishing expedition,

Willis replied “what do I have to gain from these politics? It's an inaccurate estimation. It's

someone that doesn’t understand the seriousnessofwhat we're doing. I hope they don’t come and

testify truthfully before the grand jury.”

29. On July 13,2022, the AJC reported that Willis provided an interview to the
AIC the week prior. On July 14, 2022, the AIC published another article
referencing an interview with Willis the week prior.

# htpsi/www.youtube.com/watch?v=gThpjilTxO4 (Willis said she expects to subpoena
additional membersof Trump's inner circle and further stated, “I think that people thought that we
‘came into this as some kind of game. This is not a game at all. What I am doing is very serious.
10s very important work. And we're going to do our due diligence and make sure that we look at
all aspects of the case.”)

4 hitps://www. youtube com/watch?v=HHWp82iyWgE (In that interview, she opined on the
‘conduct by stating, "election interference is a very important subject.” She went on to reiterate the
importanceofthe investigation as well as the importanceof the grand jurors hearing from anyone
that may have impacted this election.” She further stated.” think its important that they hear from
people that may have had something to do with an election interference.” She reminded viewers
that her team was investigating and speaking to people and that enough people refused to speak to
her absent a subpoena where she fet it was necessary to take this step of impaneling a special
purpose grand jury to advise her what to do. When asked about a subpoena for President Trump,
she replied, “anything's possible.” When asked how she would respond to resistance, Willis
stated, “we'll take you before the judge and the judge will make a ruling if we have a legal right
to bring them before the court... that's why you have the powerofthe state, and the powerof the
subpoena to bring them here. My job is not to bring you here because you want to come, my job
is to make sure the grand jurors get allof the evidence they want”)
“ hitps://www.ajc.com/politics/graham-moves-to-quash-fulton-subpoena-in-
trumpprobe/CQX4KUFVABHMNBVPAAGI4FAS3Q/ (Willis confirmed that her team informed
multiple people that they were “targets”of the investigation.)
kd hitps://www.ajc.com/politics/aje-subpoena-shows:-grand:jurys-interest-in-us-
attomeytumultYVPTGTQF3SFGBNTW2VSMSEZ3HI (Willis indicated she was open lo
subpoenaing others who worked in the White House, including President Trump and his former
Chief of Staff, Mark Meadows: I think it would be safe to say thatif people have information in
particular about Georgia and interference in the Georgia elections, and they were in the White
House, that will not bar us from wanting to talk to them.” She again confirmed that multiple targets
of her investigation have been identified.)
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28. On July 6, 2022, the day after issuing the first public subpoenas to well-
known individuals such as Guiliani, Eastman and Chesebro, Willis sat down 
for a videotaped interview MSNBC’s Blayne Alexander.42   

 
Additional portions of that interview were shown on MSNBC’s All In with Chris Hayes.43 

When asked about Senator Graham’s comment that the investigation was a fishing expedition, 

Willis replied “what do I have to gain from these politics? It’s an inaccurate estimation. It’s 

someone that doesn’t understand the seriousness of what we’re doing. I hope they don’t come and 

testify truthfully before the grand jury.”   

29. On July 13, 2022, the AJC reported that Willis provided an interview to the 
AJC the week prior.44  On July 14, 2022, the AJC published another article 
referencing an interview with Willis the week prior.45   

 
42 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gThpjjlTxO4  (Willis said she expects to subpoena 
additional members of Trump’s inner circle and further stated, “I think that people thought that we 
came into this as some kind of game. This is not a game at all. What I am doing is very serious. 
It’s very important work. And we’re going to do our due diligence and make sure that we look at 
all aspects of the case.”) 
43 4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHWp82iyWgE (In that interview, she opined on the 
conduct by stating, ”election interference is a very important subject.” She went on to reiterate the 
importance of the investigation as well as the importance of ”the grand jurors hearing from anyone 
that may have impacted this election.” She further stated,”I think it’s important that they hear from 
people that may have had something to do with an election interference.” She reminded viewers 
that her team was investigating and speaking to people and that enough people refused to speak to 
her absent a subpoena where she felt it was necessary to take this step of impaneling a special 
purpose grand jury to advise her what to do. When asked about a subpoena for President Trump, 
she replied, ”anything’s possible.”  When asked how she would respond to resistance, Willis 
stated, ”we’ll take you before the judge and the judge will make a ruling if we have a legal right 
to bring them before the court . . . that’s why you have the power of the state, and the power of the 
subpoena to bring them here. My job is not to bring you here because you want to come, my job 
is to make sure the grand jurors get all of the evidence they want.”) 
44 https://www.ajc.com/politics/graham-moves-to-quash-fulton-subpoena-in-
trumpprobe/CQX4KUFVABHMNBVPAAGI4FA53Q/ (Willis confirmed that her team informed 
multiple people that they were “targets” of the investigation.) 

45  https://www.ajc.com/politics/ajc-subpoena-shows-grand-jurys-interest-in-us-
attorneytumult/YVPTG7QF35FGBNTW2VSMSEZ3HI/  (Willis indicated she was open to 
subpoenaing others who worked in the White House, including President Trump and his former 
Chief of Staff, Mark Meadows: ”I think it would be safe to say that if people have information in 
particular about Georgia and interference in the Georgia elections, and they were in the White 
House, that will not bar us from wanting to talk to them.” She again confirmed that multiple targets 
of her investigation have been identified.) 



30.0 July 15, 2022, Willis sent “target letters” to Georgia Republicans, and
her office provided comments to the AJC.

31. That same day, she told Yahoo News that she is considering subpoenaing
President Trump.”

32.0n July 21, 2022, this Court held a hearing on Burt Jones’ Motion to
Disqualify D.A. Willis. Just days prior to the hearing, Willis told journalist
Greg Bluestein that the motion was “without merit.” Willis also retweeted
Greg Bluestein’s post on her twitter account.

On July 25, 2022, the Court issued an order disqualifying D.A. Willis. Both during the

hearing on that motion as well as the subsequent order, references were made to the number of

public appearances D.A. Willis had been making. As a result, D.A. Willis began appearing in the

media less frequently, but her behavior continued nonetheless.

33.0n August 2,2022, 11 Alive posted an interview with Willis to YouTube.

34.0n August 3, 2022, Willis spoke to Yahoo! News in response to rumors of
a recall effort against her. That same day, in response t0.a post suggesting
she be recalled, Willis tweeted, "Whatever! From a person who believes the
law does not apply to ALL..cqually #FCDA #FaniForFulton
#FirstWomanDA."*

. https://www ajc. com/politics/top-ga-republicans-informed:theyre-targets-of-fulton-
daprobe/3CZIHEYODSADFDCVP3372HROFQ! (Her office commented that Burt Jones” motion
to disqualify was “without merit.” Willis spokesman Jeff DiSantis said the DA "supports Charlie
Bailey because she worked with him as a prosecutor and knows he will support law enforcement
as Licutenant Governor. Her support for Mr. Bailey has nothing to do with his opponent, nor does
her fulfillment of her oathofoffice to investigate and prosecute crimes occurring in Fulton County
have anything to do with anyone else’s campaign for elected office.”)
#7 https://theatlantavoice.com/fulton-county-d-a-fani-willis-sends-target-letters-to-georgia-based-
trump-allies-ininvestigation/
 hutps://twitter.com/bluestein/status/1548050719604744195
© hitps://twitter.com/FaniforDA
0 https://www.youtube com/watch?v=sUZVs6zDSME (Willis discussed whether to subpoena
President Trump and stated, “the grand jury needs to hear as much information from as many
people that are willing to come and testify truthfully.)

" https:/fcanews yahoo com/exclusive-trump-allies-launch-effort-to-recall-fulton-county-da-
fani-wils-224315547 html
5 hups:/witter.com/FaniforDA
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30. On July 15, 2022, Willis sent “target letters” to Georgia Republicans, and 

her office provided comments to the AJC.46  
 
31. That same day, she told Yahoo News that she is considering subpoenaing 

President Trump.47   
 
32. On July 21, 2022, this Court held a hearing on Burt Jones’ Motion to 

Disqualify D.A. Willis. Just days prior to the hearing, Willis told journalist 
Greg Bluestein that the motion was “without merit.”48 Willis also retweeted 
Greg Bluestein’s post on her twitter account.49 

 
On July 25, 2022, the Court issued an order disqualifying D.A. Willis.  Both during the 

hearing on that motion as well as the subsequent order, references were made to the number of 

public appearances D.A. Willis had been making.  As a result, D.A. Willis began appearing in the 

media less frequently, but her behavior continued nonetheless. 

33. On August 2, 2022, 11 Alive posted an interview with Willis to YouTube.50 
 
34. On August 3, 2022, Willis spoke to Yahoo! News in response to rumors of 

a recall effort against her.51  That same day, in response to a post suggesting 
she be recalled, Willis tweeted, ”Whatever! From a person who believes the 
law does not apply to ALL....equally #FCDA #FaniForFulton 
#FirstWomanDA.”52 

 

 
46 https://www.ajc.com/politics/top-ga-republicans-informed-theyre-targets-of-fulton-
daprobe/3CZJHEYOD5ADFDCVP3372HROFQ/ (Her office commented that Burt Jones’ motion 
to disqualify was ”without merit.” Willis spokesman Jeff DiSantis said the DA ”supports Charlie 
Bailey because she worked with him as a prosecutor and knows he will support law enforcement 
as Lieutenant Governor.  Her support for Mr. Bailey has nothing to do with his opponent, nor does 
her fulfillment of her oath of office to investigate and prosecute crimes occurring in Fulton County 
have anything to do with anyone else’s campaign for elected office.”) 

47 https://theatlantavoice.com/fulton-county-d-a-fani-willis-sends-target-letters-to-georgia-based-
trump-allies-ininvestigation/    
48 https://twitter.com/bluestein/status/1548050719604744195  
49 https://twitter.com/FaniforDA  
50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUZVs6zDSME (Willis discussed whether to subpoena 
President Trump and stated, “the grand jury needs to hear as much information from as many 
people that are willing to come and testify truthfully.) 

51 https://ca.news.yahoo.com/exclusive-trump-allies-launch-effort-to-recall-fulton-county-da-
fani-willis-224315547.html   
52 https://twitter.com/FaniforDA  



35.0n August 29, 2022, Willis helda press conference on a gang case but
responded to questions about the SPG investigation speaking directly to
Govemor Kemp's challenge.

36. On September 12, 2022, Willis again sat down for an interview with the
New York Times. This article was posted to the official Fulton County
District Attorney's Facebook page.**

37. On September 15, 2022, the Washington Post published their interview with
D.A. Willis where she suggested that serious crimes have been committed
and “people are facing prison sentences.” Willis declined to comment on
recent filings related to pressure on [Ruby] Freeman except to say: “I hate
a bully. Obviously, I think we would find it offensive to bully an election
official to influence an election.”

38. In October 2022, multiple outlets reported that Willis’ investigation would
“go quiet” during carly voting but that “her team is gearing up for a flurry
of activity after Election Day.”

* htps:/www. youtube.com/watch?v=Qzeyw-OnpGO (“1 think we're about 60% through of all of
the people we need to be brought up.... You know, there can't be any predictions. As you know,
many people are unsuccessfully fighting our subpoenas. We will continue to fight to make sure
that the grand jury and the public gets the truth.")
4 https://wwiv.nytimes.com/2022/09/1 us fani-t-willis-trump-atlantahtml (Wills again called
the conduct under investigation a crime and tied it to the right to vote stating, “I mean, if crime
happens in my jurisdiction, who's going to investigate it? Ido not have the right to look the other
way on a crime that could have impacted a major rightof people in this community and throughout
the nation.” The authorsof the article even noted, “the Georgia inquiry has emerged as oneof the
most consequential legal threats to the former president, and it is already being shaped by Ms.
Willis’s distinct and forceful personality and her conception of how a local prosecutor should do
herjob. Her comfort in the public eye stands in marked contrast to the low-key approachofanother
Trump legal pursuer, Attomey General Merrick B. Garland.” )
 htps://www.facebook.com/FultonCountyDA
% hitps:/www. washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/09/15fani-wills-georgia-prison/ (As
a result of Willis” more aggressive comments, even the author notes, *Willis’s open and frank
assessment is unusual for a prosecutor, as such high-profile investigations are often shrouded in
secrecy. Her approach in this inquiry has drawn criticism from some in the legal community, and
it contrasts with the general reticence of Attorney General Merrick Garland. Willis said she
believes transparency is a requirementofher job.”)
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35. On August 29, 2022, Willis held a press conference on a gang case but 
responded to questions about the SPGJ investigation speaking directly to 
Governor Kemp’s challenge.53   

 
36. On September 12, 2022, Willis again sat down for an interview with the 

New York Times.54 This article was posted to the official Fulton County 
District Attorney’s Facebook page.55 

 
37. On September 15, 2022, the Washington Post published their interview with 

D.A. Willis where she suggested that serious crimes have been committed 
and “people are facing prison sentences.”56 Willis declined to comment on 
recent filings related to pressure on [Ruby] Freeman except to say: ”I hate 
a bully. Obviously, I think we would find it offensive to bully an election 
official to influence an election.”   

 
38. In October 2022, multiple outlets reported that Willis’ investigation would 

“go quiet” during early voting but that “her team is gearing up for a flurry 
of activity after Election Day.” 

 

 
53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qzcyw-OnpG0 (“I think we’re about 60% through of all of 
the people we need to be brought up….You know, there can’t be any predictions. As you know, 
many people are unsuccessfully fighting our subpoenas. We will continue to fight to make sure 
that the grand jury and the public gets the truth.") 
54 https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/12/us/fani-t-willis-trump-atlanta.html (Willis again called 
the conduct under investigation a crime and tied it to the right to vote stating, “I mean, if crime 
happens in my jurisdiction, who’s going to investigate it?  I do not have the right to look the other 
way on a crime that could have impacted a major right of people in this community and throughout 
the nation.”  The authors of the article even noted, “the Georgia inquiry has emerged as one of the 
most consequential legal threats to the former president, and it is already being shaped by Ms. 
Willis’s distinct and forceful personality and her conception of how a local prosecutor should do 
her job. Her comfort in the public eye stands in marked contrast to the low-key approach of another 
Trump legal pursuer, Attorney General Merrick B. Garland.”  ) 

55 https://www.facebook.com/FultonCountyDA    
56 https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/09/15/fani-willis-georgia-prison/ (As 
a result of Willis’ more aggressive comments, even the author notes, ”Willis’s open and frank 
assessment is unusual for a prosecutor, as such high-profile investigations are often shrouded in 
secrecy. Her approach in this inquiry has drawn criticism from some in the legal community, and 
it contrasts with the general reticence of Attorney General Merrick Garland. Willis said she 
believes transparency is a requirement of her job.”) 



39. In November 2022, Willis gave an interview with the New York Times.
The article was released on February 2, 2023.57 The article was posted on
the FCDA’s Facebook page.**

40. Following the court's decision to release a redacted version of the SPGJ's
report, Willis told 11 Alive that she was pleased with the judge’s decision.”

In the wakeofWillis’ many statements on national cable news, the news media published

numerous pices concerning Mr. Roman and the 2020 nominee Republican Presidential Electors

with headlines such as “GOP fake electors ‘targets’ in Georgia election fraud inquiry,” “Fake GOP

electors targeted in Fulton County special grand jury probe,” “Georgia fake electors may face

charges in election probe,” “Georgia prosecutors “target” 16 “fake electors’ in 2020 election

probe,” “Georgia GOP bankrolls lawyers for “fake” Trump electors in Fulton County DA probe,”

“Judge: GOP head can’t share lawyers with other fake electors,” “Georgia DA seeks to disqualify

attomey for “fake electors’ in Trump investigation,” “Fulton DA offered immunity to “fake”

electors, asks for attorney to remove ] from case, motion shows,” “Fulton DA seeks to disqualify

lawyer for some GOP fake electors, citing “ethical mess,” “Fake Trump electors pointing fingers

in Georgia election inquiry; DA secks removal of defense attomey,” “Ethical mess’ | Georgia's

“fake” Trump electors tum on each other, Fulton DA says,” “Fani Willis wants lawyer for Trump

fake electorsoffthe case, says there’s conflict,” Fake’ Coffee County Trump elector wants 2020

Georgia election investigation ended,” “Eight alleged fake Trump electors in Georgia accept

immunity deals in grand jury probe,” “At least § fake electors have immunity in Ga. election

probe.” “8 Trump “fake electors’ have accepted immunity in Georgia election probe, attomey

7 hitps:/www.nytimes.com/2023/02/02/magazine fani-wills-
trumphtmlfbelid=IwAROYii9UK3ySFRe20lgkUVvSm2NXkic-AbpWSzwnTWSJel-

Bitwa febookcom FulonCounsDA
 htps://www. | lalive.com/article/news/polities/trump-investigations-georgia-prosecutor/8s-

€08c996-8305-4fed92¢5-62acS754 Tb2
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39. In November 2022, Willis gave an interview with the New York Times.  
The article was released on February 2, 2023.57  The article was posted on 
the FCDA’s Facebook page.58 

 
40. Following the court’s decision to release a redacted version of the SPGJ’s 

report, Willis told 11 Alive that she was pleased with the judge’s decision.59  
 

 In the wake of Willis’ many statements on national cable news, the news media published 

numerous pieces concerning Mr. Roman and the 2020 nominee Republican Presidential Electors 

with headlines such as “GOP fake electors ‘targets’ in Georgia election fraud inquiry,” “Fake GOP 

electors targeted in Fulton County special grand jury probe,” “Georgia fake electors may face 

charges in election probe,” “Georgia prosecutors ‘target’ 16 ‘fake electors’ in 2020 election 

probe,” “Georgia GOP bankrolls lawyers for ‘fake’ Trump electors in Fulton County DA probe,” 

“Judge: GOP head can’t share lawyers with other fake electors,” “Georgia DA seeks to disqualify 

attorney for ‘fake electors’ in Trump investigation,” “Fulton DA offered immunity to ‘fake’ 

electors, asks for attorney to remove[ ] from case, motion shows,” “Fulton DA seeks to disqualify 

lawyer for some GOP fake electors, citing ‘ethical mess,’” “Fake Trump electors pointing fingers 

in Georgia election inquiry; DA seeks removal of defense attorney,” “‘Ethical mess’ | Georgia’s 

‘fake’ Trump electors turn on each other, Fulton DA says,” “Fani Willis wants lawyer for Trump 

fake electors off the case, says there’s conflict,” “‘Fake’ Coffee County Trump elector wants 2020 

Georgia election investigation ended,” “Eight alleged fake Trump electors in Georgia accept 

immunity deals in grand jury probe,” “At least 8 fake electors have immunity in Ga. election 

probe,” “8 Trump ‘fake electors’ have accepted immunity in Georgia election probe, attorney 

 
57 https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/02/magazine/fani-willis-
trump.html?fbclid=IwAR0Yii9Uk3ySFRc2oIgkUVvSm2NXkjc-AbpW5zJwnTWSJeI-
D0uQhKDMmec  
58 https://www.facebook.com/FultonCountyDA  
59 https://www.11alive.com/article/news/politics/trump-investigations-georgia-prosecutor/85-
e08fc996-8305-4fed92c5-62ac57547bf2  



says.” “2020 election investigation | Fulton County DA backs off removal of Trump electors”

attomey,” “Who are Georgia's alleged fake electors in the Donald Trump investigation”,

“Georgia Trump investigation | Who are the “fake” or ‘alternate’ electors?” “Fani Willis

successfully flipped eight “fake electors.” Why that matters to Trump,” “Fake Electors *Perfectly”

Positioned to Flip on Donald Trump: Kirschner,” and “Prosecutors push back on efforts by 3

Trump fake electors’ to havetheirGeorgia cases moved to federal court”
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says,” “2020 election investigation | Fulton County DA backs off removal of Trump electors’ 

attorney,” “Who are Georgia’s alleged fake electors in the Donald Trump investigation?,” 

“Georgia Trump investigation | Who are the ‘fake’ or ‘alternate’ electors?,” “Fani Willis 

successfully flipped eight ‘fake electors.’ Why that matters to Trump,” “Fake Electors ‘Perfectly’ 

Positioned to Flip on Donald Trump: Kirschner,” and “Prosecutors push back on efforts by 3 

Trump 'fake electors' to have their Georgia cases moved to federal court.” 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

STATE OF GEORGIA, )

)
v. y INDICTMENT NO.

) 23SC188947
MICHAEL A. ROMAN, )

)
Defendant. )

a

BUSINESS RECORD CERTIFICATION

1, frame] Syd Qoplecad being the [title of position]
NE aedons hereby certify that Ihave personal knowledgeofthe
business Tiling record system of the business known as [name of business]

Sn €S5 locats at [business address]
S ons

1 have reviewed the attached business records being provided pursuant to the
requests for documents set forth in Exhibit A to the subpoena dated January 25, 2024 in
the above-referenced matter. Thereby certify that the business records attached hereto were
taken from the ordinary business records of [name of business]

1 further certify that based upon my reviewofthese records:

A. The records were made at or near the timeofthe occurrenceofthe matter
set forth by, or from information transmitted by, aperson with knowledge
of these matters;

B. The records were kept in the courseofthe regularly conducted activity of
the above-named entity; and

C. The records were kept in the course of the regularly conducted activity as
regular practiceofsaid entity.

In accordance with O.C.G.A. §§ 24-8-803 and 24-9-902, I declare, certify, and
‘verify, under penalty ofperjury, that the foregoing is true and correct.



Name rine Cont Colesnto tyConn
Tide: VPdpembsry

Address: 3iadimendfdHla,
iderds64 Zozal

ol Evolzg

re EeEg me SEElly MyCommissionExpires 10/20/2024
NotaryPublic 1

2
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VP Open,vio ree

"Ti message i th properyof Vacation Expres nd contin confidential formation endedon for th indidul named you rero th named
Sdirsse. fou Shou ot Geman,iteorcopyths al less ntth sender immediatelybymsl you have rceved tis em by
take, an delete this malfom your stem. Ema anistoncanna be guaranteed o besecre of ror.fe a formation couldbe niercepted,
Coupe Josdestroyed, ar ate, Incomplete,of conan use.Vacation Expres an th sagesenderdoritocept iyfo any errs or
miion in he conentsoftsmessagewhch ars a.16 of mal trarsison Herat required plas guest hard <opyversion.



Fwd: FW: Vacation Express - Travel Documents for Reservation #2798986

ashleigh merchantlawfirmpc.com <ashleigh@merchantlawfirmpc.com>
Thu 2/1/2024 1233 PM
Tojo merchantiawfirmpc.com <john@merchantiawfirmpccom> sierra merchantawfirmpecom
<siera@merchantiawfimpccom>

#1 attachments (154 K8)
TRAVELDOCUMENTS - 2798986 - 67257644 POF;

Ashleigh B. Merchant
The Merchant Law Firm, P.C.
Trial and Appellate Attorneys
701 Whitlock Avenue, S.W.
Suite 1-43, First Floor
Maricta, Georgia 30064
404.510.9936 (office)
404.592.4614 (fax)
ashleigh@merchantlawfirmpe.com
wwwmerchantlawfirmpe.com

‘The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information.
Itis intended only for the useof the person(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or duplication of this communication
is strictly prohibited. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email
and destroy all copiesof the original message.

<eevenoe- Forwarded message -———-----
From: Gantt Cookson <gcookson@vacationexpress.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 1, 2024 at 12:28PM

Subject: FW: Vacation Express- Travel Documents for Reservation #2798986
To: ashleigh merchantlawfirmpccom <ashieigh@merchantiawfirmpc.com>

Travel Documents...Note airfare information pulls live here and drops off after travel.

~----Original Message-----
From: Do-Not-Reply <do-not-reply@vacationexpress.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2024 2:09 PM

To: Gantt Cookson <gcookson@vacationexpresscom>
Subject: Vacation Express - Travel Documents for Reservation #2798986

Dear Danet Trafton,



Attached please find your Travel Documents for Vacation Express Reservation #2798986.
Please notify us immediately of any discrepancies.

Thanks again,
Your Vacation Express Travel Team
1-800-486-9777
This message is the property of Vacation Express and contains confidential information intended only
for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute
or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake, and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late,
incomplete, or contain viruses. Vacation Express and the message sender do not accept liability for any
errors or omissions in the contents of this message which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If
verification is required, please request a hard-copy version.



i vuJsvacation express IMPORTANTsonny
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS

1.800.309.4717

Dear NATHANJ WADE
FANIT WILLS

Vacation Express Reservation #: 2798986

Package Summary
Selected Flight

Departure Date Time. FlightInfo Class Stops Seats
3 013an 00 0:00AM-0:00AM 4 o
error
Selected Hotel - Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort and Casino Shh

#3 nights accommodations for 2 adults occupying 1 room- + One King Resort and Ocean View Room European Plan+ Check in Date: 01 Nov 2022, Check out Date: 04 Nov 3022+ Includes Aruba Sale, Includes Taxes and Fees! - Bookyourstay.today!

Selected Additional Services

+ Electronic Documents
+ Travel Protection Declined
+ Round-Trip Shared Transfers AUA

Hotel Information |Hotel Name: Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort and Reservation # 2798086
| Casino Voucher Print Date: Tue Jan 23, 2024 |Address: JE. Irausquin vd #65 pgMd NATHAN 2 VAD |pai Beach, Dutch Caribbean Aruba FANIT WILLIS |
Local Phone: 011 (297) 586-1234 Clients of: “THE CRUISE AUTHORITY |

Arrival Date: Tue Nov 01, 202hr abit |Accommodations: 1 room(s), One King Resort and Ocean View Room European Plan |Special Codes: RFILL (Aruba Sale, Includes Taxes and Fees!) |Check-in: 4PM Check-out: 11AM Guests must presenta credit card or a cash deposit at check-in to charge |incidentals to their room during thelr stay. |

sue Date: 23 Jan 24 Page 1



Jsvacation express IMPORTANT

L800.308.4717

‘Transfer Information
vomer vate bromzp pageant Mossevation® sponses

Frit TwLocal Phone: 207.594.4277 Clients of: THE CRUISE AUTHORITYI
Date/Service: Tue Nou 01, 2022 - MIA-AUA - AA 028 @ 1129PH to Hye Regency Aus Resort and Casio,Ronit So a |Departure Dates Fi ow 04,2033 - ya Regency Arb Resort and Casino to AURMIA - A 1036 © :048M |

| Xhub is not available for Contracted Groups under one. booking number. |

 Pre-Arrival Info: Sign up for NexusTours. Xperiences Hub online to get your Airport Transfer Pass (arrival andapart), acces he virus Conroe dso acesss Sesmronneaso ve Hoe ae 2 ul Sensi Son Vo otComat has A, Slottea ng uber 0 eteYo
|| rivet ntrmation: ase trough passport corr, colt your bags and proceed through customs, proceed diectythe EXIT immacinay outa fo Sn ps wl er ough Custos, raseedSH Evid iet ee oa

FE ——
20paca flrs ar 150 Balan. We mn recommend bo ah shoved, Oniaral ecursions

| You atu tanser no wi be provide 48h prior to departure va th communication method you indicatedUn he ours XOEnanCeE of you dveshaar meld You dateDieses Chick fo messages. You may lo cl he 34/5 phon mot hc naan Shonnyour eamso
Emergency Number: I yo require assistance withyouhote/aprt transfer contact NexusTours af Sam-Spm| etme 5.6730, 507 rm bs 593-3958 o S93 ony avert raster Sonat NexusTousa:sam:

obese 30m voge2



osYsvacation express IMPORTANT

iy wali ninrntion on aneslini or osehna Vol UGH Noss on Eons iss
visit theVouchers,Rebooking&Extendingpage linked in the footer of our website.

‘Travel Hints: Your hotel may require a red caro cash depot or nents sch ophon sali Checkin te
sy

Vacation Protection Plan: you have purchased oe of our Vacation otction lane, deta of coverage canbe
Ear Eo eeaoeatfore
eriod Bpspding povrrpion, BostLatPREIS YON 5mm iRRCRaoarin or nek demas DOM:Faeyr scoped orSeet nsva um resooa oe oaneBee1tsthan80 mints rrteFre or 3) Baro Cha hens) Ohl anol omo aar A PELE
ea, Snay Tae BSoe Annee Sefondvo sthedued troveVou tence desinahin wll a5 he US ty our ti You hoes Pee Se ee rgoptFe enove Es ea ok Fale frome messto yl,Som cours(tare permission eer, Gen cehcate oeEo posers or Taher chineten documentsos
Luggage: Host anes now charg for checked baggage an some are now even charging for cary ems.a eo ee a ec Sagiage ondsome re no
Assistance in Destination: Whie on vaio, destination representative i avaiable to you. Toke a few minutes5 mee your dematon reresenod i Bens ors ptesSableto You, Toke a few mintBrees ng = avalabeo out hte av noseyoso rr our convenience  UnetorToccoa formafo out repress ep or Provesyo wih desiaton amost dstnotions, NesueTouts fs he vacation spree epasentoes Thos recesses Urine Your SY. InVou ia alone 2473 or 1 aan at vou esohtpoonanesare labletoaustTerese a out hota Whee You co benoSCop eneSO fecommerd you lcSPecat ofr ar ata hough out v5 awe HP ecommerceoprrornd
For assistance an your departure dat leas cll 800-305-4717 an folth prompts for ay of Departureasitance. For sistance whe 1 dskmaton moos email i Sacoton BeretsJevareoemp vacaTonexeESCo: rove Sopot hoo of apes es TSU SOB

arin Pte: Vik Hs. otAasCom hn or erra
BE—TI10 Creare ht0 eCave Gatopdors rtitBopesosonupfr ovei



Fwd: FW: Vacation Express - Invoice for Reservation #2798986

~ ashleigh merchantlawfirmpc.com <ashleigh@merchantlawfirmpc.com>
Thu 2/1/2024 1242 PM
Tojohn merchantlawfirmpc com <jonn@merchantlawfimpc com>sierra merchantiawfirmpc.com
<siera@merchantiafmpc com>

#1 attachments (214 K8)
INVOICE - 2798986 - 13b70a12.90F;

Ashleigh B. Merchant
‘The Merchant Law Firm, P.C.
Trial and Appellate Attorneys
701 Whitlock Avenue, S.W.
Suite J-43, First Foor
Maricta, Georgia 30064
404.510.9936 (office)
404.592.4614 (fax)
ashleigh@merchantlawfirmpe.com

www.merchantlawfirmpc.com

The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information.
_ Itisintended only for the useofthe person(s) named above.Ifyou are not the intended recipient, you

are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or duplicationof this communication
is strictly prohibited.Ifyou are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email
and destroy all copies of the original message.

<-eeeuee- Forwarded message ---------
From: Gantt Cookson <gcookson@vacationexpress.com>
Date: Thu, Feb 1, 2024 at 12:26PM
Subject: FW: Vacation Express - Invoice for Reservation #2798986
To: ashleigh merchantlawfirmpc.com <ashleigh@merchantlawfirmpecom>

Ashleigh
Attached is invoice for trip booked with Vacation Express
More to follow
Gantt

Gantt Cookson
VP Operations, Vacation Express

<----Original Message-----
From: Do-Not-Reply <do-not-reply@vacationexpress.com>



Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2024 208 PM
To: Gantt Cookson <gcookson@vacationexpress.com>
Subject: Vacation Express - Invoice for Reservation #2798986

Dear Danet Trafton,

Attached please find your Invoice for Vacation Express Reservation #2798986.
Please notify us immediately of any discrepancies.

Thanks again,
Your Vacation Express Travel Team
1-800-486-9777
This message is the property of Vacation Express and contains confidential information intended only
for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute
or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by
mistake, and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late,
incomplete, or contain viruses. Vacation Express and the message sender do not accept liability for any
errors or omissions in the contents of this message which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If
verification is required, please request a hard-copy version.



Syvaning 1.800.309.4717

Trip Information Contact Information Payment InformationBooking#: 27585 Active Cllrs:TiCruseATIORITY Totalpice: mseLexa ame: VASENATIN3 Phone: 705525500 TotalReceived: $2144Passengers © Contac: DETTRAPTON Fino PaymentDe: 0102-32132Departars ate01how 22 Tor Due: 31355pairedDocumentSn: R2022-1011

Package Summary
Names must match passport. No name changes/corrections allowed.

[— DOS. Gender Fightin Departure cityNATHAN WADE wren Ma ixFTws wean Fam a
Selected Flight
Departure Date Time Rigi cass swps sesHam (M3) -Auta AUR) Ctew22 NN12PM  AmerianAtees Taionrin (A) am 018) GN SoWM-GueH  Aesamnrines N omarTiesRoundtrip transportation fomMamito Arson Tuesday Nv.03, 2022 for 3 might fo 2 people.
Selected Hotel

HyatRegencyAri Resortand 41Sino
3 igh accommodations for 2 adults occupying 1 roomne King Resort and ceo viewRoomEuropean Pos|_I§ Check nDats: 01 tow202,Crackou Dae: 04 ow3022B=-¥ ~ IncludesArubaSale, Includes TaxesandFees! -Book yourstaytoday!

le

Services
econ documentsToeroto betRoun Stared TatsALA

UipntActonNosed tisbooking i for rave within 10doy cinseul by 3pm ET1booked fer 3pm,sndbySam
+ Pstsubmitef uscatinrsscomthefolowing documents:+R competedCru corhnFo+ Asadcop of he ro ardusdforpyrwith coytes disshow+ Aarne copyof Ste dentition ops ph age) oecrc xdnoe

sue: 23m 24 Page 1of3



ymin 18003094717

Plas ik tps [wo vacalonarprescoma] To revi the Tams &Conditions. —
Plas review the ConditionsofCarag at: tps:J catonespresscom conditionsof <ariagel
Forinformationon aiefeesforbaggage & thrservices,please vis tps Jw.vacaonenpresscom/baggagel
Apricesare in Us Doars.

AirineTicketvatdity:
Airineshave ferent ruswhen comes t booking acanceled ticket. Inmost cases ithAmerican, Ute,Dea, Jeti,SunCountryandlska Avinesyou mutcommence avel with one earfomthdaethe ticketwas sued (na yourorginalroel date).TikesonFonteArinesandSit Anesmus be bookedwitin 90 days fomth cancelationdat fortravel on anyother ateavalible intheisystem.Canceledkets onSouthwestthatwee unexpiredorcrate ono feruy 2,2122, have no expraionGate.
PleaseNote:1) SinceCOVID, inesmayhvemoe liltermsdepending cnwhen your ketwasbackedorwhenyouwerescheduled torave 2)Some airsmaycharge achange ee. 3)BasicEconomy kets reRhyresricive andGenera Gonokhave anyvase wh canceled.Forexcepons,questionsand temsrite booking yourspeci ke plesecontactth ane rect.
AirlineScheduleChangesforCommercialFlightsPurchased through Vacation Express:ifyour fine changesthleschedule 31 daysofmoreprio toyour rp, lease: emol sched ochange83acalcress.cor I your anechangesthei schedule30daysossprior your 7p, YouShicallust acessthesue immedi.
Insurance:

Ifyou id ratadd insuranceat teofbooking,but wantt add a. ter ie,youmstcall toour ContactCentr. VPPmustbeadded prio toinl payment. VPP+ orVT any fered on avery Iiescale) mstbeade its 7days of depos or prior tinlpayment uedatewhichevercomesfrst.
InsuranceandReducedDeposit lan (ROP):Ifyou selectedthe ROPond the VPP insuranceplanandyouhavetocance your boeing,youmus py or hefll valu oftheaietcketpri toFeeiigyour ke or future use.1addon,the$25RDP fo and any insurance,  appkabl mus be paid i ll and 5notrfundabe.
TravelDocuments:
TravelDocumentsar easeandsuedviocall 21 aysprotodeparture.las.check your spam folder you dd otreceive yourdocuments orYoumayretrievethemonline nyourbookinguncerOpts
SeatAssignmentsandOtherAirine Matters:youbooked atke using ascheduled ine,seatassignments o bogsmstbemade/purchise ontheaifin’swebste direct.Vocation Exprescsnotbokseatso bos. Youcan access yourbookingore tth fineswest ing the ArlineRecordLacatornumoe (or RservodonCode)that stedon your Invoice ndTravel Documents. youbookedoneofcur VE Exchiv Not S103 hts, vou ona set esgmentsandpurchasebogsinadvance, online underOptions in Yourbooking.
TransferswithHotel-OnlyBookings:You mustprovideuswith you igh formation no terthan 7daysprior toariali destination i order or hetranslescompany tobe ble toscheduleyourhotel ransfer,I yur TravelDocumentsshow “pick Up not vale”thn 1atmeans thatwe haventreceedyour ight formato.Youmay 23d your igh fonyour ooking onneunderServicesandTranterDeas.
HotelRequests:
Wecanna guranteebeding!Beddingisany quranteedwhenth room categoryhas thebedding in thename.Ayspeci requestsmade or yourhotel taywhetherrate tobedding, Views, cation,ec. re wayson request. We NhS099et atyu163 Gu tothhotel Grey rotoiu to kfthemof any requests you may hove,
TransportationinDestination:Inmost destinations,ransers an representation aeofferedbyNexus Tours. Your TravelDocumentswilt all thenecessary formation regardingYour ranstesandany Rpt His restedtotat.

HotelCancellationInfo:
Weunderstand theUnexpectedcanhappenandchoosingtocancelyourvacation severaneasydecision.For tha reason we reproviding youwith1crtofestimated canclloton enol for ou Parneshol. St hts: viVcatonexpessComte<ancelains/ ormoedeat.

Issue: 23Jan24. Page 2013



Sy sin 1800309.4717

CHANGEFees:
Exclusive Non-Stop Flights (changestodestinationortraveldates)

+ Upto31+ daysportodeparture $50prperson plsaplcable inlotlfeaturepales fees.
+ 30-7daysprior to departure$150 per personpus applicable ane hotel estore pena orfees Thre i oticketresidual vale.
+ 60day prior to departurenon-changeable
+ = langeof ave catemstbewithinsamecalendaryearof righaluaveldtes.
Exclusive Non-StopFlights (changestopassengername)+ Up1o 7+dayspirto departure $50perparsono upto$100per room pus applicable sine esurepenaltiesor fees.

+ 60dayspir todeparture no<hangeatle
Scheduled ArPackages(anychangesotherthanminorchanges)= Upto31+dayspir to departure $25per personor p 0$100 per room plus appcablearnehte featurepenaesorfoes.

= 30:3daysprio to departure $50per person o up to$100per room pus pplkabe aire/hotl featurepenal fos,
= 2:0 days prior todeparture$75pespersonplus appcable ane ote eaturepenatisor foc.Hotel Only (any changesotherthan minor changes)+ Upto'3+doy pirtoGparture $25prroompsapplicableain ote eturepenalties o fees.+ 2:0 daysprior todeparture $50per room pus applcableaine/oel feature penaltiesor fees.

In-Destination VoluntaryChangeFees:
+ Redissangof ine kets: 75pe personplsapplicableoiefees+ Hoteextensionsanddeviations: $75perroom pus applicable oteles,
+ Trosfrsar ran efundableandnor-changeablenid48h.Newtransfersmstbepurchaseddirect from Neus Tours.MinorChanges(allpackages):
= Upto 7+dayspriorto Geprture no VEchang fe fo mirnamecorection (doesnotappy to nme corections for ane kets hatrequre resuingof ticket, acingpassenger, changeto highrricedoto room categry. Ainekel eaturepenalties,carges andpricecrossesul09h.

CANCELLATION Fes:
Exclusive Non-StopFightPackage or ArOnly.

= Upto 31+days prior todeparture$125perperson pusappicabehotelfestrepels.+ 30-15daysprio to departure $225perperson pus applcatiehotel featurepent,© 140daysprior to cepartureronreundati,
‘ScheduledAl Packages+ 3¢Gays prior to departure $50per personplus appicablehotelfeaturepenal.Arfre fs nonefundabe.+ 2:0 doy priortodeparture$75pe personps aplcable hoseleurepensties,Arar isnonrefund,HotelOnly+ 3+ ospro todeparture$25per room plsapplicable otefeatureperaties:= 2:0 days prio todeparture $50perroom pus appicabe otelfeturepene,

PassengerInformationwith regardstorightsundertheCanadian ArPassengerProtection Regulations:SOR/2019-150Ifyouat traveling oorfom aCancion part and are deredboard o yourbaggage osodamaged yo Taybeante tocertainstandards of restmentondcompensation under theCanadian ArPassengerProtectionRepuations. Fo morenfomation abot you pessenger fightsplas contactyour operating aneorvithewebsiteof theCanaanTransporation Agen (CTA).

Issue: 23Jan24. Page30f3



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

STATE OF GEORGIA, )

)
v 3 INDICTMENT NO.

) 238C188947
MICHAEL A. ROMAN, )

)
Defendant. 3

ee———————

BUSINESSRECORDCERTIFICATION
1, [name] assed hoses being the [title of position]

Présdent hereby certify that have personal knowledge of the
business filing record system of the business known as [name of business]

e Ot tfacher Allon located at [business address]
0 Cartfu eo Gl Zeck)

1 have reviewed the attached business records being provided pursuant to the
requests for documents set forth in Exhibit A to the subpoena dated January 25, 2024 in
the above-referenced matter. 1 hereby certify that the business records attached hereto were
taken from the ordinary business records of [name of business]Te Crore obsr frtporny

1 further certify that based upon my reviewofthese records:
A. The records were made at or near the timeof the occurrence of the materset forth by, or from information transmitted by, a person with knowledge

of these matters;

B. The records were kept in the course ofthe regularly conducted activity of
the above-named entity; and

C.. The records were kept in the course of the regularly conducted activity as
regular practiceofsaid entity.

In accordance with O.C.G.A. §§ 24-8-803 and 24-9902, I declare, certify, andverify, under penaltyofperjury, that the foregoing is true and correct.
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The Cruise & Vacation Authority EQ jocsna,
1760 Powers Ferry Rd. aLTT & A
Marietta,GA 30067 N p VTC
770.952.83001.800.326.4971 NA AT)Tel 8 hs
Fax 770-916-1425 natingxvodov peenes

Vacation StatementCoIos
Nathan Wade Travel Consultant: Danet Trafton
1827 Powers Ferry Road Booking Date: 10/04/2022
Bldg25, Suite 100 TCA B #: 55049
Atlanta, GA 30339PACKAGE
Tour Operor: Vacation Expres Category: Hyatt Regency Aruba Resort & Casino
Departure Date: Tuesday, November 01,2022 + Return Date: Friday, November 04, 2022
Your Vacation Package begins on Tuesday. November 01, 2022 for 3 ighis, and includes the following: AMERICAN AIRFARE.
RPORT TRANSFERS, § MIGHTS NING RESORT& OCEAN VIEW
VERIFY LEGALNAMES NGI IeFanos +Cnase: ns connor SIarC—O aTransfers a ] 4%
Landon Packages: Package: 3 gh) -S363536 rene ABTAddiiondi Charges E "
HR Charen Goverment Tc, A Tos md SesSchats we ot res aot eenSUDO $3595.26

CANCELLATIONIBAGGAGEIMEDICAL COVERAGEfo a ; ;

GRANDTOTAL $3835.26

PAYMENTSCHEDULE
Your ull payment of $3,835.26 has been received. Should you be forced to cancel tis vacation, please sethe Vacation Expressbrochure for aplicable penalties. We recommend akin out cancellation rtecion. Ifyou have not head don a0. please contactDanet for dea

VERY IMPORTANT! PASSPORT REQUIREMENTS & DOCUMENTATIONA Sali passports required for ALL US. clr wih departs andio tum aison ae December 31,2006, forALL trav 10andlor from he United Siaes viai or sca. regardies of destination. Valid passports must hive an piation ue validfo ot lent0X monthpastyour eta dt 1h United Stes. = Your rel document (crus. andi 1nd packages) wil be walleapproNmatl th (2) wecks beforedeparture, and not before. hs 5 whe we Wi ceive he. om he vendor

AIRSCHEDULESBE er crt pcg. pctha hs ss one aihisdeies il. TheCeAny ck be inaceFoitra lsMneh, Foinoroh Bs



i "
{vacation express

rsuming Loman

Trip Information Contact Information Payment Information
Booking #2796086 Actve cent, THE CRUISE ATHORITY Tota pric: $3635.26Lend ame: WAOEAATIAN Phan; 7709528300 Commision Amounts $212.82rassongist 2 Contact OANERTRAFTON Netbue 32355Departure bate: 01tov 22 Total Recess $38526Creat040321 Final Payment Duss 010622521382Srcumantsant nls To bus S00

Package Summary

Names must match passport. No name changes/corrections allowed.
[— 005. Gender Fightin Departure ityNATH WAGE was mo sou aFas woan r 4oum x

Selected Flight
Departure Date Time Foie cass sos SeasMa (48) -Avs ALR) Ov MN LEM Amends W TamPhoArts (A) a 0) UNn2  omn-com  mmenaine  N 0 usarliseRoundyitransportation fom Miami Aru on Tuesday Nov. 01, 2022 for 3 might or 2 pape. 5Flight Information \VE oS Code: on
Airline Record Locator(s): AA- KHODRQ Flight Status: Confirmed =

x £2
Lh:Selected Hotel \ +

wba Resortand HHSHates aba Resort =
od -3 nightsaccommodationsfor 2adultsoccupying 1roomPl -OneKing Resort and Ocean View Room European Plan 2nT Check nate 04 Rov 3033, Check out Dore, 04 Now2022af inSoeeTr en rk soi

\
Pricing & Services Payment Schedules & Terms >DoutieOccupancy Room S680 2 Agus $3226.00 Total Received: $3835.26 voTos tress BIG 2 Gumus 456726 Final Pent Dues To Oct0,222Secon bcumers NooseTov protecion oecined ohareRound TiphearseA 2100 2 nak omanToot Package pre s035.26
sin —z td



byselon 18003094717

Commision Ao
NetAmountD Lr

Please ist tps:acatonexpress.comerms/toreview th Tens &Condos:

Pleaserede theConditionsofCartage at:Nps: vacatonexpress com) conditions of cariage/

Forinformation on inefees forbaggage 8othersends, please ist hts: [Wiacatonexpres.conybaggage/

Apices are inUSDolars.
AirlineTicketvaldiy:

ke ferent mswhen comest rebookinga canceled ket. Inmostcases withAmerican,Uied,Dela,JetBug,SunCountyand
AsAisYoumstcomence 7avelwinoneyearfrom thedatetheticketwas sed (notyou agai raveldate).TicketsonFrontier

sba0 within5 daysfomthecancellationdaefor rave onany the da avaiable in thisystem, TicketsonSprAnes
es ebook wih60days fom thecancelation datefor avlon any othe dateavaiable in their Syste.Cancelled ketsonSouthwestare
Atfo oreyearfro caeof 520 an the ew traveldate mustbecompete prio totheone-year ©xprabon.

PleaseNote:1) SinceCOVID, anesmayhavemor feb termsdependingonwhenyourticketwasbookedorwhenyouvere scheduledto
Pie2)Sor Sinesmay Charge » changefe. 3 BasicEconomythet ar igh restrictiveandgeneral donothaveany valuewhencanceled
Forexceptions, Questions nd tems relates orebookingyourspecific ticket leas contacttheaneGrecty.

AirlineScheduleChangesfor Commercial lightsPurchased throughVacation Express:
18your ain changestherschechde31dayso oreport your bi,pleas emal checkedange aclu 40x55. IfYOu afin changes
hie schedule 30Gaysofles pir 1your 1p, Youshoul callus to adress these immediately.
Insurance:
yo 6 not 2d insurancea imeofbooing,butwant to20d ta ter te,youmust callnto ourContactCenter.VPPmustbeaedror to
robin fi payment.VPP orVP(onyofferedon very Ite scale) mustbeaddedwith 7 aysofdepos orpriotofinalpaymentwhichever

Comes frst
Insurance and ReducedDepositPlan (ROP):
youselectedtheROPand he VPP insurancepian an youhavetocancel your booking,you mustpay fo theful valueofthe anetke priorto

ecevingyour ketfor futureuse. n 33din, th $25ROPfeeandany Insurance, appicae, mustbepaid nfl.

TravelDocuments:
raveDocuments ar released andissuedvia ell 21cays prio to departure, leas check your Spam oder If you idna receiveyourdocumentsor
oumay rere themonline your bookingunderOptions.
SeatAssignmentsandOtherAlineMatters:
TfYou booked a ike Using 3 scheduled arfne,seatassignmentsorbags mustbemade purchasedontheaifine'swebstedirect.VocationEgress
oinobk ats o bags.You anaccessyurbkingoneatthe ain’swebsiteusing the Arline RecordLocatornumber (or Reservation
‘Code that sted on your Incice andTravelDocuments.I youbookedoneof ourVEExcuseNon-Stopfights, youcanmakeseatassignments
‘3ndpurchasebag nadvance underOptions I Yourbooking.
TransferswithHotal-Only Bookings:
You ust provideuswihyour ght information narthan 7 ays ror t arial ndestination norderforth rarercompanyto beable fo
Scheieyourhel ranster. yourTravelDocumentsshow pik up otavaiablethen thatmeanstatwehavenotrecivedyour fight information.
oumay50dyour ight fa i You bookinganin underServicesand Transfer Detas.
HotelRequests:
Viecannotguaranteebedding!Bedding requestonlyues th roomCategory Guarantees thebedding.Anyspec requestsmade or yourhotel
Saywheter relatedtobedding, views, location,et. ar avayson request. WeNighysuggestthatyou reachout to thehoeldirect prior toaval

not themof any requests youmayhave
Transportation in Destination:
Tmo Gesinaons,ransersand representationare offeredbyNexusTours.Your TravelDocumentswil ist athe necessary infomation regarding

Yourwansers andayhlpfl Hisread fo tat.

Issue: 04 0ct 22 Page204



The Cruise&Vacation Authority El@ ll
1760 Powers Ferry Rd. THE CRUISE & Por TA
Marietta. GA 30067 \ P VACATION
770-952-83001500.326 4971 NY] AUTHORITY. eS
Fax 770-916-1425 Creatingextraordinarytravelexperiences

Cruise Statement

Nathan Wade Toe Travel Consultant: Danet Trafton
1827 Powers Ferry Road Booking Date: 10/04/2022
Bldg25, Suite 100 TCA B #: 55047
Atlanta, GA 30339 Royal Caribbean Booking #: #6544194
CRUISE PACKAGE
Cruse Line: Royal Caribbean Sip: FreedomoftheSeas Category: 41 Spacious Oceanview Balcony Cabin: 9364CGT Tin hostci nt otaSotsttpan ad co cfdcb)Departure Date: Friday, October28,2023 + 3 ighss Ret Dae: Monday, October31.2022
EMBARK: Miami: PORTS: Perfect Day Cococsy. Nassau: DEBARK: Miami
VERIFYLEGALNAMESofPassengers "Nall PAV Fal DWil + + +Cruse Rites: ST29%2passenger ; . sss600Port Charges & Government Taes®*: $90 3 paangers: 11385 X 3 PSone) rr SHI TO

Landi Packages a $iAdiiional Charges cs )
**Port Charges. Government Taxes. Air Taxes and Supplier Surchargesare subject1increaseWithoutBOUCE susssssssssssssssssssneneSUD-tOtAl $1,269.70

CANCELLATIONIBAGGAGEIMEDICAL COVERAGE.Innrance- airedbyCriseCane SU800

ImportantInformation GRANDTOTAL $1387.70

PAYMENT SCHEDULE
Your Tull payment of$1,387.70 has been recived. Please not the cancellation penaies described in he Royal Caribbean brochurear nowineffect. We recommend aking out cancellation poccion. Tf you have nt shed done 50, plese conta Danet fordeals.
DINING ARRANGEMENTS
We have requested the Er inner cating ata table. Note that his i request and sholdbe confirmed with the Miit'dimmediaicly upon boring
VERY IMPORTANT!PASSPORT REQUIREMENTSA valid passports required for ALL U.S ciiens for ALL ral to andor fom the United Sinesvi i or sa, regardless ofdestination Valid passports must have an expiration dat validfo a eas i months past the tum dtc 0 the U3. nd containcnough blank pagesfo ny and exit endorsements and any quired visas. For rel requiring is. ther mist be ot eae (1 onecompletely lank,unusedvis pagefor cach required visa As of 1/1/16 pages ca holongerbeadded 0 raspa new. pasponWile required. For non-US. clizens requirements vary for cach rtionality we Suggest guests conic local shonin Os vi.Service provider to determine individual eqrements forall destinations TCAVA i ot rsponcile For pespot.smgaton. healor visa mates.

AIRSCHEDULESohnteolpageplese oe dtKoa Cabs decoolof i chs rd he ics wild TCAVA ist lthes 1 he doekro so eso elJCAA BRmisedcmbkoon TCAVA Royal Cabin,ah ine aotShean spi:or conc on persis mei wh eenBELR Co

ur offee1s openMonday“Thad I FieIsSe Teeeeee———————
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“The Cruise & Vacation Authority [ll@1
1760 Powers Ferry Rd gLAr soon (LASTAMarietta,GA 30067 TN & >
770-952-8300 p17aA
1-800-326-4971 nl .Fax 770-916-1425 Cratingxroordnaryvl perincs

Cruise Statement
ned

Nathan Wade ma Travel Consultant: Danet Trafton
1827 Powers Ferry Road Booking Date: 10/04/2022
Bldg25, Suite 100 TCAB # 55048
Atlanta, GA 30339 Royal Caribbean Booking #: 6565152
CRUISEPACKAGECrise Lin: Royal Caribbean tip: FreedomoftheSeas Category 4BSpacious Occanview Balcony Cabin: 9372CGHmdnn itosgamntloaest ps treps eneeDeparture Date Friday,October 28,2023 3igits + Four Dut Monday. October 31.2022EMBARK: Miami; PORTS. Perfect ay Cococ ARK: MiamiVERIFY LEGAL NAMES of Pacers WLS A£1 -Cruise Rates: $3581 1passengers) — $5800Port Charges & Government Tass: STS0N |passengers) S11585 1 poss) SassTrangiers; S323 1 passengers) p : Se]
Lando Packages : $iAddiiontd Charges 5 5HR Charges, GoveTs. ATs dupSchneestb eee Stora] $1655

CANCELLATIONIBAGGAGEIMEDICAL COVERAGETrance: insured by Cruse Care i ; 59900

important information GRANDTOTAL $128485American Ans ticket sued separately from the cise.
PAYMENT SCHEDULEYour ll paymentof $1384.85 has been received. Peas noe the cancellton penalis described in the Royal Caribbean brochureare mow in lTct. We recommend aking ou cancllion protcton. I ou hav mo read done So. pes sorvs Fs rodetail.
DINING ARRANGEMENTS
Wehaverequested theEarly dinnersealing at table. Not ha hiss request and shouldbeconiamed with the Maireimmediatly upon bearing
VERY IMPORTANT! PASSPORT REQUIREMENTSA Vad passports required for ALL US. citizens fof ALL ave 0andlor from the United States iai or sa, regardless ofdestination. Valid passports must hve an expiration dai vl ort east six months pase he seu de ty th U5 cominenough blank pages or cir and et endorses and any equi visas. For av eqn oi.ptmdb eoncompletely Blank, uns is page or cach required visa. A of 1116 pss an ho longer be added ipso mn mpbe reid. For non-US. izes requirements vary for cach nationality, we sugsens guests cones ha hole oesservice provider o determine diidua equrements for estintions. TCAVA Isnt responsible ofPacooman sion. eslthor visa mars.
AIR SCHEDULESdoubt md or nel eka: lstcot Roy Coibean bs coo ofi chee sd esislz TCAVA stSr ss td de,aSok ou Kon Spc DE egret.eecml a De tn AUPECosSd i eomaetono er

‘Our officeis,openMonday- Thad96 Fi 03Te TTee mm
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Cratingxtrsodinarrave experiences

1760 Powers Ferry Rd. + Marietta, GA 30067
770.952.8300 + 800.326.4971

dtrafton@tcava.com
Danet Trafton

Your Vacation Itinerary
Oct 28 - Nov 4, 2022

~oRecord Locater # AXKPEV (Wade &Wills) Eooct 28 American 2344 LvAtianta  705am
ArMiami 90am

Nova American 1045 LvMiami  734pm
ArAtianta  935pm

Record Locater # VBXXBF (Clara Bowman)
oct 28 American 1347 Lv Houston IAH 718am

ArMiami  1047am

Oct 31 American 1276 Ly Miami 142pm
Ar DFW 354pm

American 2737 Lv DFW 35pm
AAR saspm

Royal Caribbean, Freedom of the Seas. Oct 28 - 31, 2022
Wade confo # 6544194, cabin 9364, no transfers 0SBowman confo # 6565152 cabin 9371, transfers included z

©
x

Vacation Express to ARUBA, Nov 1-4, 2022
Nov1 American 1028 LvMiami  1030am

ArAwba  129pm yyNova American 1036 LvArba  304pm ko)
Ar Miami 606pm TtRoundtripsharedairport transfers included BlHyatt Regency Aruba Resort & Casino - King Resort & Ocean View room
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EXHIBIT C

 

 

 

EXHIBIT C 



Reporting Period:
Jan. 1, 4¢72 -Dec. 31, 202.2

FULTON COUNTY
INCOME AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REPORT

Nameof County Official/Board Member:Fani T. Willis
Title of County Official/Board Member: Dis

A. Pursuant to Section 2-79 ofthe Fulton County Code of Ethics, approved by the
Boardof Commissioners on February 4, 2004 (Item No. 03-1531) and as
amended on August 4, 2004 (Item No. 04-0796),onor before April 15ofeach
calendar year, eachof the following individuals must file this Income and
Financial Disclosure Report with the Clerk to the Commission, which Report
shall cover the preceding calendar year:

1) All elected officialsof Fulton County;
2) Judgesofthe Juvenile Court;

4) County Manager and Deputy County Managers;
5) All Department Heads, County Attorney, Clerk to the Commission, Division

‘Heads reporting 10 the County Manager and the Deputy DirectorofZoning;
6) Membersof the BoardofTax Assessors and all Property Appraisers;Sim Se
8) Members ofthe BoardofZoning Appeals; and

(Attach additional pages, if necessary).

B. For the Reporting Period stated above. identify by name and address, the source
ofeachof the following, received or accrued during the preceding calendar year, by each
person required to file such report and such person's spouse,ifany:

(1) Income for services rendered in the amount of $1,000.00 or more:

Self/Spouse | Nameof Source T Address

Self _— | State Accounting Office TET Ave. Ste 1604 W

| Tower

| Atlanta, GA 30334

Self Fulton County TT4T Pryor St.
Atlanta, GA 30303



Reporting Period:
Jan. 1, 2022-Dec. 31, Zo 22

(2) Each honorarium from a single source inthe amountof $500.00
or more, unless otherwise reported under applicable state law:

Sirser
ee

(3) Each gift or favor from a single prohibited source in the aggregate
amountof$100.00 or more:

For purposesof his section. Gifls andfavors means anythingofvalue given by orreceived from a prohibited source. Prohibited source means any person, business, orentity that the involved officer or employee knows or should know:(i) is seeking official action from the county: or
(ii) is seeking to do or is doing business with the county, or

(iii) represents a person who is seeking official action from the county or
‘who is seeking todo or is doing business with the county; or

(iv) has interests that may be affected by the performance or non-performanceofofficial duties by the officer or employee; or
(v) isa registered lobbyist in accordance with state law.

CodeofEthics, Section 2-67(4)

CL
1 jg

——t——1—

Page 2of 5, Income and Financial DisclosureReport



Reporting Period:
Jan. 1, Zl Dec. 31, 2002

(4) Dividend incomeof $1,000.00 or more:

Sewers
SELF NONE NONE

€ For the Reporting Period stated above, identify byname,address and general
description:

(1) Any professional organization in which the person reportingisanofficer,
director. partner, proprietor, or employee, or serves in anadvisory
capacity, from which $1,000.00 or more was received:

Name/Address: NONE Role/Title

et
[Fama
General Description:

Name/Address:
Role/Title

Page 3of 5. Income and Financial DisclosureReport



Reporting Peto:don 1, 22 pe 51 2:

(2) Each business in which the person reporting owns 10% or moreofsuchbusiness's then outstanding mock
For purposesofthis section. Business means any corporation. partnership, proprietorship,
organization, self-employed individual and any other entity operated for economic gain,
whether professional, industrial, or commercial, and other entities, which for purposes of
federal income taxation are operated as non-profit organizations.

Codeof Ethics, Section 2-67(1)

— Name ofBusiness [Address
[NONE eeeei i —
faeit)
_— —

er ——
(3) Each parcel of real property in which the person reporting has an

ownership interest valued at 5% or more of the property’s then assessedi
Address. — Tax Parcel ID Number

ce : ]
(4) Each reimbursement of expenses 10 the person reporting inthe amount of

$1,000.00 or more:

[7 NameofSouwce | "Date Amount =
Loa |ts NONE ened= row ;
eetery

Page 4 of. Income and Finacial Disclosure Report



Reporting Period:
Jam 1,201 Dec. 31, 20

FULTON COUNTY
INCOME AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REPORT

Name of Couny Offcial/Board MemberFan 1. Wilis
itlofCounty Offcial/BoardMember:DistrictAomey

A. Pursuant to Section 2-79ofthe Fulton County Code of Ethics, approved by the
BoardofCommissioners on February 4, 2004 (Item No. 03-1531) and as
amended on August 4. 2004 (Item No. 04-0796), on or before April 15ofeach
calendar year, eachofthe following individuals must fle this Income and
Financial Disclosure Report with the Clerk to the Commission, which Report
shall cover the preceding calendar year:

1) All elected officials of Fulton County;
2) Judgesof the Juvenile Court;
3) Judgesof the Magistrate Court;
4) County Manager and Deputy County Managers;
5) All Department Heads, County Attomey, Clerk to the Commission, Division

Heads reporting to the County Manager and the Deputy Director ofZoning;
6) Membersofthe Board of Tax Assessors and all Property Appraisers:
7) Membersofthe Community Zoning Board;
8) Members of the Boardof Zoning Appeals: and
9) Membersofthe Boardof Ethics.

{Attach additionalpages,if necessary).

B. For the Reporting Period stated above, idenify by name and address. the source
of cach of the following, received or accrued during the preceding calendar year, by cach
person required to file such report and such person's spouse,ifany:

(1) Incomeforservices rendered in the amountof $1,000.00 or more:

Self Ross Law Firm 2675 Paces Ferry Rd. SE
ATL, GA 30339

Self’ © [Sute Accounting Office 200 Piedmont Ave Ste 1604 W.
Tower; ATL, GA 30334

Self Fulion County T4T Pryor SL: ATL, GA 30303
Self Rocheblave Consulting LLC| 1620 Cumberland Club RD SW

Marietta. GA 30008
SPOUSE ~ [NONE [NONE

Page | of5. Income and Financial Disclosure Report



Reporting Period:
Jan. 1. 2ccy -Dee. 31, Zoo)

(2) Each honorarium from a single source in the amount of$500.00
‘or more, unless otherwise reported under applicable state law:

SELF NONE NONE

| SPOUSE NONE NONE

(3) Each gift or favor from a single prohibited source in the aggregate
amountof$100.00 or more:

mn
received from a prohibited source. Prohibited source means any person, business, or
entity that the involved officer or employee knows or should know:

(i) is seeking official action from the county; or
(ii) is seeking to do or is doing business with the county, or
(iii) represents a person who is seeking official action from the county or

who is seeking todo or is doing business withthecounty; orLeETais
ofofficial duties by the officer or employee; or

(v) isa registered lobbyist in accordance with state law.
Code of Ethics, Section 2-67(4)

S| amearsoe

Page 2 of 5, Income and Financial Disclosure Report



Reporting Period:
Jan. 1, Zoi- Dec. 31, 24

4) Dividend incomeof $1,000.00 or more:

SPOUSE NONE NONE

C. For the Reporting Period stated above, identify by name, address and general
description:

(1) Any professional organization in which the person reporting ian officer,
director, partner, proprietor, or employee, or serves in an advisory
capacity, from which $1,000.00 or more was received:

Name/Address:NONE Role/Title

General Description:

ld

Name/Address: RolerTitle

General Description:
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Reporting Period:
Jan 1, Ze) -Dec. 31. Ze.i

(2) Each business in which the person reporting owns 10% ormoreofsuch
business's then outstanding stock:

For purposesofthis section. Business means any corporation, partnership. proprietorship,
organization, self-employed individual and any other entity operated for economic gain.
‘whether professional, industrial, or commercial, and other nities, which for purposes of
federal income taxation are operated as non-profit organizations.

Code of Ethics, Section 2-67(1)

[Nameof Business ‘Address

NONE [Noe =
frm ee)

|
freee]

=——

(3) Each parcel of real property in which the person reporting has an
‘ownership interest valued at 5% or more of the property's then assessed
value:

“Address = “Tax Parcel ID Number

_ = 4 ==
I iim ti s——— om
Ee —— :

(4) Each reimbursement of expenses to the person reporiing in the amount of
$1.000.00 or more:

Name of Source "Date T Amount
SELF [NONE "NONE- i iinrH . —
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Reporting Period:
Jan. 1, Zczy -Dee.3l, Zegy

“To be completed by County Official/Board Member:

aa ;
= = Anl Ll pal Gel OA

PritName \ | / CountyOfficialTitle
il hlAY 15/229
SF Dw

ffice Use Only:

Received ppp SE Date:41512022viaemail__

Please submit0:
Officeof the Clerk to the Commission

141 Pryor Street SW, Suite 10075
Alana, Georgia 30303
(404) 612-8200 Phone
(404) 730-8254 Fax

Clerk Commissioners fultoncountya gov
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Redaction Date: 11242024 935:45 AM
Redaction Log

Redaction Reasons by Exemption

Reason Description a,

Recordshatrevealapublic employec's |homeas Home ephone umber, dayand month of birth, social security number,insurance or medical information, mothersbirth mame, credit cad information, debit |card information, bank account information,
Fk ihe Sccount number, uty account number, | 401)Pie ploy Rswordused fo ccc accounts, mandidaar information other thanComptonby 3 government agency,ne phoneumber and dnt of thepicemployes immediate family members ordependents; Sec O.C.GA § 3018 72631)



Reporting Period:
Jan. 1. 2042 -Dec. 31, Zii2

To be completed by County Official/Board Member:

OTT oy
Toni. Wilks |37mfFAdee

Print Name, > County Official Title

iii 77/233
Signature Date 7

| For Office Use Only:

Received by: Date: eects)
ee terete Aree

Please submit 0:
Officeofthe Clerk to the Commission

141 Pryor Street SW, Suite 10075
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 612-5200 Phone
(404) 730-8254 Fax

Clerk. Commissioners(@fultoncountyge. gov.
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Redaction Dat: 1/24/2024 934535 AM
Redaction Log

Redaction Reasons by Exemption
" PagesReason Description Te

isso fe
|Recondsthtrevesa publicemployes| home address: homeRiphorenune dayand month of bir, social security numberinsurance or medical information, mothersih name, credit card information, obicond information ak sccunt brat,|

Public Employee Tesasso anil | 0)Bar formation other hanCOmpenatonby governmentagency,Tabaamber, snddenyof the publicCnploveds immediate familymermbersorGefendent See O.C.GAS 015728531)


